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Abstract 

The notion of a conjugate family of distributions plays a very important 

role in the Bayesian approach to parametric inference. One of the main fea- 

tures of a conjugate family is that it is closed under sampling, but a conjugate 
family often provides prior distributions which are tractable in various other 

respects. This thesis is concerned with the properties of conjugate families for 

exponential family models, for which the theory is particularly fruitful. Several 

classes of conjugate families have been considered in the literature and here 

we describe some of their more interesting features. Relationships between 

different classes of conjugate families are also discussed. Our aim is to provide 

a unified approach to the theory of conjugate families for exponential family 

likelihoods. An important aspect of the theory concerns reparameterisations 

of the exponential family under consideration. We introduce the concept of a 

conjugate parameterisation, which provides further insight into many of the 

properties discussed throughout the thesis. Some results relating Jeffreys' 

prior to conjugate families are presented. We also consider Laplace-type ap- 

proximations to posterior marginal densities for certain classes of exponential 
families. Finally, further implications of these results for Bayesian conjugate 

analysis of exponential families are investigated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

In the context of Bayesian parametric inference, a family of distributions 

whose density functions with respect to Lebesgue measure have the structure 

of the likelihood kernel is called natural conjugate (Raiffa and Schlaffer 1961). 

The term standard conjugate is also used by some authors (e. g. Consonni and 
Veronese 1992), and we shall adopt it here. One of the main features of such 

a family is that it is closed under sampling, in the sense that formal updating 

of a prior in the standard conjugate family via Bayes theorem yields a pos- 
terior distribution which also belongs to that family. However, this property 
does not characterise the standard conjugate family, since any family of dis- 

tributions whose densities relative to some measure v (absolutely continuous 

with respect to Lebesgue measure) have the structure of the likelihood will 

also be closed under sampling. Despite this, closure under sampling is often 
taken as the defining property of a conjugate family. Diaconis and Ylvisaker 

(1979) asked what additional properties of a family of priors give the families 

usually called conjugate, in the particular but important case of exponential 
family likelihoods. They found that the standard conjugate family relative 
to the canonical parameter can be characterised by a condition of linearity 

on the posterior expectation of the mean-value parameter. This result has 

prompted some authors to define as `conjugate' any family of priors yielding 

such a posterior linearity property; Consonni and Veronese (1992) call these 

10 



CHAPTER I. Introduction 11 

families DY-conjugate. However, as pointed out by Berger (19S5), while this 

definition of conjugacy allows an elegant characterisation of the `conjugate' 

family, for some exponential family likelihoods the DY-conjugate family does 

not correspond to the conjugate family typically used in practice. Consider, 

for instance, the standard conjugate family for the mean of a multivariate 

normal distribution with known variance-covariance matrix E. This is given 
by multivariate normal densities with variance-covariance matrices which are 

proportional to E, while the usual conjugate family for this model typically 

allows for an arbitrary variance-covariance matrix (see Chapter 4, where this 

example is discussed in some detail). Furthermore, for certain exponential 
families, such as the normal family with unknown mean and variance, the 

family usually called conjugate does not give posterior linearity of the mean- 

value parameter (see Example 4.2). WVe shall see in Chapter 4 that, generally 

speaking, conjugate families in common use can be considered as extensions 

of the corresponding standard conjugate families. 

Besides being closed under sampling, conjugate families often provide prior 
distributions which are tractable in at least two other respects: (i) for many 

exponential family likelihoods the normalising constant of the conjugate den- 

sity is readily found; (ii) it is often possible to express in convenient form the 

expectations (and, in some cases, higher order moments) of some important 

functions of the parameter with respect to any distribution in the conjugate 
family. On the other hand, a common criticism of conjugate families relates to 

the the fact that, although mathematically convenient, they may not be suf- 
ficiently rich to honestly represent prior beliefs in many real-life applications. 
For instance, in the case of exponential family likelihoods the usual conju- 

gate families typically consist of densities which are unimodal. However, as 

shown by Dalal and Hall (1983) and Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1985), essentially 

any form of prior belief for an exponential family parameter can be arbitrar- 
ily closely represented by a mixture of priors in the conjugate family. This 

approach allows greater flexibility in the elicitation of prior beliefs while main- 
taining tractability, since mixtures of conjugate priors are also closed under 

sampling. 
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Conjugate families of priors have received a great deal of attention in the 

statistical literature since their introduction by Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961). 

See the excellent review by Dickey (1982) and the references therein. Other 

relevant references include Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1993), who identify 

general classes of conjugate exponential family priors for exponential family 

likelihoods, and Cacoullos (1987), where classes of prior distributions are char- 

acterised by the form of the posterior expectation of the canonical parameter. 
Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1985) advocate the definition of the conjugate family 

based on the property of posterior linearity of the mean-value parameter, and 
discuss conjugate priors for location families. 

In this thesis we review some important properties of conjugate families of 
distributions for exponential family models. The outline of the thesis is as fol- 

lows. Chapter 2 contains a review of exponential family theory. In Chapter 3 

we formalise the ideas about conjugate priors presented above, and discuss 

several properties of the DY-conjugate family. We also introduce the concept 

of a conjugate parameterisation. In Chapter 4 we discuss extensions of the 

standard conjugate family. We shall see that for certain exponential families 

the DY-conjugate family allows an extension which preserves essentially all 

of the properties discussed in Chapter 3. In particular, a more general form 

of posterior linearity for the mean-value parameter obtains. This is closely 

related to work by Jewell (1974) (see also Fienberg 1980). Some other ex- 

tensions of the standard conjugate family exhibit an interesting phenomenon, 

that we shall call posterior unbiasedness, for certain reparameterisations of the 

exponential family model. We argue that posterior linearity of the mean-value 

parameter is a consequence of its posterior unbiasedness under a DY-conjugate 

prior together with the additive nature of the updating equations for the hy- 

perparameters of the conjugate family when written in terms of the canonical 

sufficient statistics. Chapter 5 deals with Laplace-type approximations to 

marginal posterior densities for certain classes of natural exponential families. 

Finally, in Chapter 6 we offer some concluding remarks and outline possible 
topics for future research. 



CHAPTER 2 

Exponential Family Theory 

2.1 Exponential Families 

2.1.1 Preliminaries 

In this section we review some basic concepts concerning exponential family 

models and introduce notation. Barndorf Nielsen (1978) presents a compre- 
hensive account of the theory of exponential families. See also Brown (1986). 

Let rho be a u-finite measure on the Borel sets of IRd and consider the family 

P= {P9 :9E B} of probability measures dominated by rho such that 

dPo (y) 
= a(y) exp{9Tt(y) -111(9)}, (2.1) 

di]o 

where a(") is some nonnegative measurable function, t(") = (t1("), 
... , tp("))T 

is some measurable vector function, M(9) = log f a(y) exp{OTt(y)}71o (dy) 

and 0= int E, with E= {8 E IR" : M(O) < oo}. Then P is an exponential 
family with canonical parameter 0 and canonical statistic t(y). The set 0 is 

called the canonical parameter space. Sometimes the term `natural' is used 
instead of `canonical'. 

13 



CHAPTER 2. Exponential Family Theory 14 

The canonical statistic t(y) is sufficient for the family P. Under certain 

regularity conditions, exponential families are essentially the only models ad- 

mitting a sufficient statistic of a fixed, finite dimension. The exponential 

representation (2.1) is said to be minimal if tl ( ), ... , tp(. ) are affinely inde- 

pendent (i. e. if t(") is not contained in an affine subspace of IR1), and p is 

then called the order of P. Suppose now that P is an exponential family of 

order p with minimal representation (2.1). Then the canonical statistic t(y) 

is minimal sufficient. The exponential family P is said to be regular if is an 

open subset of IRp. We shall say that P is a (d, p)-exponential family whenever 

explicit reference to the dimensions of y and 0 (in a minimal representation) 
is required. If p=d and t(") is the identity mapping then P is said to be 

a linear exponential family. The alternative term natural exponential family, 

introduced by Morris (1982), has become increasingly popular in recent years, 

and we shall adopt it here. Natural exponential families are discussed in more 
detail in the next section. 

2.1.2 Natural exponential families 

Let rho be defined as in the previous section and consider the exponential 
family 

.F of probability measures whose densities with respect to rho are of the 

form 

po(xlO) = b(x) exp{xTo - lir(e)} (0 E 0) 

for some nonnegative measurable function b(. ). Here 

M(O) = log f b(x) exp{xTO}17o(dx) 

(2.2) 

and 0= int E, with E= {9 E IRd : 117(9) < oo}. In most applications yo 
is either Lebesgue measure or a counting measure. Define now the carrier 

measure rt by rt(dx) = b(x) rto(dx). Then - is said to be a natural exponential 
family (NEF) provided that q is not concentrated on an affine subspace of Ifld 

(so that the sample space is truly d-dimensional) and that 0 is not empty. 
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It follows that x is a minimal sufficient statistic for the family 
-F. 

The function 

M(") is called the cumulant transform of the measure i, but sometimes we shall 

also refer to Al(-) as the cumulant transform of the NEF F. 

Let Y1,. .., 
Y, be a sample of independent observations from a (d, p)- 

exponential family P with minimal canonical representation (2.1). Then the 

canonical statistic X= I''' 1 t(Y=) follows a NEF model. Consequently, there 

is essentially no loss of generality in restricting attention to natural exponential 
families. In this thesis we shall only be concerned with sampling models 

allowing a NEF representation. 

We begin with a familiar example to make clear the notation and fix ideas. 

Example 2.1. (Normal family) Consider the exponential family with densi- 

ties of the form 

(y - A)21 IC(J) (A E IR, Q2 E IR+), N(JI A, Q2) = (2TU2)-1/2 exp 
1-2U21 

where Is(-) denotes the indicator function of the set S. A canonical representa- 

tion of this family is given by (2.1) with 0= (01,02)T and t(y) _ (il (y))t2(y))T, 

where 
0, -a Or2 

(2.3) 

02 
2 C, 2 

and 

J ti(J) =J 
12 (y) = J2ý 

respectively, 

a(J) = (27r)-1/2Im(�) 

and 2 

111(9)_-402 -2 log(-202) (0=1Rx(-IR+)). (2.4) 

Thus this is a (1,2)-exponential family model. Suppose now that 11, ..., Y�, is 

a sample of independent observations from N(yI A, Q2), and let X= (Xl, X2 )T = 
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Ei1 t(I =), so that 

J x1 = Fi=1 i 
/n X2 =1 y2. 

Consider the statistics Zl = X1 and Z2 = X2 - m-1 X. It is a well-known 

result that, for in > 2, Z1 and Z2 are independent random variables with 

Zl - N(zilmA, mQ2) 

and 
Z2 ý Ga 

(z21 
2'11' 2 2U2 

where Ga (. I a, ß) denotes a gamma density with shape parameter a and scale 

parameter P. In then follows that X is distributed according to the model 

2 (7r m) r( 2) 
z 

x exp 
ýx1 X- x2 m-m leö(or2) Ill(X)1 

u2 2 ore 2 Q2 2 

for AE 11? and Q2 E E? +, and where U= {x E IR X IR+ : xi <m x2}. Thus X 

follows a natural exponential family model. Provided that in > 2, a canonical 

representation for this family is now given by (2.2) with 0 as in (2.3), 

- Xi 
b(x) 

- 2( 
/z 

( m)m)P(m21 
IU(x) 

z 

and 2 

M(9) = -in 02 +1 log(-2 02) (9 E 0). (2.5) 

If in =1 then X still follows a NEF model, but the distributions in this family 

are now concentrated on the set Uo = {x E IR x IR+ : xi = x2}, and so are 

singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. Q 

Suppose now that X is a random vector distributed according to (2.2). 

The cumulants of X can then be obtained by differentiation of the cumulant 

transform Ä7(0). In particular, 

E[XIO] = dA, (O) 
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and 

Var[X10] = Hnr(e), 

o A, and HAJ(O) = aý21 9 denote the gradient vector and where dn1(9) = anä 

the Hessian matrix of Al(-), respectively. Consider the transformation 11(9) _ 
E[XIO] and let S2 = p(0). Since M(") is convex, H. Ar(O) is a positive definite 

matrix for all 0Ee, and hence It = ji(9) is a one-to-one transformation 

of 9. Thus it provides an alternative parameterisation of the family F, called 

the mean parameterisation. Let X denote the convex hull of the support of 

the measure ? J. Then F is said to be steep if 1= int X. Regularity implies 

steepness, but the converse is not true; the inverse-Gaussian family provides an 

example of a steep family which is not regular (see Example 2.3). Throughout 

this thesis we shall only consider steep natural exponential families. 

Nov let X= (X1, 
..., Xd)T, 0= (©1, 

... , 
Od) T and Et = (it,.... 

, ELd)T. Then 

E[ (X= p=)(X, fL, )(XL. - ILk)10 a T=, k(O), 
where T; "k(9) = 8301 8 (i, j, k=1,... 

, d). Denote by Hß'(9) (j, k = ae, ae; aek 
1, ... , 

d) the elements of the matrix HA, (O)-' and let ue(O) be the dx1 

vector with ith entry 
dd 

iii(0) =ZZ Tz; k(e) xjk(0) (i =1, ... , d)z j=1 k=1 

Note that uo(9) contains information about the skewness of the distributions 

in F. We follow Eguchi and Yanagimoto (1995) and call uo(9) the skewness 

vector of the NEF F. The next proposition provides an alternative expression 
for uo(9). 

Proposition 2.1. The skewness vector of a NEF with cumulant transform 

Al(-) can be written as 

ue(9) = 
U log det{Hn1(9)} 

(O E @). D9 
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Proof. For a real cd xd matrix Z, let vec(Z) denote the d2 xI vector obtained 

from Z by stacking the columns of Z one underneath the other. Then 

Ödet{Z} 
= det{Z} vec((ZT)-1)T 

Ovec(Z)T 

provided that Z is nonsigular (Magnus and Neudecker 1988, Section 9.10). 

It then follows that, for a nonsingular symmetric matrix Z, 

c9 1og det{Z} 
1 

ýivec(Z) 
= vec(Z- ) 

Thus, on applying this result to HAJ(O) we get 

clog det{HAJ(0)} 
_ 

Ovec(Hj1(9))T 
vec(Hni(6)-i) D8 c00 

_ZZ 
DH, k(8) II'k(0), 

j=1 k=1 
aB 

where Hjk(0) (i = 1, ... , 
d) denote the elements of the matrix Hn1(0). The re- 

sult follows since aH''`ý8ý 
= T, jk(9) (i, j, k=1, ... , 

d).   

We now describe the effect of affine transformations and powers of con- 

volution on the NEF F. For a vector vE ad, let-y(v) = Gv +g be a 

nonsingular affine -transformation of v and let 'YT(v) = GTV. Denote by 

-y(. F) the image of F under the map y(. ), i. e. the family of distributions of 

X= -y(X) when X is distributed according to (2.2). Clearly y(F) is also a 

NEF, its cumulant transform being ill(9) = 111(yT(9)) +gT9, with domain 

6=- 1(e). The following setting is of particular interest (see Appendix B. 2 

for details). Let X= (X,,. 
.., 

Xd)T and suppose that, for some r=0,1, ... , 
d, 

(X1,.. 
., 

X,. ) and (X,. +1, ... , 
Xd) are, respectively, continuous and discrete ran- 

dom variables. Denote by G1,... 
' 
Gd the columns of the matrix G and let 

v(G1, ... , G,. ) denote the volume of the parallelopiped spanned by G1, ... , G. 

Let vo =1 and v,. = v(GI, ... , G,. ) (r = 1, ... , 
d), and consider the measure 

rho on the Borel sets of IRd defined by Qdx) = 'qo("y-1(dx)) v,.. Then the 

family y(. F) has densities with respect to rho of the form 

pe(xý9) = b(x) exp{xTe -sir(e)} 
(9 E O), 
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where b(x) = yr 1 b(G-1(x - g)). Thus, for example, if r=d then X is a 

continuous random vector and v,. =I det{G}I. In this case rho corresponds to 

Lebesgue measure, so that Qdx) = i1o(dx). On the other hand, if r=0 then 

X is discrete and v,. = 1. Here rho is some counting measure and ýo is just the 

image of rho under the map y("). The cases r=1, ... ,d-1 are discussed in 

Appendix B. 2. Applications can be found in Section 3.5. 

Consider now the set Cý- of positive real constants c such that, for BEe, 

11I*`(e) = c1M7(e) is still the cumulant transform of some measure rJ*c on the 

Borel sets of IRd not concentrated on an affine subspace of IRd. Letac (1991) 

refers to Cr as the Jorgensen set of the family F. Note that 1 is always in 

C. T. Moreover, it can be shown that LV+ C Ci-. For CE Cg7, the measure 

ý*c is called the cth convolution power of the measure y. Similarly, the NEF 

generated by n*° is denoted by T*c and is called the cth convolution power of 

the family T. Provided that q*' is dominated by rho, we can define b(x, c) _ 
d''dýö In this case the NEF ý'*c has densities with respect to rya of the form 

po(x fie, c) = b(x, c) exp{xTO - M*°(e)} (0 E 0). (2.6) 
Following Casalis (1994), we shall say that two natural exponential families 

. T1 and , 
F2 are of the same type if there exist an affine transformation y(") and 

a constant cE Cy1 such that F1 °= -y(. F2) 

We illustrate the above in the familiar setting of Example 2.1. 

Example 2.2. (Normal family) The cumulant transform (2.5) defines a nat- 

ural exponential family even if m is not an integer. Let Jr denote the NET 

whose cumulant transform is (2.4). The Jorgensen set of this family is then 

given by Cj, = [1, oo). For cE (1, oo), the NEF F*° has a representation of 
the form (2.6) with 0 as defined in (2.3), 

( 
ý) 2 /2 

/C )(c-3)/2 
bxc Iti(x), 

r(z 

with U, = {X E IR X R+ : xi < cx2}, and 
2 

nr*c(O) = -ý oz +1 
log(-2 

02) (0 E 0). 
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As pointed out in Example 2.1, for c=1 the distributions in 
. 
F*° are singular. 

The family . F*` is regular for all cE CF. Q 

2.2 Variance Functions 

2.2.1 Definition 

When studying the properties of a NEF F, it is often convenient to work in 

terms of the mean parameterisation, as opposed to the canonical parameteri- 

sation. Consider the function 

VF(y) = Hn1(e(tt)) (u E Q), 

where B(") denotes the inverse of the transformation ji("). The function VIT-(. ) 

takes values on the space of real symmetric dxd matrices and is called the 

variance function of the NEF 
. 
1. Clearly, Vß(µ) is positive-definite for all 

tt E Q. It can be shown that 

Vß-(µ) = D9(l-i)-1 (t E Sl), 

where Do (it) =a, with (i, j)-th entry 
(ä) (i, j=1,2, ... , 

d), denotes 

the Jacobian matrix of 9("). We shall in general drop the subscript from 

the notation for the variance function when doing so causes no confusion. 

The importance of the variance function stems from the fact that, together 

with its domain S2, it characterises the family 
.E within the class of all natural 

exponential families (Morris 1982, Jorgensen 1987). Furthermore, for many 

common NEF's the variance function takes a very simple form. Morris (1982) 

describes all real NEF's having a quadratic variance function (i. e. a variance 
function which is a polynomial of order at most 2 in the mean parameter). 
This class includes some of the most widely used families of distributions, and 

will be discussed in the next section. Letac and Mora (1990) have extended the 
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work of Morris (1982) by classifying all real natural exponential families with 

cubic variance functions. The best known among such families is the inverse- 

Gaussian family presented in the next example. A thorough description of 

variance functions and their properties is given, for example, in Letac (1991), 

who also addresses the classification of NEF's by the form of their variance 

function in a more general setting. 

Example 2.3. (Inverse-Gaussian family) Let cE IR+ and consider the NEF 

F*c with densities 

(x JA, c) = (2; r)-1/2cx-3/2 exp 
c2(x - A)2 

- IIR+ (x) (A E I+). 
2 A2x 

An exponential representation of this family is given by (2.6) with 

C2 
0=-2ý21 

2 

b(x, c) = (27r)-112cx-312 exp -2x IN, (r), 

and 
111*`(0) = -c (-20)1/2 (0 = -IR+). 

Thus, 

It =c (-2D)-i/2 = 

and the variance function is given by 

JR+)" 

This family is steep, but it is not regular (E = (-ca, 01 in this case). Q 

We now describe the effect of affine transformations and powers of convolu- 
Lion on the variance function of a NEID' F (see, for example, Letac 1991). Let 

'y(tt) = Gµ+g be a nonsingular affine transformation. The variance function 

of -y(-'F) is then given by 
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Vr(r)(ji) =G Vj-(G-'(ji -9)) GT, (2.7) 

with domain fl = y(1). On the other hand, for cE CT, the family 
, F*c is 

determined by the variance function 

v, -. c(Ft*) _cV, -(c -' ft*), (2.8) 

with domain 52,, =cQ. Both of these results follow from the discussion at the 

end of Section 2.1.2 and the definition of the variance function. 

The following two results concern the skewness vector of a NEF F. The 

first is a corollary of Proposition 2.1 and gives a representation of the skew- 

ness vector of F in terms of its variance function (compare Casalis 1994, 

Lemma 3.6(ii)). The second establishes the effect of affine transformations 

and powers of convolution. The skewness vector will play an important role in 

the next chapter (Sections 3.3 and 3.4), allowing us to give simpler statements 

of some of the properties of conjugate families and of Jeffreys' prior discussed 

there. 

Corollary 2.1. The skewness vector of a NEFF with variance function V, -(") 

can be written as 

c9 log det{ Vý(/c)} 
uÄtt) _ "ue(8(1£» = V, -(ti) 

c9ý 
(/i c- 9). 

Proof. 

0 log det { VF(p) }_ 
au 

a8(p)T slogdet{Hn1(O)} 
all a8 

10=0(fl) 

Vs(t)-1 u, (lt), 

and the result follows.   
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Note that in the univariate case (d = 1) the skewness vector reduces to 
Eµ 

U1f() = dpt 

Proposition 2.2. Let u, (Et) denote the skewness vector of the NEF 
. T. 

(a) If Fc = 'y(µ) = Gp +g is a nonsingular affine transformation, then the 

skewness vector of -y(, F) is given by 

üü(j) = Guu(G-1(µ - 9)) (j ES2). 

(b) For cE C-P, the skewness vector of F*c is 

u, I. 
(tt*) = uu(c 1 it*) (ft. E Q*). 

Proof. (a) We have from Corollary 2.1 that 

Vtiv)(A) 
0logdet{V(y)(%i)} 

all 
Now recall from (2.7) that Vy(, -) (f) =G VT(G-1(j. ß - g)) GT, and note that 

alogdet{V(-T)(ji)} cry-1 (µ)T 0logdet{Vß-(µ)} 

aii 
. T(G-1(Il - g))-1 u, (G-1(%l - g)). _ (GT)-1 V 

The result then follows. 

(b) This is analogous to the proof of (a). Corollary 2.1 states that 

uµ. (/-t*) = Vj'"°(Fz*) rlogdet{Vy. -(fz*)} 
ýµ* 

Recall from (2.8) that Vr. c(µ*) =cV. F(c-1 µ*), and observe that 

alog det{V,. ý(µ*)} iµµ, (µ*)T Ulogdet{Vx-(µ)} 
Oµ* Oµ* Oµ 

fL=µ,,, (µ, ) 
=C1V. V(C-1 It*)-1 uu(C 

1 
F*), 

where lip (µ*) = c-1 jim. This completes the proof.   

To conclude this section, we now show the forms of both the variance func- 

tion and the skewness vector for the normal family of Example 2.2. 
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Example 2.4. (Normal family) Consider the NEF 
. 
T*` of Example 2.2. For 

ce C_T, the mean parameter of . 
c*° is given by 

_ý Fý1 = 292 = cA 

2 
Ft2 =c 

(402 
- 2©2) = c(u2+A2). 

It can easily be seen that 

t12 1 2' 
P2 

F1) 

2 pi 
c 

(Fl2 

c) c 

(ýl2 

c2 
J 

and that 
2s 

det{V(µ)} 
2=c (P2 

- 
cll 

In then follows that the skewness vector of F*c takes the form 

uFtlýl -\ 
Oý 

\ßl2 

, 12 

0 

2.2.2 Quadratic variance functions on IK? 

As pointed out in the preceding section, for many natural exponential families 

commonly occurring in statistics the variance function has a simple form. 

We now follow Morris (1982) and describe a particularly tractable class of 

univariate NEF's, namely those having a quadratic variance function (QVF). 

Multivariate analogues of this class are discussed in the next section. 

A variance function V(") on 11? is said to be quadratic if 

V (p) = Aue + By +C (it E St) 

for some real constants A, B and C. In his influential paper, Morris (1982) 

shows that there exist only six different types of NEF-QVF models. Specifi- 

cally, any real natural exponential family having a quadratic variance function 

can be obtained via a nonsingular affine transformation from one of the fol- 

lowing six basic families. 
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Normal family 

Let cE IR+ and consider the NEF F*c with densities 

1V(xJA, c) = (2-, re) -'/' exp -2c(x - ý)2} II(x) 

An exponential representation for this family is given by (2.6) with 

c 
2 

b(x, c) = (2ýrc)-1/2 exp _ 
2c I(x) 

and 

M*°(O) _ c. Ar(o) 
X 02 

_ (0 = ). 
Hence 

11 =c0=A, 

and the variance function is 

1"(fI) =c (IL = IR). 

Poisson family 

Let cE IR+ and consider the NEF F'° described by the densities 

e-ca(cX)x 
Po(xI A, c) = r(x + 1) 

Iv(x) (A E I2). 

In this case the exponential representation (2.6) has 

D= log . A, 

b(x, c) = 
Cr x 

r( + 1) 
ILV(x) 

x 
and 

25 

nr*C(O) =c ee (o = IR). 
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Thus 

Ei=cee=c, \, 

and 

"(E') = it 

Note that the variance function for this family is the identity mapping, so 

that it is not affected by powers of convolution. In other words, any power of 

convolution of the Poisson family gives back the original family. 

Gamma family 

Let cE IR+ and consider the NEF F*` with densities 

Ga(xlc, A) = r(c) xo-1 exp{-. fix} Iff? 
+(x) 

(A E IR). 

Here 

and 

o= -a, 
b(x, c) = ý, 

(ý) 
Iln+ (x) 

Ili*C(o) = -c log(-o) (0 = -IR+). 

It follows that 
CC 

fý -Q- ýi 

and that 
2 

V(p) =- (SL = IR+) 

Binomial family 

Let cE ZV+ and let 
, F*c be the NEF with densities 

Bin(xlc, A) = 
r(c+ 1) A(1 - ))c-x I{o, l,..., c}(x) (a E (o, 1)). P(x+1)I'(c-x+1) 
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An exponential representation for this family is then given by (2.6) with 

0=log( 
A) 

P(x+1)P(c-x+1) 

and 

111*ý(0) =c log(1 + e°) (0 = IR). 

Thus 

and 

ce° 
ft= l+ee =cA, 

2 

V(II) = -11 -f µ (1 _ (0, ý))" 

Negative-Binomial family 

Let cE IR+ and consider the NEF F*c with densities 

NB(xlc, A) = 
F(x + c) Ax(1 - a)` ILv(x) (A E (0,1))- 

I'(c) I'(x + 1) 

In this case the exponential representation (2.6) has 

0= log A, 

b(x, c) = 
r(x + c) 

T(c) r(x + 1) 

and 

Hence 

and 

M*c(0) = -c log(1 - e°) (0 = -IR+)" 

_ 
cee 

_ 
cA 

1-ee 1-a' 

2 
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Hyperbolic-Secant family 

Let cE N+ and let F*c be the NEF described by the densities 

A2 ) 
HS(xlc, A) _)cr(() ( 2)2`2 

IrCc 
+22 

)12 
exp{x arctan(A)} I (x), 

cc 2 

with AEN. Here i=i and, for real constants u and v, 

IF(u+iv)I' °° (i+ 
v2 

)-i 

r(u)2 -1i (u + Jý2 

(e. g. Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, Formula 6.1.25). In this case 

0= arctan(A), 

b(x, C) =2 
C-2 

r(c) r(c/2)2 

and 
M*`(0) = -c log cos(0) 

Hence 

r\2 +iX) IJR(x) 

(0 = (-T/2, -ir/2)). 

it =c tan(0) =cA, 

and 2 

V(Ec) _ 
ýý +c (c = IR). 

28 

Of the six types described above, the last four have a strictly quadratic 

variance function. For families of the Poisson type (i. e. obtained from a Pois- 

son family via a nonsingular affine transformation) the variance function is 

strictly linear, whereas the families of the normal type all have a constant 

variance function. Note that all of the exponential families in the NEF-QVF 

class are regular (hence steep). Morris (1983) provides a thorough account of 

the statistical properties of this class. 
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2.3 Quadratic Variance Functions on Rd 

The concept of a quadratic variance function can be extended to the multi- 

variate case in several ways, with various degrees of generality. Letac (1991) 

provides a general representation of a variance function as a symmetric linear 

operator. Let Sd denote the space of real symmetric dxd matrices. A variance 
function on Ed is said to be quadratic if it can be written in the form 

V(p) = A(a, ft)+B(a)+C (it E 1), 

where the map A: cx S2 -* Sd is symmetric bilinear, B: S2 -* Sd is linear 

and CE Sd is a constant matrix. Two important particular cases are the 

homogeneous quadratic variance function (HQVF) 

V (s) = 

and the simple quadratic variance function (SQVF) 

V(Fa) = a1-itt'+ß(p)+C, 

where a is a real constant. Casalis (1991) has characterised all NEF's having 

a HQVF. These families are all of the Wishart type and include, in particular, 
the usual Wishart family defined on the space of real symmetric positive- 
definite matrices. On the other hand, Casalis (1994) classified all the NEF's 

having a simple quadratic variance function on Rd. She found that there exist 

exactly 2d +4 different types of NEF-SQVF models. This result generalises 

that of Morris (1982) discussed in the previous section. The class NEF-SQVF 

is thus a natural extension of the Morris class, and will be fully described 

in the next section. See Casalis (1994) for an authoritative account of the 

properties of SQVF models. 

If the variance function of a NEF F is quadratic then so are the variance 
functions of y(. T) and , 

F*° for all nonsingular affine transformations y(") and 
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powers of convolution cEC, -. More interestingly, the subclass NEF-SQVF is 

also closed under these two operations (see Casalis 1994). 

2.3.1 Simple quadratic variance functions 

Here we describe the 2d+4 basic natural exponential families having a simple 

quadratic variance function on IRd. In analogy with the univariate case, any 
NEF-SQVF model can be obtained via a nonsingular affine transformation 

from one of the families discussed below. We follow Casalis (1994), who gives 

a thorough description of these families in terms of their cumulant transforms 

and variance functions, as well as the corresponding generating measures. 
In addition, we shall exhibit the forms of the skewness vector and of the 

determinant of the variance function for each of the basic families. Details of 
the derivation of these can be found in Appendix A. 

Poisson/Normal class 

This class comprises d+1 of the 2d+4 different types of NEF-SQVF models. 
It is obtained as the product of k Poisson and d-I normal independent families 

(k=0,1,..., d). 

For fixed k=0,1, ... , d, and cE 1R+, consider the family 
. F*° with densities 

of the form 

kd 

PokNd-k(x, I. X, c) _ fl Po(xiI J=, c) H N(xj I )j, c) (A E IR+ X Ind-k), 
t-i j=k+i 

where x= (x1, 
... , xd)T and A_(. X) ... , 

Ad)T. Thus, the case k=0 yields 

the multivariate normal family Nd(xlA, cId) (Id denoting the dxd identity 

matrix), whereas Je =d simply gives the product of d independent Poisson 

families. 
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An exponential representation for this family is given by (2.6) with 

0= (log A1, ... 1 log Ak, Ak+1 /c, 
... I Ad/c)T, 

k 

b(x, c) _k (2rß c)-- 

a 
x exp -1Z XJ2 1LVkXff{d-k 

2c 
j_k+1 

and 

cM(e) 
1k 1d 

Coi }->o (O = Ed). =c 1: i i=i 2 , _k+i 

It follows that 

01, ek T ýc = (ce 
..., ce , cOk+1i... ) cOd) 

T 
_ (cA,,... 

)CAk7Ak+li..., 
Ad) 

and that 

V (pt) = Diag(Ecl,... , fck; ) c, ... , c) (Q. = IR+ X Rd-k), 

where, for a vector vE Nd, Diag(v) denotes the dxd matrix containing the 

elements of v on its diagonal and zeros elsewhere. 

Thus, 

and 

ti 
det{V(µ)) = cd-ý Eci 

i-1 

utl(, U) _ (1k d k)T, 
where 1k _ (l, 

... , 1)T E k' and Od_k denotes the null vector of Rd-k. 
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Multinomial family 

Let cE IV+ and consider the family. F*c described by densities of the form 

111ic1d(XIC,. X) = 
r(C + 1) 

dd 
x +1) fl 1r(xi+1) d 

dd -ýj=i xi 

ý` 1- xj INS(X) (A E Sl), 
i=1 j=i 

where Nd=Ix E yd: > 1xi < c}andSl={AE1R+: ýa1A, <1}. In 

this case 0= (Or) 
... , 

Od)T 
, with 

©_ = log 
Aä 

(i = 1, ... , 
d}, C 1- Ed A. J- 

b(x, c) = 
P(c + 1) 

INd(x) 
r(c - rd, xj + 1) flr(x= + 1) 

and d 

AI*`(9) =c log 1+ eoi (0 = 111d). 
j=1 

Now pt = (it1) 
... , Itd)T, with 

and 

c eei 
it ==c. \ (z = 1, ", 

d), 
+ Ed 

V (p) c µqT + Diag(JL) (1. = Sd), 

where Sd = {i. t E Ind :Fp; < c}. The determinant of the variance 

function is then given by 

(ý1\ 
det{ V(i)} = 

(1- 

\i=1 
-/j: 

=l 

and the skewness vector takes the form 

ld - c(d 
+ 1)Ec. 
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Negative-Alultinomial family 

Let CE IR+ and consider the family F*° with densities 

1Vllld(x1 c, a) =d1d 11 A: ̀ ) 1-dZ A' ILVd(X), 
p(C) I It_1 P(: V, + 1) t_ý j=1 

for AES,. The exponential representation (2.6) for this family then has 
0= (0l) 

... , 
Od)T, with 

0= = log at (i = 1, ... , d), 

Ux c) = 
r(> 1xß+c) Iax (' r(c) III r(x1 + 1) 

() 

and 
d 

AI*C(9) = -c log I- e°i , 

with 0= {9 EIIZdF-d1 e° < I}. It follows that p= (/ i) ... , ILd)T, with 

ceei ca; 
d 

(z=1,... 
ýý)ý Erz= 1_ d eei 1_ rj=l 

and that 

V1 (/ý) _c JULY + Diag(li) (c* = +). 

Finally, we have that 

and 

(i=l d11d 
det{V(Ei)}= nfc=l 

(1+-EFtj 

uµ(ß) = Id + 
c(d 

+ 1)µ. 

Negative-Alultinomial/Gamma/Normal class 

This class contains d distinct types of NEF-SQVF models. It consists of 

combinations of negative-multinomial, gamma and normal families. 

For fixed k=1, ... , d, and cE IR+, consider the family F*° with densities 

of the form 

Nlllk-1GaNd-k(a Ic, A) = N11Ik-i(x(i)Ic, A(1)) Ga(xkI c+ E k-1 x1, 'Ak) 

x Nd_k(x(2)I xkA(2), Xk I d-k) 
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for AE Si _1 x IR+ X IRS-k. Here x= (x(l), : rk, x2))T denotes a partition 

of x, with x(l) = (x1, 
... , xk_1)T and X(2) = (xk+l, 

... , xd)T. Similarly, A_ 

(x(1), Ak, A(2))T denotes the corresponding partition for A. 

The case k=1 corresponds, up to a nonlinear transformation of x, to the 

normal-gamma family which occurs as a conjugate family of distributions in 

the Bayesian analysis of independent normal variates with unknown mean and 

an unknown common variance. Specifically, suppose that X= (ý'1 
iX 2))T 

follows a GaNd-1(a I C, A) model. Then Y= (Y1iY2ý)T, with I1 = Xl and 

Y(2) = Xi -I X(Z), follows the normal-gamma model 

Nd_l (X(2)I a(2), X1 lId_1) Ga(x, 1 c, A, ). 

An exponential representation for , F*` is now given by (2.6), where 0= 

(01) 
..., 

Od)T with 

of = log(Ai Ak) (i = 1, ... ,k- 1) 
2 Ok = -Ak-2L; =k+1", 

o. i = A. i (7 = k+1, 
"-., 

d), 

k-1 1 d-k -1 

]p(C) ti 1 i=l 
d 

x exp xý Iý, k-1(X(1)) Im+(xk) I]td-'ß(x(2)) 
2x, 

j_Z+1 

and 
k-1 d 

J1J*ý(9} _ -c log - ee' - 0k -2E 0J2 , i=1 j=kß-1 

with O= {0 E IRd :i e0i + 0k +2 >T 
_k+1 

03ý < 01. On the other hand, 

A= 111) ... , /ld)T With 

Bi 

(i = il Ej e }ek+2 
Lýj_k}1 

o 1-4 ýi 

c fk - k-1 B1d- k-1 ýi=1 e j+ek}2 Tj_k+l 07 

6-- 
coi 

= 
cA 

_}1 CZ) E7 Zi_I-e©' B2L 
kß-1 

Bi (1-_i=i '\iý ýk 
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and 

V(11) µ/_tT + Diag(fal,... 
, 1k-l i 0, fik, ... ) Elk) (S2. = IR+ X IRS-ý ). 

The determinant of the variance function is given in this case by 

1 k-1 
det{V(E. t)} =CH Intl Iik-ti+a 

, _1 
J 

and the skewness vector takes the form 

u/4(FL) = (lx; 
-l, 

Od k+l)T + ý(d + 1)lß" 

Negative-Illultinomial/Hyperbolic-Secant family 

This is the last type of NEF-SQVF models. In the univariate case it reduces 

to the hyperbolic-secant family. 

Let cE IIZ+ and consider the family F*` with densities 

Nllld-1 HS(xIG, A) = Nllld-1(x(1)I c,. \(1)) HS(xdI c -f- ý, ý_i x:, )'a) 

for AE Sl-1 x ff?. Here x= (xl), xd)T and A= (AT), . \d)T, with x(l) = 
(x1, 

... , xd-1)T and A(1) = (A1) 
.... Ad-1)T 

The exponential representation (2.6) for this family has 9= (©1 
i ... 5 

Od)T5 

with 
Oi = log ((i+äd)1 

/2) (i = 1, ... , 
d- 1) 

Od = arctan(Ad), 

2C+I: 
d_1 

x; -2 

v(x, c) =r r(xt + 1) 
Ir2 
Irý2l, 

+ Ed-1 
i=1 ý_ý+i2)I \1 T X_2 Id-1 (XW) 

1m(xd) 

rC2 [c +==1 x=] 

and 
/ a-I \ 

11'f*°(8)=-cloglcos(Od)-ýe°i 
\ ý=i / 

I- 
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where 0= {9 E Ind-1 x (-7-, /2,7, /2) : Ed-1 eej < cos(Od)}. It then follows 

that Et = (pi) 
... , /td)T, with 

ý 
C eB 

d-1 B. _ °d' 1 
(i = 1, ... ,d- 1) 

cOS(Od)-F .ej 1-F j=1 
A. 

,lJ 

_dc 
sin(Od) ca j l Cý cos(Bd) _j=l1 

Ai 
j=1 -1 

eoi - _j=j = 

and that 

1 
FýµT -f- Diag(Fti.... , Iid_17 cf (IL = IR+ 1x IR). V (1t) =c 

Finally, we have 

a-1 d-1 2 

c j=l 

)I 

and 
d 

1,0)T + 

As in the univariate case, all the families in the NEF-SQVF class are regular. 
We observe that the 2d +4 basic families described above all have a simple 

variance function of the special form 

V (pt) =a µµT + Diag(Bo/i) + C, (2.9) 

where a is a real constant, Bo is a real dxd constant matrix (not necessarily 

symmetric) and CE Sd is a matrix of constants. The values of a, Bo and C 

for each of the basic families are as follows. 

Poisson/Normal class. For each k=0,1, 
... , d, a=0, 

Ik °k, d-k Bo 
Od-k, k °d-k 

and 
Ok °k, d-x 

Od-k, k CI d-k 

where Ok, and Ok, d-k denote the kxk and kx (d-k) null matrices, respectively. 
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1llultinomial family. In this case a= -1/c, Bo = Id, and C= Od. 

Negative-Alultinomial family. Here a= 11c, Bo = Id, and C= Od. 

Negative-11l7cltinomial/Gamma/Normal class. For each Je a= 

1/c, 

Ik-1 

Bo =01 
°d-k, k-1 

and C: -- Od. 

Ok-1 °k-1, d-k 

od 0k 
l d-k Od-k 

Negative-Alultinomial/Hyperbolic-Secant family. In this case a= l/c, 

_ 
Id-1 od-1 

BD 

1ä 
10 

and 
Od-1 Od-1 

Ci = 
T od-1 

We can now state the following. 

Proposition 2.3. Let F*` be any one of the 2d+4 basic families with variance 
function of the form (2.9), as described above. Then 

(a) the skewness vector of F*` is 

u,, (It) = diag(Bo) +a (d + 1) it, 

where diag(Bo) denotes the dx1 vector appearing as the diagonal of the 

matrix Bo. 

(b) If µ= y(JL) = Gy +g denotes a nonsingular affine transformation, then 

the skewness vector of is given by 

uA(µ) = [G diag(Bo) +a (d + 1) g] +a (d + 1) µ. 

l 
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Proof. (a) Direct, by comparing the expression for the skewness vector given 

above for each of the basic families with the corresponding form of (2.9). 

(b) This follows from (a) and Proposition 2.2(a).   

The preceding proposition states that the skewness vector of a NEF having 

a simple quadratic variance function is linear in the mean parameter. See 

Section 2.4, where a more general form of this property is obtained for certain 

classes on natural exponential families. 

2.3.2 Homogeneous quadratic variance functions 

It was pointed out at the beginning of this section that the natural expo- 

nential families having a homogeneous quadratic variance function are all of 

the Wishart type. Specifically, Casalis (1991) has shown that an irreducible 

natural exponential family on JR belongs to the NEF-HQVF class if and only 
if it is a Wishart family on one of the so-called symmetric cones of IN d. (A 

NEF is said to be irreducible if it cannot be written as the product of two 

independent NEF's; see Section 2.4. ) The most common instances of such 

cones are: (i) the cone of the real symmetric positive-definite lxl matrices 
(here d= 

2l(l + 1)), and (ii) the usual cone of revolution in IRd. A detailed 

account of the general NEF-HQVF class can be found in Casalis (1990) (see 

also Letac 1991). Here we shall only be concerned with the usual Wishart 

family defined on the space of symmetric positive-definite matrices. 

lVishart family 

A real symmetric positive-definite lx1 random matrix X is said to have a 
Wishart distribution with parameter matrix A and v degrees of freedom if its 

density function has the form 

1471(XIv, A) = Kz(v) det{A}"/2 det{X}("-1-1)/2 exp{` 2 tr(AX)} (2.10) 
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where v> 1- 1, A is a real symmetric positive-definite 1x1 matrix, and 
ý -1 

KI (V) 
- 

[21v12«1_1)14 
1 I, 

(v -Z+ 
Il 

i_1 
2 lI 

is the normalising constant. It is a well-known result that the expected value 

of X is given by 

M=E[Xlv, A]=vA-'. 

The Wishart family is a regular NEF and constitutes a natural extension 

of the gamma family discussed in Section 2.2.2. 

For a real Ixl matrix Z, let vec(Z) denote the l2 x1 vector obtained from 

Z by stacking the columns of Z one underneath the other. Similarly, if Z 

is symmetric let v(Z) denote the 21(l + 1) x1 vector that is obtained from 

vec(Z) by eliminating all supradiagonal elements of Z. Then there exists 

a unique 12 x 21(1 + 1) matrix DI (called the duplication matrix) such that 

Div(Z) = vec(Z). Also, v(Z) = D1 vec(Z), where Dl = (Dl D1)-1DT is 

the Moore-Penrose inverse of DI (Magnus and Neudecker 1988, Section 3.8). 

Let Q= (qjj) be another real lxl matrix and recall that the Kronecker 

product of Q and Z (denoted Q (D Z) is defined as the l2 x l2 matrix (gijZ). 

The following lemma will allow us to exploit more easily the exponential family 

properties of the Wishart family. 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose Q and Z are two real symmetric positive-definite lxl 

matrices, and let q= v(Q) and z= v(Z). Then 

(a) tr(QZ) = qT (Di Di) z. 

(b) {DT (Q ® Q)Di}-I = Di (Q-1 ® Q-')Di T 

(c) det{Dt (Q (D Q)Dt T} 
=2-12-'('-') det{Q}'+'. 

C 

If f (z) = log det{Z} then 

(d) dt(z) = 8f = (Di DI) v(Z-1) 

(e) Hf(z) = az 
(Z) = -Di (Z-1 0 Z-')D1. 
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(f) If F(z) = v(Z-1) then 

DF(z) _ 
aD F(ZTz) 

= -D+ (Z-'® Z-')Dl. 
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Proof. (a) tr(QZ) = (vec(Q))Tvec(Z) = (DIv(Q))T (Div(Z)) = 

gT(DT D1)z. (b) and (c) are particular cases of Theorem 13(d) and Theo- 

rem 14(b) of Magnus and Neudecker (1988, Section 3.8), respectively. On 

the other hand, Equation (2), Exercise 4 and Equation (19) of Magnus and 
Neudecker (1988, Sections 9.10,10.6 and 9.13), together with the definition of 
D1 and Dl +, lead to (d), (e) and (f), respectively.   

Let d= 
2l(l + 1), x= v(X) and A= v(A). The Wishart distribution 

is, in fact, a distribution on the d distinct elements of the random matrix X 

(namely those contained in x) and depends on the d parameters in the vector 
A for each value of v. Now let w(A) = det{A} and observe that 

-ý tr(AX) = -2 xT (DI DI) A, 

by Lemma 2.1(a). Finally, let c= v/2 and denote by J7*' the «eishart family 

with densities (2.10). Provided that c> (l - 1)/2, an exponential representa- 

tion for F*' is then given by (2.6) with 

9=-2 (Di DI) A, (2.11) 

b(x, c) = Ki(2c) det{X}`-2ý1+1> 

and 

-c log[ w(-2 (DiDi)-19) ]. (2.12) 

It can be shown (see Letac 1989) that the Jorgensen set for the family 
. 
7' is 

given by Cr 2,1, z, 
... ,1l}U 

(1 21, oo). Note, however, that the distribu- 

tions in T are singular for cc 11,1,2, 
... , 

121 
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We now consider the mean parameterisation for this family. Let p= v(M) 

and f (p) = log det{M}. Hence A=2 cv(M-1), and it follows from (2.11) 

and Lemma 2.1(d) that 

B= -c (Df Di) v(M-1) 

(2.13) 

= -cdf(Jt) 

The inverse of this transformation is, of course, given by 

IL = dM. c(9). (2.14) 

Recall that V (p) = DB(ft)-' and observe that 

D©(Ft) = -c Hf(/L) 

=c DT (M-1 ® M-')DI, (2.15) 

by (2.13) and Lemma 2.1(e). Then (2.15), together with Lemma 2.1(b), pro- 

vides an explicit formula for the variance function of the «eishart family, 

namely 

V (ý) _I Di (M (9 M)Dt T. 

It now follows from Lemma 2.1(c) that 

det{V(ji)} =2-Zt(t-1)c-d det{M}t}l. (2.16) 

The following result will allow us to find the skewness vector for the «eishart 

family. 

Proposition 2.4. Let , T*' denote the I'Vishart family as described above. 
Then 

V(11) 
Dlogdet{M} 

_1 Q7µ c 
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Proof. Let jtf*C(, ) = 11I*c(9(iz)). Then 

das;, ý(ý) = Do(it)T dA,.. (O(Ft)) 

=V (ý)-1 L. 

On the other hand, we note that 

117µ`(Ec) =c[ log det{M} -l log(2c) ] 

=c[f (Ei) -l log(2c) ], 

by (2.12) and (2.13). Hence 

dns, 
ý°ýlt) =c dl (jt) 

c 
olog det{M} 

= Oft 

and the result follows. 0 

It now follows from (2.16) and the preceding proposition that the skewness 

vector of the Wishart family is 

uw(It) =C (1+ 1) P. 

Note that the skewness vector is linear in the mean parameter, as is also the 

case for the NEF-SQVF class. It would be interesting to see if this property 

also holds for the other families in the NEF-HQVF class (see the remark at 

the end of the next section). 

2.4 Reducible Natural Exponential Families 

Let X be a random vector distributed according to a natural exponential 
family T. The family YT is said to be reducible if it is the product of two 

independent natural exponential families 
. 
T1 on HE and , T'2 on Rd-' for some 

r=1, ... ,d-1 
(Bar-Lev, Bshouty, Enis, Letac, Lu and Richards 1994). In 
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other words, X can be partitioned into two independent subvectors X(j) and 
X(2) of dimensions dl =r and d2 =d-r, respectively, each following a NEF 

model. The family 
. 97 is called irreducible if it is not reducible. \\Te shall say 

that F is k-reducible if there exits an integer k=1, 
... ,d such that E' is the 

product of k independent irreducible natural exponential families F1, 
... , . 

FJ. 

defined on IRd...... Nd';, respectively (d = dl +"""+ (h). Note that every 
NEF defined on IR' is k-reducible for some k=1, 

... , 
d. 

More generally, the family 
.T will be called linearly k-reducible if and only 

if 

(i) there exists a nonsingular linear transformation 7o(") such that -yO(. T) is 

k-reducible; and 
(ii) if there exists another nonsingular linear transformation -yl(") such that 

^'1(. T) is k1-reducible, then kl < k. 

Jewell (1974) call these families linearly-dependent. Note that ,T is irre- 

ducible if and only if it is 1-reducible, but an irreducible family can be lin- 

early k-reducible for some k=2,.. 
., 

d. More generally, every k-reducible 

NEF is linearly k--reducible for some k>k. Thus, the dependence structure 

of a k-reducible NEF might be further simplified by means of a nonsingular 
linear transformation. We shall find it convenient to introduce a concept of 

reducibility where the individual irreducible components J,... , , Tx cannot be 

linearly reduced any further. We shall say that F is linearly irreducible if it is 

linearly 1-reducible. 

Definition 2.1. A natural exponential family. ' defined on Rd is called fully 

k-reducible if and only if there exists an integer k=1,. .., d such that F is 

the product of k independent linearly irreducible natural exponential families 

, 
r1...... Ti; defined on IRdk, respectively (d = >= 1 d=). In this case 

we write .T= . 
T10. ®. Fk. A fully 1-reducible NEFis called fully irreducible. 

Thus, F is fully k-reducible if and only if it is both k-reducible and linearly 

k-reducible. Note also that F is linearly k-reducible if and only if there exists 

a nonsingular linear transformation yo(-) such that yo(,. ") is fully k-reducible. 
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It follows from the discussion above that the cumulant transform of a fully 

k-reducible NEF T can be written as 

AI(e) -111l(O(l)) + ... + lVrk(O(k)) (0 E o) 

with 0= (9 1) , ... , 
9A1)T and 0= O1 x ... X 0k, and where 0(i), 111, (") and 0i 

denote the canonical parameter, the cumulant transform, and the canonical 

parameter space of, respectively (i = 1, ... , 
k). On the other hand, if. ' is a 

linearly k-reducible NEF then there exists a nonsingular linear transformation 

=y(v) = Gv such that ý' = y(. T) for some fully k-reducible NEF'. Thus, the 

cumulant transform of can be written as 

Al (0) =111(0) + ... + Alk-(0) (e E ö), (2.17) 

where 11I=(ß) = 111, (GT9) and G; is the dx d= submatrix of G such that 

0(j) = GT 9 (i = 1, ... , 
k). 

We illustrate these ideas in the context of a very familiar example. 

Example 2.5. (Multivariate normal family) Consider the exponential family 

T with densities of the form 

Nd(XIA, E) = (27r)-1/2 det{E}-1/2 exp {- \)TE-1(x - A) } Imd(X), 

for AE IRd, where E is a (fixed) real symmetric positive-definite (d x d) 

matrix. A canonical representation for this family has the form (2.2) with 

0= E-1A, 

b(x) = (27r)-1/2 det{E}-1/2 exp 
{-2 

xTE-1x 
1 Imd(X) 

and 

ir(e) =1 OT> O (o = hid). 

The mean parameter is given in this case by 

µ=a 
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and the variance function is simply 

V(µ) =E (I = IRd)" 

Note that the skewness vector of this family is 

u1i(p) = Od 

for all jiEQ. 

Consider now the linear transformation Xo = yo(X) = G-1 X, where 
G is a real nonsingular (d x d) matrix such that E=G GT . Then Xo, 

Nd(xojG-1, L, Id), so yo(. ý) can be written as the product of d independent 

linearly irreducible families (namely d independent univariate normal families 

all with variance 1). This shows that F is linearly d-reducible, regardless of 
the structure of the covariance matrix E. 

(i) Suppose now that none of the entries of E is zero. Then T is irreducible. 

On the other hand, it is not fully k-reducible for any k=1, 
... , 

d. 

(ii) Let E be the block-diagonal matrix 

E= Diag(E1, ... , E,. ), 

where, for each i=1, ... , r, E= is a real symmetric positive-definite (d= x d=) 

matrix with nonzero entries (d = F_; 
_1 

d; ). In this case F is r-reducible but it 

is not fully k-reducible for any k=1, 
..., 

d. 

(iii) Finally, let E be the diagonal matrix 

E= Diag(ull,... 
I add), 

with cr=i >0 for all i=1,.. ., 
d. Then ,T is fully d-reducible (hence d- 

reducible). 

To conclude this example, note that the cumulant transform of F can be 

written as 

11I(9) =2 (GT9)2 (0 E 0), 

where Gj denotes the ith column of the matrix G. 0 
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As a further example, consider the NEF-SQVF class described in Sec- 

tion 2.3.1. It is easy to see that, with the sole exception of the Poisson/Normal 

type, all of the natural exponential families having a simple quadratic variance 

function are fully irreducible. In contrast, the families of the Poisson/Normal 

type are all linearly d-reducible. On the other hand, the Wishart family dis- 

cussed in the preceding section is clearly fully irreducible. 

Consider now a fully k-reducible natural exponential family 

. 
77 

_ 
ý1 Cl ®... ®ýý ýk 

where, for each i=1, ... , 
k, 

, 7'2 °` is one of the (2d= + 4) basic families with a 

simple quadratic variance function of the special form (2.9), namely 

Vi(Iu(=)) = ai 1L()tL ,)+ Diag(Bitt()) + Cl. 

Clearly, the variance function of the family 
.T is quadratic, but it is not simple 

quadratic in general. It now follows from Proposition 2.3(a) that the skewness 

vector of F'_ '` is of the form 

u=(l, t=) = q(j) + q= p(1), 

with q(=) = diag(B; ) and qj = a=(d; + 1) (i = 1, ... , 
k). The mean parameter 

for the family F is given by It =(1),..., /4j) )T 
. Thus we can write the 

skewness vector of F as 

u,, (1L)=4+Qft. 

where q= (q(; ), ... , q(k))T and 

Q= 1T 1T ). Diag(gl dl,..., gk dk 

Let µ= y(µ) = GJL denote a nonsingular linear transformation. Then the 

family = =y(. T) is linearly k-reducible. Proposition 2.2(a) now shows that 

the skewness vector of J' is 

uEi(ll) =4+Q A7 
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where q" = Gq and Q= GQG-1. It is easy to see that an analogous result 

holds if we now allow some of the i't's in . 'F = F, *" 0. ""®. Fk*" to be Wishart 

families. 

Thus, for all the families of the type discussed above the skewness vector is 

linear in the mean parameter, whereas the variance function is quadratic. In 

contrast, for the normal family of Example 2.4, the variance function is not 

quadratic and the skewness vector is not linear in Et. It is an open problem 

to determine whether the linearity condition on the skewness vector actually 

characterises the general NEF-QVF class in the multivariate case as it clearly 
does in the univariate case. 

2.5 Cuts in Natural Exponential Families 

As is apparent from the previous sections, the canonical and mean parame- 

terisations allow a neat description of many of the properties of exponential 
family models. For steep exponential families, parameterisations which are a 
`mixture' of the canonical and mean parameters are also of interest. 

Consider a natural exponential family F on Rd, with (minimal) exponential 

representation (2.2), and let 6= (91), 92))T and µ= (µ(l), p(ý))T denote 

similar partitions of the canonical and mean parameter, respectively. Then 

cp = (t j)' 9ý))T provides a parameterisation of F, which is called a mixed 

parameterisation. An interesting feature of such a parameterisation is that 

the components µ(l) and 6(2) are variation independent, meaning that (D = 

Stl x 02, where 4), hl and 02 denote the domains of variation of W, µ(, ) 

and 6(2), respectively (see Barndorf-Nielsen 1978 and B arndorff- Nielsen and 

Blaesild 1983). 

Mixed parameterisations are closely related to the concept of a cut, intro- 

duced by B arndorff- Nielsen (1978) in the context of separate inference on a 

parameter of interest when nuisance parameters are present. For a parametric 

family P= {pu, (xlw) :wE T}, the statistic t= t(x) is said to be a cut if 
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there exists a parameterisation 0=0,, (w) = (OT), O2 ))T of P such that 0(1) 

and 0(2) are variation independent and 

p(xICO4(c(1), c5(2))) = p(tl O(1))p(xI cb(2), t). (2.18) 

In the terminology of Barndorff-Nielsen (1978), the components civil and 0(2) 

are then likelihood independent (i. e. c5(1) and 0(2) are variation independent 

and the likelihood for 0 can be split into two factors, one involving only 0(j) 

and the other depending only on 0(2)). 

The notion of a cut has close connections with the concepts of sufficiency and 

ancillarity and has been studied in the context of general exponential families 

by Barndorif Nielsen (1978) and Barndorif Nielsen and Blaesild (1983). For 

natural exponential families, the theory of cuts is more complete than in the 

general case, and a definitive version has recently been given by Barndorf- 

Nielsen and Koudou (1993). We now review some basic results concerning 

cuts in natural exponential families. These results will form the basis of the 

development given later in Chapter 5. 

Let F be a natural exponential family on ]Rd, with exponential represen- 
tation (2.2), and suppose X is a random vector distributed according to F. 

Let X= (XT 
1), X 2) 

)T denote a partition of X, with dim{X(1)} = dl and 

dim{X(2)} = d2 =d- dl. Similarly, let 9= (9(1)) 92))T and it = (µl), µ(2))T 

denote the corresponding partitions of 0 and it. Denote by S21 and 02 the do- 

mains of variation of µ(l) and 0(2), respectively. Finally, consider the following 

partition of the variance function of T 

V( 
Vll(µ(1), I (2)) V12(tt(1), /L(2)) 

FL(i), /2(2)) _ v21(µ(1), 1L(2)) V22(ß(1), P(2)) 

where Vll(µ(1), /t(2)) is the (11 x dl submatrix associated with X(1). 

The following theorem is a restatement of Theorem 3.1 of B arndorff- Nielsen 

and Koudou (1993). 
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Theorem 2.1. Consider a natural exponential family. F on IRd, with expo- 

nential representation (2.2). The following statements are equivalent: 

(a) X (j) is a cut, with µ(l) and 9(2) providing a corresponding pair of likelihood 

independent parameters; 

(b) X (j) follows a natural exponential family model on IR0'; 

(c) V1l(p(1)) 12(2)) does not depend on 122i 

(d) As a function of µ(1) and 9(2), 0(1) is of the form 

0(* = 0(1)(/t(1)) + H(0(2)), 

for some dl x1 vector functions O 1)(") and H(. ); 

(e) As a function of /z(l) and 8(2), the cumulant transform M(B) is of the form 

Al(0(1)(P(1)10(2)), 0(2)) = All(01)(u(ý))) + K(0(2)), 

for some real functions Al, (-) and IK("); 

(f) As a function of µ(, ) and 9(2), A(2) is of the form 

ý(2ý(µ(1), e2) 
_- 

h(O(2)) 11(1)+ k(0(2)), 

for some d2 x dl matrix function h(. ) and some d2 x1 vector function k(. ). 11 

Remark. Actually, 

h(9(2)) : -- 
a H(0 c2>)T and k(6(2)) = 

ýee(2)) 
(2) (2) 

Bar-Lev, Bshouty, Enis, Letac, Lu and Richards (1994, Theorem 2.2) have 

also shown the equivalence of (b) and (c). A version of Theorem 2.1 for 

general exponential families can be found in Barndorif Nielsen and Blaesild 

(1983, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2). 

Fi BL. 
LOrMU. 
u: uv. 
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It follows from Theorem 2.1 that if X(1) is a cut then .T 
has a representation 

in terms of p(l) and 6(2) of the form 

p(x(1))x(2)IFt(1), 0(2)) = b(x(1), x(2)) exp {x(1)9*1)(Ec(1)) 
-All (0*(l)(ft(l)))l 

x exp {x(2)0(2) 
- [I((0(2)) - X(ý)H(8(2))I }. 

Moreover, if F, denotes the natural exponential family on JI? referred to 

in (b), then . 
F1 has an exponential representation with canonical parameter 

8(1) = (1) (µ(l)) and cumulant transform Ml(9ý1)). Also, the variance function 

of . F1 is given by 

V1(ß(1)) = Hn%1(e(1)(it(1))) 
a21ir1(B*1)(ý(1))) 

_ 
ae*1 aB*1 

(µ(1) E Q1), 

c) c) 
and we have 

V11(ß(1), ý(2)) = Vi(%t(1)) ((/(1), IL( 2)) E f2). 

We note in passing that, conditionally on X (j) = x(l), X(2) follows a natural 

exponential family model on IRd2 with canonical parameter 0(2) and cumulant 

transform 

ýr2(O(2)Ix(l)) = K(9(2)) - x( 1)H(9(2)). 

Example 2.6. (Multinomial family) Let X= (X1, 
... , 

Xd)T be a random 

vector following a multinomial model llluld(x 1c, A), as described in Section 2.3.1. 

Consider a subvector X (j) = (Xl, 
... , X'd, )T of X, with 1< dl < d, and note 

that the dl x dl submatrix of V(µ) corresponding to X(1) does not depend 

on µ(2) _ (lid, +1) ... 7 I1d)T . 
Indeed, we have 

1 
c p(j) p(jT ) lý + Diag(/i(i)). (.,. 19) 

Thus X(1) is a cut. Note also that (2.19) reflects the fact that the class of 

marginal distributions of X (j) is a natural exponential family on Ed', namely 

a Jt'1n1d1(x(i)Ic) A(l)) multinomial family. El 
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Example 2.7. (Negative-AZultinomial/Gamma/Normal class) 
Let Je E {1,. 

.., d} and consider a random vector X= (X1,.. 
., Xd)T dis- 

tributed according to the model N111k-1 GaNd-J (x I C, A), as described in Sec- 

tion 2.3.1. 

(i) Let X(, ) = (X�..., Xk 
_1)T. 

Then 

1 
VII (11(l)) µ(2)) _c IL(1) µßi) + Diag(Jt(i)), 

thus showing that X(1) is a cut. 

(ii) Let X (j) = XA, and note that the (k, k)-th entry of V (lt) is given by 

V ii(/ý(1), f1(2)) =c 

It then follows that Xk is a cut, since V11(Et(1), µ(2)) does not depend on 
11(2) _(P17... ) fLk-1, Elk+1 7 ... , lid)T . 

(iii) Finally, consider the subvector X (j) = (Xti+1, 
... , 

Xd)T 
. 

In this case 

1 
V11(11(1)) 1 1(2)) _c µ(l) µßl) + Diag(Itk, ... , Ilk) 

so Vll(Ec(l), Jt(2)) depends on 11(2) = (ELl,.... fik)T through Ecu.. Hence X(1) is 

not a cut. Q 

Some of the NEF-SQVF models not considered in the previous examples 

provide further instances of natural exponential families with cuts. A method 
for constructing natural exponential families with cuts has been put forward 

by B arndorff- Nielsen (1978) and B arndorff- Nielsen and Koudou (1993). 
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Conjugate Families of Distributions 

3.1 Definition 

Consider the natural exponential family JI: ' with densities (2.2), and let A= 

Ao(8) denote a one-to-one transformation of the canonical parameter such 

that both Ao(") and 9a(") = AO'(-) are twice continuously differentiable. Any 

such transformation defines an alternative parameterisation of the family F. 

Suppose that F is given in terms of A, and let pa(x'A) = pe(xlB, (A)), i. e. 

pA(XIA) = b(x) exp{xT9A(A) - -A7(OA(A))} (A E A), (3.1) 

where A= A©(O). Given a sample XI= xi,. .., Xn= xn of independent 

observations from F, the likelihood function for A is then given by 

L, (AIs, n) = exp{sT9a(. \) -n AI(9a(A))}, 

where s= E= 1 x=. 

Definition 3.1. A family of measures on the Bore] sets of A whose densities 

with respect to Lebesgue measure are of the form 

,� a(AIs', n') oc bo(a) La(X1s', n') (s' E 1Rd, n' E E) (3.2) 

52 
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for some nonnegative measurable function bo(. ), is called conjugate to the 

family. F (relative to the parameterisation A). If bo(a) is constant in A, then 

this family will be called the standard conjugate family for. F (relative to A) 

and denoted by CA(, T). 

A conjugate family is clearly closed under sampling, in the sense that formal 

updating of a prior in the conjugate family via Bayes theorem yields a posterior 
distribution which also belongs to that family. It is also interesting to observe 
that if a family of measures is conjugate to F, then it is conjugate to , F*° 

for all cE Cy. Note that we allow conjugate families to include improper 

distributions. There are certain advantages in doing so, as will be evident 
from the development in Section 3.3. There we shall be mainly concerned with 
the mathematical forms that arise, rather than the propriety of the conjugate 
densities. Nevertheless, as tools for Bayesian inference, it is proper conjugate 
distributions that are of interest. Let H(s', n') = log f bo(A) L, (A Is, n') dA 

and Ho = int {(s'T, n') E IRfi"1 : H(s', n') < oo}. We note that in general 
there is no guarantee that lb will not be empty (see Example 3.4). However, 

if it0 is not empty, then the subfamily 

i A(AI s', n') = bo(A) exp{s'T9a(A) - n' M(9a(A)) - H(s', n')} (3.3) 

with (s'T, n') varying on 'Ho, is a (d, d+ 1)-exponential family with canonical 
sufficient statistic r(A) _ (OA(A)T, 

-AI(9 
(\)) )T and canonical hyperparam- 

eter z' = (s'T, n')T. Furthermore, Tr(A) then follows a NEF model whose 

cumulant transform is H(s', 72') on Ho. 

Consider now an alternative parameterisation 0= OA(A) of the family F, 

and let J¢(A) = det{D¢(A)} denote the Jacobian of the transformation 4 ("). 

The standard conjugate family C¢(, T) induces a family of distributions on A 

whose density functions are of the form 

W¢(X1 s', n') « 1J¢(A)I L. \ (A 1 s', n') IA(X) (sI E IRd, n' E 111). 
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We denote this family by CAý(. F). Note that CA (J") is also a conjugate family, 

but it is not standard conjugate unless J¢(A) is constant in A. 

It is clear from the discussion above that the conjugate family is not unique 
for a given NEF T and a given parameterisation A. Thus, there is scope for 

introducing additional criteria to help choose a suitable conjugate family as a 

class of priors for A. In applications it is not uncommon to use the standard 

conjugate family CA(. F), since it is the family containing the densities which are 

proportional to the likelihood (a popular definition of a `conjugate' family). On 

the other hand, Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1979) explored additional properties 

of a prior distribution which give the families usually called `conjugate'. They 

found that the family C«(Jc7) can be characterised by a condition of linearity 

on the posterior expected value of the mean parameter µ. This prompts the 

following definition. 

Definition 3.2. The family COX(. T) is termed the DY-conjugate family for F 

(relative to A). In other words, the DY-conjugate family is the conjugate 

family induced on A by the standard conjugate family of the canonical pa- 

rameter 9. 

As pointed out in Chapter 1, Ca(. F) is often regarded as the conjugate family 

for exponential family likelihoods. The reason for this lies in the fact that the 

DY-conjugate family has several important properties that the standard con- 

jugate family CA(. F), or, for that matter, any other conjugate family, may not 

share. One such property has already been mentioned and concerns the lin- 

earity of the posterior expectation of the mean parameter for priors in CA(. F). 

This is reviewed in the next section. Then, in Section 3.3, we investigate 

conditions on A for CA(. F) to coincide with the corresponding DY-conjugate 

family Cä(. ß'). In the remaining sections we discuss further properties of the 

DY-conjugate family. It should be noted that Ca(. F) is the image of C9(. F) un- 

der the map a©("), so that Ca(. T) describes, in terms of A, the same conjugate 

family as C0(. ß'). Thus, when studying general properties of the DY-conjugate 

family, it suffices to look at the standard conjugate family relative to the 
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canonical parameter 9. On the other hand, for a given NEF the DY-conjugate 

family is often best described in terms of an alternative parameterisation (see 

the examples which follow). 

The following result, due to Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1979,1985), provides 

conditions on s' and n' for -Fo(Ojs', n') to allow normalisation. Note that 

if this density is proper so will be the induced density , ä(AI s', n') for any 

parameterisation A. Recall that F is assumed to be steep, and so the mean 

parameter space 1 coincides with int x, where X is the convex hull of the 

support of the measure y generating F. Finally, let 

H(s', n') = log f exp{s'TO - n' iVI(O)} dO 

= log Jexp{dTOA(A)_nM(O(A))}IJo(A)IdA. 

Theorem 3.1. (Diaconis and Ylvisaker 1979,1985). 

(a) If e= JRd then H(s', n') <oo if and only if n' >0 and s'/n' E ft 

(b)If00Ed and n' > 0, then H(s', n') <co if and only if s'/n' E ci. Ei 

Lett-L={(s'T, n')EIRd+1: n'>0ands'/n'E1l}andHo=int {(SIT 
, n')E 

Ed+I : H(s', n') < oo}. Then Theorem 3.1 says that 7-l = 7-10 provided that 

O= 11Zd. If 0 Nd, 7-t may be properly contained in Ho, as pointed out 
by Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1979). The hyperparameters s' and n' are often 

thought of as providing some sort of `prior sampling information', n' being 

usually interpreted as a prior sampling size. The restrictions of Theorem 3.1 

on s' and n' to guarantee proper DY-conjugate distributions are generally 

consistent with this interpretation. Hence, even if 0 IRd, we shall often 

regard ? -1 as the canonical hyperparameter space of the (d, d+ 1)-exponential 

family comprising those DY-conjugate distributions which are proper. For 

(s'T, n') E 7-l, we define 

la(s', n') = exp{-H(s', n')}, 
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so that h(s', n') denotes the factor normalising the DY-conjugate density 

7 , \(A Is', n') for any parameterisation A. 

To clarify the above, we close this section with two well-known examples. 

Example 3.1. (Multinomial family) Consider the multinomial family. F with 
densities 11Iuld(xj1, µ), as defined in Section 2.3.1, and recall that the mean 

parameter space for this family is SZ = Si = {Fc E Rd 1}. Then 

C9(, 1) is given by densities of the form 

1o(01 s', n') a exp{s'T9 - n' log(1 + ýj=1 e°i)} IjRa(0). 

Let s' = (si, 
... , sä)T . 

Rewriting this family in terms of ý. t, we get 

d 
s' -1l ,, (iiI s', n') «I Eý=` J : -1 

d n'-ýd sý-1 

1- 1: 

Itj Is; (It 
j=1 

since Jo(µ) = (rjd 1't 
1)(1->ý_l fzj)-1. Now C, (. F) can be recognised as the 

Dirichlet family of distributions on S1, and so ire (Eis', n') is proper provided 
that s' E IR+ and n' - >ý_1 sý > 0. (Note that these condition are equivalent 
to n' >0 and s'/n' E Si. ) In this case we have 

la(s', n') = 
r(n') 

F(n' 
- 

T-j_1 sj) lliiLl 
F(si) 

0 

Example 3.2. (Multivariate normal family) Consider now the family 
,T with 

densities 1Vd(xJji, E), as described in Example 2.5. The standard conjugate 
family relative to the canonical parameter 0 then has densities 

ir©(OJs', n') a exp 
{s' 

T9 
- 

fl 6TE9 } Imd(0). 

Thus, the DY-conjugate family for E. t is given by densities of the form 

, 
o, & I s', n') oc exp 

{sFT_hIL 

_ 2'itTE-1It1 IIltd(1Ll" 

Note that JB(/L) = det{E}-1 is constant in p. The right-hand side can be 

recognised as the kernel of a multivariate normal density with mean s'/n' and 
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covariance matrix n, E, and so 7r (Etjs', n') is proper for all s' E IRS and all 

n' > 0. Also, 

h(s', n') = (2. r/n')-d/2 det{E}-1/2 exp 
{-2n' 

s'T Js'J 

It is interesting to see that in this case the DY-conjugate family does not 

correspond to that commonly regarded as `the conjugate' family for F. The 

latter is also a multivariate normal family, but allows for a full covariance 

structure for µ (see Example 4.3). In contrast, for the DY-conjugate family 

the covariance matrix is always proportional to the (fixed) matrix E. Q 

3.2 Posterior Linearity for the Mean Parame- 

ter 

The first important property of the DY-conjugate family concerns posterior 
linearity for expectations of the mean parameter µ=ß. c(9) of a regular natural 

exponential family J. 

Theorem 3.2. (Diaconis and Ylvisaker 1979). Suppose 
.F 

is a regular natural 

exponential family on IRd. If 0 has a distribution ,r e(OI s', n') in the DY- 

conjugate family CB(. F), with n' >0 and s'/n' E SZ, then 

E[µ(O)Is', n'] = s'/n'" 
0 

Given a prior TB(O Is', n') in Co(. F) and a sample X1= ah,... , 
X,,, = X, i of 

independent observations from , T, the posterior distribution of 0 is given by 

iro(9I s", n"), where 

SFB = S+S', 

n" =n+ Ti', 
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and s= Eý 1 x= denotes the value of the canonical sufficient statistic for the 

family F. Theorem 3.2 applied to , re (9 Is", n") then yields 

E[µ(e)Is", n"] =a x+b, (3.4) 

where x= s/n, a=n (n + n')-' and b= (n + n')-1 s'. Diaconis and Ylvisaker 

(1979) show that condition (3.4) actually characterises the prior 7r©(OIs', n'). 
Recall that the optimal Bayes estimator of It under quadratic loss is given 

precisely by its posterior expected value. Since this is also the mean of the 

posterior predictive distribution for a new observation from F, Theorem 3.2 

has strong implications for linear Bayes prediction. In the next chapter we 

shall discuss a more general version of this result for linearly k-reducible ex- 

ponential families. 

Consider now the problem of estimating µ using the loss function 

SE=(lýý%ý) = 
JP(xI) log PE, (xýI) 

71o(dx). 
ptL(xI A) 

This is known as the Kullback-Leibler logarithmic divergence and is widely 

used in the decision theoretical approach to Bayesian inference (see, for ex- 

ample, Bernardo and Smith 1994). Based on Theorem 3.2, Gutierrez-Pena 

(1992) has shown that the expected value of Sµ(µ, µ) takes a very simple form 

for distributions in the DY-conjugate family. Moreover, the value of it min- 
imizing the posterior expected loss for a prior F O(jtjs', n') in CB(. F) is shown 
to be precisely AMD = E[µIs", n"], the posterior expected value of It. Unlike 

quadratic-loss estimators, RAID is invariant under reparameterisations of F, 

so, for example, 8n1D = 0(A MD) = 9(a x+ b). We note in passing that 9MMD 

is also the mode of the posterior distribution of the canonical parameter 0. 

3.3 Conjugate Parameterisations 

Even though several properties of F, such as cumulants, can be neatly ex- 

pressed in terms of the canonical parameter, in applications exponential fami- 

lies are rarely indexed by 0. Often they are written in terms of a more familiar 
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parameterisation, such as It, which might have an easier interpretation. More 

generally, practical considerations might suggest an alternative parameterisa- 

tion, A, based, for instance, on notions of approximate posterior normality 
(see, for example, Hills and Smith 1992). 

It was noted in Section 3.1 that the DY-conjugate and the standard conju- 

gate families are the most common choices of a conjugate family as a class of 

prior distributions for a given parameter A. In many cases these two families 

turn out to be equivalent. In general, however, the distribution induced on A 

by a standard conjugate distribution on the canonical parameter 0 may not 

retain the form of the corresponding standard conjugate family for A. For 

elementary clarification of ideas, consider the following examples. 

Example 3.3. (Poisson family) Consider the family 

pµ(xlit) = 
[IX 

X! 
I1(x) (ft E Ill+). (3.5) 

The standard conjugate family for the mean parameter ft takes the form 

7, -F, (, 1I sö, no) a jt exp{-no ft} Ij+ (it), 

and corresponds to the Gamma family of distributions. Now consider the 

canonical parameterisation 0= log Et. The densities (3.5) can be written, in 

terms of 0, as 

pe(x0) = pu(x1p(0)) 

=1 exp{Ox} exp{-exp{0}} ILv(x) (0 E IR)). 
x! 

Thus, the standard conjugate family for 0 has densities of the form 

Te(OIsi, ni) a exp{s, O} exp{-ni exp{O}} IiR(0), 

inducing a conjugate family on It of the form 

ýýFzI si, ni) _ iro(O(Ft)l si, ni) 
I 
lý 

a Ec"-1 exp{-nl fi} Im+(it). 

0 
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Here, both ir,, (ItI so, no) and 7re(ItIs', , ni) belong to the same conjugate family, 

namely the Gamma family of distributions. Note that the Jacobian I d° 1//a 

merges in a nice way with the factor It "i from Te(O(lt) I si, n1), ensuring that 

the conjugate family 7r (, tIs1, ni) has the same form as that of the standard 

conjugate family ,,, (, tIso, no). Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1985, pp. 139-140) 

have pointed out that a similar property appears to be present for reparame- 

terisations of all the usual exponential families that are of interest in statistics, 

and remark that Morris DeGroot had observed that the Jacobian factors al- 

ways seem to merge in a nice way with the induced density. However, the 

following example shows that this is not always the case. 

Example 3.4. (Inverse-Gaussian family). Consider the family 

PJL(X IIt) = (27r)-1/2x-3/z exP -(_2, i2Fx)2 
IIR+ (x) (11 E IR+). (3.6) 

Mimicking the form of the likelihood kernel yields a standard conjugate family 

for the mean parameter It of the form 

7ru(ftl sö, no) a exp{-sö/2It2 + nö/Et} Ij+(it)" 

In this case iru(p sö, no) is improper for all no E IR and so E IR. To see this, it 

suffices to note that, as a function of fa, the right-hand side is continuous and 

tends to 1 as Ec -) oo for all values of no and so. On the other hand, consider 

the parameterisation of (3.6) in terms of the canonical parameter 0= -1/2112, 

namely 

Pe(XIO) = pll(xIft(O)) 

= (27r) -1/2x-3/2 exp{Ox + (-20) 1/2 
- 1/2x} IJ+(x) (0 E 0), 

with 0= -IR+. The standard conjugate family is then given by 

7re(Olsi, ni) a exp{si0 + ni (-20)1/2} J (0). 

This density is proper for all ni >0 and si > 0, as can be seen from Theo- 

rem 3.1.0 
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This is an extreme example of the non-preservation of the conjugate form; 

the standard conjugate distribution for the mean parameter is always im- 

proper, whereas that for the canonical parameter is proper (hence inducing a 

proper conjugate distribution on the mean parameter). 

Let F be a NEF on IN and consider the standard conjugate family relative 

to a given alternative parameterisation A. Under what conditions does this 

family coincide with the conjugate family induced on ). by the standard con- 

jugate family of 0? (Note that, for regular natural exponential families, this 

is equivalent to asking when the standard conjugate family of A preserves the 

linearity property of the posterior expectation of the mean parameter µ. ) 

Consonni and Veronese (1992) have recently provided an answer to this ques- 

tion for the particular case where ). is the mean parameter itself. They have 

shown that, for a one-parameter natural exponential family T, the standard 

conjugate family of y and the conjugate family induced on /t by 0 coincide 

if and only if F has a quadratic variance function (see Section 2.2.2). Re- 

call that, for the Inverse-Gaussian distribution of Example 3.4, the variance 

function is cubic. 

In the remainder of this section we present significant extensions of the 

Consonni-Veronese result. First, we provide an answer to a question more 

general than that stated above, identifying conditions on a given parameteri- 

sation cý for Ca (. '') to preserve the standard conjugate form on A. Secondly, we 

consider generalisations of these result to the multivariate case. The variance 
function is seen to play an important role throughout. 

We start by introducing the concept of a conjugate parameterisation. We 

then establish some basic results. 

Definition 3.3. Let T be a natural exponential family on k, parameterised 
in terms of A. A parameterisation ¢= q5 (A) is said to be conjugate for A, 

denoted by 0 '- A, if and only if CAý(. F) = Ca(. T'). 
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Theorem 3.3. Let A and 0 denote two parameterisations of the natural ex- 

ponential family 
, F. Then 0vA if and only if 

IJJ(, X)I oc LA('AIsö»nö) ýA E A) 

for some so EIR dand n'EAR. 

Proof. 

(=: ý) Suppose A and let fa E Ca(d). Then fa(A) oc IJ4(A)I LA(AIsi, ni) 
for some si E IRd and ni E IR. On the other hand, Ca (J) =Ca(d) by 

hypothesis, so fA E C, (. f). Hence fa (A) cc L, (AIso, no) for some so E If? d and 

no E IR. Therefore, 

IJ¢(X)1 a 
L\(A1 S', n') 

= La(X1sö - si, nö - ni)" LA Isl, ni) 

(=) Suppose that fa E C, ý\(. T). Then fa(A) oc L«(Alsi, ni) IJJ(A)l for some 

si E IR4 and nj E JR. But, by hypothesis, IJ¢(A)l oc L, (AIso, no) for some 

soERRdandnoERR. Hence 

fa(A) a LA()tIs , ni) LA(AI s, nö) 

= LA(AIsi+so, i4+i2 ). 

Therefore fa E CA(. 7'). Conversely, suppose that fa E CA(. F), so that fa(A) oc 

L. x(Also, no) for some sö E IRd and no E IR. Now, by hypothesis, IJ¢(A)I cc 

La(AIsl, n1) for some si E Ed and nj E R. Then we have that 

fA(A) a 
La a so "2 0) LÄ(AIsý ný ) La(Al si, ni) 1ý1 

aL a(Alsö - si, nö - ni) I J¢(A)I " 

Hence fa E Ca(. T). This shows that Cä(T) = Ca(. F).   
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Note that Theorem 3.3 can be restated to say that 0'A if and only if 

the absolute value of the Jacobian of the transformation 0= &N(A) corre- 

sponds to the kernel of some density in the standard conjugate family for A. 

The following theorem shows that the relation `-', defined on the space of 

parameterisations of F, is an equivalence relation. 

Theorem 3.4. Let A, 0 and p denote three parameterisations of the natural 

exponential family. F. Then: 

(a)X-X. 

(b) If 0 _- A, then A-0. 

(c) If p'4, and (i - A, then p-A. 

Proof. 

(a) IJ¢(A)l =1= La(AlOd, 0), where Od denotes the null vector in li? d. 

(b) If 0'A, then JJ¢(A)j a LA(Also, no) for some so E Rd and no E R. 

Hence, 

IJJ(O)I = IJ¢(ao(o))I-' 

a {LA(A (ip) IsO, nF)}-1 
= Lß(OI - so, -nö). 

(c) In this case, jJP(O)j a L¢(O I so, no) for some so E IRd and no E IR. 

Similarly, IJ¢(A)l cc Lx(AIsi, ni) for some si E Ind and ni E N. Thus, 

IJp(a)I = IJP('Oa(A))I IJO(A)I 
a L¢(ga(A)I s, nö)LA(ÄIsi, ni) 

0101 

This completes the proof.   

The next theorem provides an alternative way to determine whether 0vA 

for a given natural exponential family and has some interesting implications. 
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Theorem 3.5. Let A and chi be two parameterisations of the NEF F with 

variance function V(. ), and let kl E IRd and k2 E N. Then 

(J¢(a)I a Lx(Alki, k2) (A E A) 

if and only if 

V (t') 
0log I J,, (A, (lt))I 

= kl - k2 JL (it E S2). (3.7) 
Ott 

Proof. Suppose that 

IJ¢(A)I a exp{ki BA(A) - k2111(9a(A))} (A E n) 
for some kl E Rd and k2 E IR. Upon taking logarithms and differentiating 

with respect to . \, this is readily seen to be equivalent to 

clog IJ¢(A)I 
= DB(A)Tkl - k2 DB(A)T dAT(OA(A)) (A E A). c9A 

The result follows on writing this equation as a function of p and noting that 

it = dn1(O), 

clog I J¢(A"(It))I 
DA(R)T 

clog IJJ(A)I 

apt as 
A=aa(lt) 

and V(I-z)-1 = De(lt)T = Da(l-t)T D0(A (j ))T.   

Thus, by Theorem 3.3,0 'A if and only if (3.7) is satisfied for some 

ki E Rd and k2 E IR. Note that, for fixed parameterisations 0 and A, (3.7) 

now becomes a condition on the form of the variance function V("). Thus, 

given 0 and A, Theorem 3.5 allows us to characterise those NEF's for which 

q5 « A. This is so because the variance function (together with its domain) 

determines the NEF. 

The canonical and mean parameterisations play a fundamental role in the 

study of exponential family models. Indeed, many of the interesting properties 
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of a natural exponential family concern the way 0 and it relate to each other. 
Given the special nature of the canonical and mean parameterisations, the 

following corollaries of Theorem 3.5 are of particular interest. They will be 

extensively used in the remainder of this section. 

Corollary 3.1. Let A denote a parameterisation of the NEF T with variance 
function V(. ). Then A'0 if and only if there exist kl E Rd and k2 E 11? 

such that 

for all itESZ. 

V (ý) c) log 1 JoµAµ(! i))1 
= kl - k2 1L (3.8) 

Corollary 3.2. Let ci denote a parameterisation of the NEFF with variance 
function V(-). Then - It if and only if there exist jE Ind and k2 ER 

such that 

for all IL E 1. 

V(/ý) 
alogljo(lt)I 

= kl - k2 FL (3.9) 

Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 provide conditions for the form of the standard con- 
jugate family to be `preserved' under reparameterisations of F, thus giving a 
full answer to the question raised by Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1985, p. 140). 

Consonni and Veronese (1992, p. 1124) provided a partial answer by dealing 

with the case it '- 9 for one-parameter exponential families. 

3.3.1 Transformations of the canonical parameter 

Although the parameterisation of a statistical model is more or less arbitrary, 

its choice may have strong implications for both theoretical and practical as- 

pects of a statistical analysis (see, for example, Hills and Smith 1992, who 

discuss the efficiency of the analytical and numerical methods currently em- 

ployed for approximating the integrals required for Bayesian inference, in- 

cluding Laplace approximations, quadrature, and 'XIarkov Chain Monte Carlo 
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techniques). Generally speaking, parameterisations for which the posterior 
distribution is `nearly normal' are typically of interest. Suppose that F is a 

regular NEF written in terms of one such parameterisation, say A. Having cho- 

sen a (proper) standard conjugate distribution r o(9I so, no) for the canonical 

parameter 9, consistency arguments require that we use, for A, the induced 

conjugate distribution ira(AJsö, nö) = irio(Ox(A) I sö, nö) IJo(A)I. It follows 

from the discussion in Section 3.2 that this distribution is then such that 

E(µa(A)Iso, no) = so/no and AMID = A, (sö/no). In particular, the linearity 

of . 
E(, tIsö, no) in so is preserved. Now suppose that we choose instead, for A, a 

distribution Ta(A I si, ni) from the corresponding standard conjugate family. 

It is then clear that, unless Av6, such a distribution cannot be consistent 

with the conjugate family induced by B. Note that, in particular, the optimal 
Bayes estimators E(, ta(A)Isi, n1) and AMD will no longer be linear in si if A 

is not conjugate for 0. It is of interest, therefore, to identify conditions under 

which an alternative parameterisation A is conjugate for 0. 

We now illustrate the results of the previous section for transformations of 

the canonical parameter. It is instructive to look at the one-parameter case 

first. We start by considering two well-known `normality inducing' transfor- 

mations. 

Example 3.5. (`Normalising' parameterisations). Let A= A9(O) be a param- 

eterisation such that 

JA(0) = HAI(0)r (0 E 0), (3.10) 

where r is a nonzero real constant. If r= 1/2, ) can then be regarded as a 

`normalising parameterisation' in the sense that IA(A) oc 1 for all .AEA (here 

IA(A) denotes the Fisher information), so that the variance of A is approx- 

imately stabilised for distributions in the corresponding standard conjugate 

family. 

On the other hand, if r= 1/3 then A is `normalising' in the sense that 

r d3 logpx(xIA) J, ] 
=0 L dA3 J 
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for all AEA, so the skewness of the standard conjugate distribution on A 

is made approximately zero (see, for example, B arndorff- Nielsen 1978, Sec- 

tion 9.8). 

Note that J©(7) = JA(OA(A))-1, so (3.10) can be written as J©(Aj, (pc)) = 
V(Et)-T. Corollary 3.1 then shows that Av0 if and only if 

dV(Fc) 
_k- k2 

d1c 1 Fl, 

for some ki EN and some k2 E IR. In other words, A-0 if and only if V(11) 

is quadratic. Thus, in particular, the above `normalising' parameterisations 

are conjugate for 0 only if the natural exponential family is of one of the six 

types described in Section 2.2.2. 0 

Example 3.6. (Mean parameterisation) Let A- it = Ez(0). Then J9(µ) _ 

and (3.8) becomes 

dV (Et) 
- k* - k2 fcý d1c 

where ki* = -k= (i = 1,2). Corollary 3.1 then shows that It .0 if and only 
if the variance function of the NEF is quadratic, as observed by Consonni and 
Veronese (1992). It is natural to ask whether it is possible to generalise this 

result to the multivariate case. We address this problem in the next example. 

11 

Example 3.7. (Mean parameterisation) Let A-µ= µ(9). Then IJo(i )j _ 
det{V(µ)}-1, and (3.8) takes the form 

V(ft) 
clogd tIV(ji)} 

=ki-k2µ (JLEQ), (3.11) 
all 

where 14 = -k1 and k2 = -k2. 

The left-hand side of (3.11) can be recognised as the skewness vector of the 

NEF F with variance function V(. ). Corollary 3.1 thus implies that µ-0 
if and only if 

uEL(ý) = ki - k2 /i (p E S2) (3.12) 
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for some ki E Rd and some k2 E Ifs. In other words, the property µ0 is 

characterised by a condition of linearity on the skewness vector of the family 
. T. 

An important class of natural exponential families satisfying (3.12) is the 

NEF-SQVF class described in Section 2.3.1 (see Proposition 2.3). Recall that 

this is a natural extension of the univariate NEF-QVF class studied by Morris 

(1982,1983). It is important to note, however, that the condition (3.12) does 

not characterise the NEF-SQVF class in the multivariate case, since there 

exist natural exponential families on Rd having a quadratic variance function 

and satisfying (3.12), but whose variance function is not simple. The Wishart 

family provides an example of this. See Section 2.3.2, where the skewness 

vector for the Wishart family is derived. It is an open question whether (3.12) 

also holds for the other families in the NEF-HQVF class. Q 

The last example shows that the condition µ-8 holds for families in 

the NEF-SQVF class and for the «eishart family. This result has been inde- 

pendently established by Casalis (1994), and to some extent generalises that 

obtained by Consonni and Veronese (1992) in the one-parameter case. Since 

the condition It v8 does not characterise of the NEF-SQVF class, it is 

natural to ask whether a general quadratic variance function is a sufficient 

condition for (3.12) to hold. The following counter-example, due to Casalis 

(1994), shows this is not the case. 

Example 3.8. Let nE ZV+ and rE IR+. Consider the bivariate natural 

exponential family F determined by the variance function 

V (ft) = Diag(Eti - Eä/71, Eta + ft2/r), 

with domain 1= (0, n) x (0, oo). This is just the product of a binomial and a 

negative-binomial family. Note that V (/L) is quadratic but it is neither simple 

nor homogeneous. It is easy to see that for this family the skewness vector 

takes the form 

UIL(µ) = (1,1)T - (2/ii/n, -21u2/r)T 
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Thus, there do not exist Iii E IR2 and k2 E If? satisfying (3.11), so the mean 

parameterisation is not conjugate for the canonical parameter in this case. Q 

The previous example shows that the condition It v9 does not characterise 
the general NEF-QVF class in the multivariate case. There is some indication, 

however, that this class might indeed be characterised by a condition analogous 
to j9 based on a natural extension of the DY-conjugate family. We shall 

return to this problem in the next chapter. 

We close this section with an example concerning mixed parameterisations 
(see Section 2.5). Let 1 be a NEF on Nd such that µ-0, and consider the 

mixed parameterisation given by 

ca = (f11i..., f[k, Uk-1) ..., 
Od)T 

for fixed kE 11, {1,2,... 
,d- 1}. It is natural to enquire whether c '- 0 in this 

case. This question is answered in the negative by the next counter-example. 

Example 3.9. (Mixed parameterisation) Consider the multinomial family 

A11112(xll, It) = f4 1 X42 (1 
- ILl _'12)1-xi-X2 

Irv; (x) (p E S1), 

described in general in Section 2.3.1. Recall that the mean and canonical 

parameters are related in this case by 

ee; 
Ec; =1+ eel + e02 

(i = 1,2). 

Now, multinomial families have a simple quadratic variance function, and so 

IL v0 (see Example 3.7). It follows from Example 3.1 that the standard 

conjugate family relative to 0 takes the form 

T°(Ol s', n') oc eap{si01 +, 3'202 - n' log(1 +e 01 + e°2)} Ij2(0). 

Let Sp = (cpl) c, 2)T be defined by 

eel 
1+e°1 +e02 

(P2 02" 
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It is then easy to see that 

_T. _(19) 
eel (1 + eel ) 

(1 + e°1 + e°2 )2 

= exp{log(1 + e°2)} exp{Ol -2 log(1 + e°1 + e°2)}. 

Note that IJs, (9)I does not correspond to the kernel of any of the densities in 

the standard conjugate family for 9. Theorem 3.3 then implies that the mixed 

parameterisation cp is not conjugate for 9, even though it ' 9. O 

3.3.2 Transformations of the mean parameter 

In the last section it was argued that transformations of the canonical param- 

eter of a NEF that `preserve' the form of the standard conjugate family have 

some desirable properties. In situations where the mean parameterisation is 

conjugate for the canonical parameter, however, it may be simpler to work in 

terms of the mean parameterisation. In this case any parameterisation A such 
that Avµ will automatically be conjugate for 6, in view of Theorem 3.4. 

Consider the following examples. As in the previous section, we first look at 
the one-parameter case. 

Example 3.10. (Box-Cox family of transformations). Suppose it E IR+ and 
let 0= O(r)(E, ), where 

1IL, r0 
log/t r=0 

and r is a real index . In this case (3.9) takes the form 

kilt - k2 It2, 

where k_ = kt/(r - 1) (i = 1,2), provided that r 54 1. (Note that r=1 

corresponds to the trivial case 0- Et. ) Thus, the Box-Cox family of transfor- 

mations are conjugate for p if the variance function is quadratic but does not 
include a constant term. This is true, in particular, for the four NEF-QVF 
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basic families for which O(r)(. ) is well-defined, namely the binomial, negative- 
binomial, Poisson and gamma families. Note, however, that for the other 
families of any of the four types mentioned above, the parameterisations in- 

duced by O (r)(-) may not be conjugate for the corresponding mean parameter 
(in fact, they may not even be well-defined). Consider for example, the fam- 

ily f' of the distributions of _' = go +giX (go, gi E IR+), when X follows the 

usual Poisson distribution on 1V with mean is E N+. Then 
.T 

has a variance 
function of the form 

1 (i) = -9o 9i + 9i IL (P E (Jo, oo) )- 

Thus, if _ c(O(µ), ý is not conjugate for µ even though is of the Poisson 

type. Q 

The Box-Cox family of transformations are usually applied to the data 

rather than the parameters of a model. These transformations, however, can 

also be used in a Bayesian context; for instance, when parameterisations giving 

more accurate normality summaries of posterior densities are required. See, 

for example, Albert (1989). 

Example 3.11. Let 0= q(Et) = exp{r jt} (r E IR, r 0). In this case (3.9) 

becomes 

V(Ec)_ki-kz 

with k= =k /r (i = 1,2). Hence 0 is conjugate for It if and only if the 

variance function is strictly linear. This is the case for all the families of the 

normal and Poisson types. O 

Example 3.12. (Generalised Box-Cox family of transformations). Let A, 

denote the class of real dxd matrices A= (a=j) such that (i) det{A} 0 

and (ii) Ed 1 a, j =r (j = 1,2,..., d) for some real constant r00. Now 

consider the following family of transformations, defined for Et E IR+: 

111(7ý7d 1a'' 7ý7 d ca``' TAE 
AA 3=1 Fii 113-1 Fjr 

[ý ) 
(I0gF11,..., I09FId)T A=Od, 
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where µ= (/L1, 
... ) /Ld)T and Od denotes the dxd null matrix. It can be 

shown that 

(f det{A} 11jL_1 lij-1 AE Ar 

'J 
(p) = 

rid -1 
llj=l F13 A= Oct, 

so in this case (3.9) becomes 

1/111 Iii 

V ([L) 
1/E12 

= ki - k2 /12 (3.13) 

1ýEld lid 

where lei = kl/(r - 1) and k2 = k2/(r - 1), provided that r 54 1. 

Equation (3.13) holds, in particular, for the following four basic families of 

the NEF-SQVF class (see Section 2.3.1): Pod, 1lluld, N117d and N111d-1Gac. 

(As in the one-parameter case, for these families the variance function does 

not include a constant term. ) Thus, we see that for these four families all the 

members of the generalised Box-Cox family of transformations are conjugate 
for the mean parameter. Note that this result generalises, in a natural way, 

that obtained in Example 3.10 for the one-parameter case. Q 

Example 3.13. This is a direct generalisation of Example 3.11. Let the real 
dxd matrix A belong to the class A, defined in the previous example, and 
denote by aT the i-th row of A. Consider the transformation 4i = 0(E2) given 
by 

q; = exp{aT It} (i =1,... , 
d), 

with (P _ (01) 
... ) 

Od)T. It is easy to see that 

J¢(µ) = det{A} exp{>d 1 aTµ} 

= det{A} exp{r E'1 tti}. 

Thus (3.9) takes the form 

V(p)ld=ki-k2Y7 
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where 14 = hi/r and k2 = k2/r. It can be shown that this conditions holds, 

in particular, for the Poisson (Pod) and normal (Nd) basic families of the 

NEF-SQVF class. In fact, 'µ for all the families of the Nd normal type 

(i. e. for all the normal families on 1W), but not for many of the other families 

of the pod Poisson type. On the other hand, 0 is not conjugate for /c if the 

NEF is of one of the other four types in the NEF-SQVF class. Q 

Example 3.14. (Wishart family) Consider the Wishart family with densities 

1471(X I v, A), as defined in Section 2.3.2, and recall that the mean parameter 
for this family is given by M=v A-1. Also, recall that µ and A denote 

the vectors v(M) and v(A), respectively. The following result is a direct 

consequence of Theorem 3.3. 

Corollary 3.3. Let .' 
be a 1Vishart family with densities IT I(X Iv, A). Sup- 

pose that cß=/. (µ) is a parameterisation of. such that J¢(µ) = rodet {M}r' 

(ro, rl E IR, ro }4- 0). Then v E. c. 

Let 4 A. If F(it) = v(M-1), then 4' = (k(µ) =v F(It), so that 

J¢(1t) = vd det{DF(p)}. It now follows from Lemma 2.1(f) that 

DF(lc) = -Di (M-1 ® M-1)D1, 

but note that D1 = Dl T (DT DI) = Dt T Dt (I1® h)D1. Thus, we see from 

Lemma 2.1(b, c) that I J¢(Et)l = vd det{M}-('+1). Hence the usual param- 

eterisation of the «eishart family is conjugate for the mean parameter, as is 

evident from Corollary 3.3. o 

3.4 A Note on Jeffreys' Prior 

3.4.1 Conjugate families and Jeffreys' prior 

In applications it is sometimes regarded as not feasible, or desirable, to assign 

an informative prior on the parameters indexing a given statistical model. 
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In such cases a (typically improper) noninformative prior, reflecting `prior 

ignorance' in some sense, is often required. One of the most widely used such 

priors was proposed by Jeffreys (1961), based on invariance considerations. 

Suppose that F is a natural exponential family on IR3 written in terms of an 

arbitrary parameterisation A. Then the Fisher information matrix relative to 

this parameterisation is given by 

Ix (X) _E 
D21og2ýa(x1, \) 

Al _, J axTa, \ 

= D0(A)T HAI(ea(X)) D9(A), 

where pa(xlA) is the density function defined in (3.1). Jeffreys' prior is then 

defined by 

r, \(A) oc det{Ix(A)}112 

= det{Hj1(ea(A))}112 I J9(A)I 

In particular, for the canonical parameter we have 

Tio(9) a det{Hnf(9)}"z, (3.14) 

whereas for the mean parameter 

lrji(µ) oc det{V(µ)}-112. 

Note that Jeffreys' prior always belongs to a conjugate family (to see this, 

just make bo(a) = 7. (A), s' = Od and n' =0 in (3.2)). Now, in view of 

the widespread use of Jeffreys' prior, and given the special features of the 

DY-conjugate family (as discussed in the present chapter), it is natural to 

enquire under what conditions T, (") actually belongs to CA(, F). We first note 

the following. 

Proposition 3.1. Let IF be a NEF on IRd, parameterised in terms of A. Then 

Ta E Cx'(, F) if and only if Ire E Co(. '). 
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Proof. It can be seen from (3.14) that -,,, x E C«(F) if and only if 

det{HAJ(9)}1/2 a L©(A1 sö, no) (A E A) 

for some so E IRd and some no E IR, but this is clearly equivalent to roE 
Ce(. F)"   

This proposition simply reflects the fact that 7r, (A) is the distribution in- 

duced on X by iro(9). 

Theorem 3.6. The following three statements are equivalent: 

(a) fc ' B; 

(b) ze E Co (. F); 

(c) iru E Cµ(. F). 

Proof. We first note that 7t (9) oc lJu(O)ll/2 and -r l(µ) a IJB(11)1l/z 

(a b) Since 0' it, there exist so E Rd and no E IR such that IJN, (9)l a 
Lo(Ol so, no). Hence ro(0) oc Lo (0 1 so/2, no /2). 

(b c) We have that iro(0) « Lo(01 so, no) for some so E IRd and no E lit, so 

that det{HA1(9(jt))} a Lo(9(µ)j2 so, 2 no). Hence det{V(ji)}-1 a L, 
d(/tj - 

2 so, -2 no), and ir, (j) cc LI, (MI - so, -nö)" 

(c = a) Here ir,, (µ) oc L, (ItI so, no) for some so E IRd and no E IR, since 

<<< E C,, (. F). Thus I J©(j)I oc Lµ(µ 2so, 2no).   

The previous results show that Jeffreys' prior is DY-conjugate only for nat- 

ural exponential families satisfying the condition It v 0. Nov recall from 

Example 3.7 that these families are also characterised by the linearity of their 

skewness vector in the mean parameter. The following proposition is essen- 

tially a restatement of Theorem 3.6, but one that will prove more useful in 

applications. 
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Proposition 3.2. Suppose that F is a natural exponential family on IRd with 

skewness vector u,, (/L), and let kl E IRd and k2 E IR. Then the following three 

conditions are equivalent: 

(a) 

uýi(µ) = k1 - k2 

(b) 

�B(e) a exp 
2 

ki B- 
22 

iii(8) (0 E 0); 

(c) 

T, (tt) « exp 
{-2 k e(IL) + 22 ý7(e(IL))} (ý E s9). 

Proof. 

(a b) Recall that 7-B(9) a IJ,, (0)1112 and J(9(µ)) = det{V(ji)}. Now set 
A=0 and 0 -', t in Theorem 3.5, to get that iro(9) cc L©(OIb1/2, k2/2) if and 

only if u. (JL) = kl - k2 It, as required. 

(a c) This is analogous to the previous case. We now set A-µ and 4-0 

in Theorem 3.5, noting that irp(1t) a jJB(µ)I112 and Jo(µ) = det{V(E. c)}-1. 
It then follows that ir, (Ec) a L,, (itIkl/2, k2/2) if and only if u,, (JL) = -k1 + 

J-2 it. This completes the proof.   

An interesting consequence of these results is that the posterior expected 

value of it under Jeffreys' prior will be linear in the canonical sufficient statistic 
if and only if µ'0, since only in this case is Jeffreys' prior a DY-conjugate 

distribution (see Section 3.2). In the next section we discuss a further appli- 

cation of Proposition 3.2. 

We now look at the form of Jeffreys' prior for families in the NEF-SQVF 

class and for the Wishart family. 
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Example 3.15. Suppose first that F is a NEF on R with variance function 

of the form 

V(a)=A1t2+B1t+C (itEIl) 

for some real constants A, B and C. In this case 

B+2 Eý (Et E 52), 

so, by Proposition 3.2, 

+B(0) aexp{2B0+AJAl(0)} (0 E 0). 

Now suppose that F is one of the 2d +4 basic natural exponential fami- 

lies on IRd having a simple quadratic variance function, as described in Sec- 

tion 2.3.1, and recall that these families all have a variance function of the 

special form 

V (11) =a EjT 1. t + Diag(Boµ) +C (IL E 52). 

Propositions 2.3(a) and 3.2 then show that 

7re(9) x exp 
12 diag(Bo) +2a (d + 1) M(O) } (0 E 0). 

This result can be extended in an obvious way for any other family in the 

NEF-SQVF class, by means of Proposition 2.3(b). 

Finally, suppose that F' is Wishart family with densities WW(X jv, A), and 

recall that it = v(M) with M=v A-1 (see Section 2.3.2). Thus, Jeffreys' 

prior is given in this case by 

iro(8) aexp{v (1+1)111(9)} (0 E 0), 

which, when written in terms of A, yields the well-known formula 

, SA(A) oc det{A}-(1+])/2 
. 

0 

We now explore conditions on .F and A for Jeffreys' prior to be contained 
in the corresponding standard conjugate family. 
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Theorem 3.7. Let A denote an arbitrary parameterisation of the NEF F. 

Then any two of the following three statements imply the other: 
0 (a) lt - 

(b) A '- 0; 

(c) «a E Ca (. 77). 

In other words, given any one of (a), (b) and (c), the other two statements 

are equivalent to each other. 

Proof. Recall that J, 1(Ba(A)) = det{Hr1(OA(A))} = det{V(ILA(A))}, and note 

that (a), (b) and (c) can be written, respectively, in the following equivalent 
forms: 

(a') There exist so E Rd and no E IR such that IJ, 
1(Ba(A))l a L, \(Alsö, no) for 

all .XEA. 

(b') There exist $1 E Rd and ni E IR such that IJB(A)j oc L. x(AIsi, ni) for all 

AEA. 

(c') There exist s' EI Rd and n' E IR such that IJ14(0 (A))11"2 )J0(. \)) a 22 

LA(AI s'2,722) for all AEA. 

It follows that 

(a') and (b') imply (c'), with s'2 = s0'/2 + s' and n' = n0/2 + ni. 

(a') and (c') imply (b'), with si = s' - s0'/2 and ni = n'2 - n'/2. 

= 2(s' - s') and n' = 2(n' - n').   (b') and (c') imply (a'), with s' 021021 

Thus we have, in particular, that for the NEF-SQVF class and for the 

Wishart family the standard conjugate family C, \(. 7) contains the correspond- 
ing Jeffreys' prior, if and only if A '- 0 (equivalently, if and only if 

A- µ). Note, however, that in general we can have ira E C. (. l) even if E. t is 

not conjugate for 0. Consider the following example 
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Example 3.16. (Inverse-Gaussian family) Let F be the inverse-Gaussian 

family of Example 3.4 (see also Example 2.3). Then we have M(0) = -(-2 0)1/2 

on 0= -Ill. It follows that HAJ(0) = (-2 0)-3/2, so Jeffreys' prior is given 
by 

iro(0) a (-2 0)-3/' (0 E 0). 

Note that it is not conjugate for 0 in this case, and so T©(. ) is not contained 
in Co(17). 

Now consider the parameterisation A= (-2 0)11'. It can be shown that this 

is the variance-stabilising parameterisation for this family (see Example 3.5). 

Thus we have 

7ra(A) «1 (a E n), 
where A= IR+. Hence ira(") belongs to the standard conjugate C, (. T), even 
though F does not satisfy the condition It v 0. Q 

As is well known (see, for example, Bernardo and Smith 1994, Section 5.6.2), 

Jeffreys' prior may not be appropriate in certain multiparameter problems, 

specially in situations where the parameters involved differ in nature (e. g. 

when both location and scale parameters are of interest). For families in 

the NEF-QVF class, however, this does not seem to be the case. Typical 

examples illustrating drawbacks of Jeffreys' prior in the multiparameter case 
do not include, to the best of our knowledge, any natural exponential family 

having a quadratic variance function. 

3.4.2 Bayes estimators under Jeffreys' prior 

In a recent paper, Eguchi and Yanagimoto (1995) have discussed a first order 

correction to the maximum likelihood estimator for general parametric fami- 

lies of distributions. In terms of relative entropy risk, this correction provides 

uniform asymptotic improvement over the maximum likelihood estimator un- 
der rather general conditions. In the particular case of exponential family 

models, they show that a correction of this type can sometimes be written 
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in terms of the gradient of the logarithm of a DY-conjugate prior density, 

and discuss the optimal choice of hyperparameters so as to obtain uniform 

asymptotic dominance over the maximum likelihood estimator. The estima- 

tor thus obtained turns out to be an invariant Bayes estimator of the kind 

discussed in Section 3.2. In this section we show that, generally speaking, 

such a `Bayesian correction' is only possible for natural exponential families 

satisfying the condition ft v 0, and that in this case the optimal choice of 

the hyperparameters in the DY-conjugate prior yields no other than Jeffreys' 

prior. We first review the work of Eguchi and Yanagimoto (1995), but, unlike 

these authors, we restrict attention to exponential family models. 

Let .T= 
{pa(xlA) :AE A} be a natural exponential family on Rd, and 

denote by äAIL the maximum likelihood estimator of A based on a sample 

of size n from F. Eguchi and Yanagimoto consider the class of estimators ä 

satisfying 
_ AML +11f (RAIL) + Q(_3/2) 3.15) 

n 

for some smooth function f (). Estimators in this class are compared in terms 

of their relative entropy risk, given by 

R(ä, A) = E[ sa(A, A) IA ], 

where &x(", ") denotes the Kullback-Leibler logarithmic divergence, or relative 

entropy, for A (see Section 3.2). Unlike mean square error, the relative entropy 

risk is invariant under reparameterisations of the model. Eguchi and Yanagi- 

moto investigate conditions on f (") so as to make. have a smaller asymptotic 

risk than that of AA[L for all values of A. Specifically, they are concerned with 

estimators A of the form (3.15) such that 

R(A IL, A) - R(A, A) = E[ Sa(AAfL, A) IA]+ O(n-2) 

for all AEA. They argue that this condition guarantees uniform asymptotic 
dominance of A over Ar1L since E[ SA(an1L, A) ýA] is positive (up to the order 

n-2) for all estimators A satisfying (3.15). 
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Consider now the problem of estimating the parameter indexing the natural 

exponential family F, based on the DY-conjugate prior 

TB(OI s', n') a exp{s'To - n' 11I(9)1, 

and given a sample xl,... , xn of size n yielding a value s= ý= 1 x= for the 

canonical sufficient statistic. It is convenient to work in terms of the mean 

parameter ft, since in this case the Bayes estimator minimising the expected 
logarithmic divergence takes a very simple form, namely 

s+s' 
ý111D= 

n+n' 

(see Section 3.2). Let g(Et) = log , ro(B(µ)js', n'), and recall that the maximum 
likelihood estimator for It is given by µn1L = s/n. Eguchi and Yanagimoto 

(1995, Section 3) observe that AMD can be expressed exactly as 

AMD = PAIL +1n+ 
n' 

f itAIL)i 

where 

f (p) = grad g(p) 
a9 (, L) 

= s' - n' 

so the Bayes estimator is of the form (3.15). They then go on to show that 

R(TAIL) AA) - R(f1nfD7 it) 

We now observe that, if 

= E[ Su(AML)AMD) I JL 

-{ 
n2 [(In' 

+2 (s' - n' t t)' V (JL)-' u (fL)J 

1-- 
(s' 

- n' µ)2' V (11)-i (s- n' /1) + O(ný3) 

712 

12 
uýýlc) = s'- n' it (it E 11ý, 

then 

R(AAIL71) - R(A117DI ýý - 
E16)L(A11fL) AM 

D) 
I IL I+d n' 

+ O(n'-3), 
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yielding uniform dominance of [LAID over tAIL (up to the order n-2). Thus, 

provided that the skewness vector of T is linear in the mean parameter, we 

can always choose s' and n' so as to obtain uniform asymptotic improvement 

of the maximum likelihood estimator. Proposition 3.2 then shows that the 

optimal choice of s' and n' corresponds precisely to Jeffreys' prior. This fact 

was observed by Eguchi and Yanagimoto (1995, Section 3) for the particular 

case of the binomial and multinomial families. These authors, however, failed 

to notice the result in the general case. Indeed, when considering the gamma 

and Poisson families, they concluded that no choice of s' and n' yields uniform 
dominance of the Bayes estimator over the maximum likelihood estimator. 
They then proposed, for the Poisson family, a heuristic estimator having the 

desired property. Not surprisingly, this estimator turns out to be the Bayes 

estimator under Jeffreys' prior. 

Summing up, for all natural exponential families satisfying the condition 

ft v 0, the Bayes estimator minimising the posterior expected logarithmic 

divergence under Jeffreys' prior dominates asymptotically the maximum like- 

lihood estimator in terms of relative entropy risk for all values of the param- 

eter. This is true, in particular, for the NBF-SQFV class and for the WVishart 

family. 

3.5 A Property of the NEF-SQVF Class 

Suppose F is a NEF on IR. Let cEC., and consider the family F *c, with 
densities 

po(xlO, c) = b(x, c) exp{x0 - c11I(0)} (0 E 0) 

and support Recall that S2* denotes the mean parameter space of J. 

Jorgensen, Letac and Seshadri (1989, Section 4) have observed the following 

remarkable property of the NEF-QVF class. If 
. 
F*° is one of the six basic 

natural exponential families on IR having a quadratic variance function, then 

f0 
exp{x 0- clll(0)} d0 ={ b(x, c) (x)}-' (3.16) 
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for all xE Sl* if F*' is absolutely continuous, and for all xE s(. "*`) n Q* if 

, 
T'° is discrete. 

A similar property holds for all the other families in the NEF-QVF class. 
Specifically, let :c= -j(x) = Gx +g be a nonsingular affine transformation, 

and consider the natural exponential family T= y(. F*c), with densities 

pe(xI 0, c) = b(x, c) exp{x0 -c 111(0)} (0 E O) 

Then Jorgensen, Letac and Seshadri (1989, Section 5) show that 

f exp{: e 4- cllr(0)16 ={ v(:;, c) V) }-' (i E s2*) 
if F*° is absolutely continuous, whereas if . F*` is discrete then 

fexp{O_c(ü)}dÖ { IGI' 
, c) (fl }1 (E n*) 

where SZ* = ry(S2*). It must be pointed out that this property does not char- 

acterise the NEF-QVF class, since there exist natural exponential families 

satisfying (3.16) but whose variance function is not quadratic (see Jorgensen, 

Letac and Seshadri 1989, Section 6). 

Suppose that : *° is one of the six basic natural exponential families on 17? 

having a quadratic variance function, as described in Section 2.2.2. If F*is 

absolutely continuous then the function b(x, c) is well-defined for all xE 1l 

and all cE JH+, since 1C S(. F*°) and Cr = IR+ in that case. On the other 
hand, note that if F*c is discrete then b(x, c) can be suitably extended to 

be defined on the whole of fL x IRf, even though it was originally defined on 

s(. F*°) x Cr only. Consider, for example, the binomial family. Here C- =A+, 

s(, 7: 7*c) = to, 11 .... c}, and 

b(x, c) = 
r(c + 1) 

(x E ; (. 77"), cE CY ) 
I'(x+1)r(c-x+1) 

However, b(x, c) is well-defined for all xE (0, c) and all cE Il+. In either 

case (3.16) remains valid for all xE1 and all cE IR+. Thus, the factor 

normalising the DY-conjugate prior takes a very simple form for models in 

the NEF-QVF class. 
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This result can be extended to the case of natural exponential families on IRd 
having a simple quadratic variance function. Let F be a NEF on Rd. For 

cE Cr, consider the family F*c, whose densities are of the form 

po(x10, C) = b(x, C) exp fxTO - cM(9)} (0 E 0). 

Nov, for xEQ. and cE IR+, define 
1 

h(x, c) _{f exp{xTo - c111(O)} dO} 
. 0 

Theorem 3.8. Let F*' be one of the 2d +4 basic natural exponential fam- 

ilies on IRd having a simple quadratic variance function, as described in Sec- 

tion 2.3.1. Then 

h(x, c) = b(x, c) det{Vs. c(x)} (3.17) 

for all x ESL and all cE IR+. 

Proof. See Appendix B. 1   

As in the univariate case, a result similar to that of Theorem 3.8 holds 

for all the other families in the NEF-SQVF class. Recall that any of these 

models can be obtained via a nonsingular affine transformation from one of 
the 2d +4 basic families. Recall also that some of the basic families are 

combinations of discrete and absolutely continuous exponential families. Let 

X= (X1,. 
.., 

Xd)T be a random vector, distributed according to F*', and let 

r be the number of continuous variables in X. Nov let ýTc = y(x) = Gx +g 

be a nonsingular affine transformation and denote by G1,... ' Gd the columns 

of G. Finally, let v, denote the volume of the parallelopiped spanned by 

those columns of G that are associated with the continuous entries of X (see 

Appendix B. 2). If r=0, define v,. = 1. It then follows from the discussion in 

Section 2.1.2 that the family 
. ý'*ý = has densities of the form 

(x peI 
Ö, c) = b(x, c) exp{xTe - Iir(e)} (B E U), 

where ill(O) M(-YT(0)) +c 19Tg ], O= -yT1(O) and 

L(x, c) = vT 1 b(G-1([t - 9), c ), (3. lä) 

, with 'YT(6) = GTe. 
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As in Appendix B. 2, let H= (H1,... 
, Hd) denote the matrix of cofactors 

of G and denote by Q, -(G) the dxd matrix whose i-th column is G; if Xi is 

continuous and Hi otherwise. Then Theorem B. 1 shows that 

_ 
det{Q,. (G)} 2 

yr det{G}d-r-1 
(3.19) 

Finally, for ýTc E Sl* and cE IR+, define 

{fexp{TU_cA(ö)}dö}l 
_ 

We can now establish the following. 

Theorem 3.9. Let 
. 

be a natural exponential family on Rd having a simple 

quadratic variance function, and suppose . 
ý'*O is obtained from one of the 2d+4 

basic families of the NEF-SQVF class via the nonsingular affine transformation 

= -y(x) = Gx + g. Then 

det{Qr(G)} 
( 

,C)= det{G}d-r+l 
b(x, c) det{ V; z, ( )} 

for all. Z E f2* and all cE iR+, where r is the number of continuous components 

of the basic natural exponential family giving rise to . ý'*`. 

Proof. 

h(x, c)-1 = 
fexp{öT_cIf(Ö)}dö 

= Idet{Gfl-1 J 
exp{OT G-1 -c[ M(9) +c 1OT G-ig ]} d9 

= det{G}1-1 J 
exp{9TG-1(x - g) - cM(O)} de 

_I det{G} -1 { b(G-1(x - g), c) det{ Vý. ý(G-1(x - g))} }-1 
, 

the last identity following from Theorem 3.8. Nov (2.7), together with (3.18) 

and (3.19), yields 

det{G}ý { v, b(; Z, c) I det{G}I-2 det{V, ý-. c(x)} 
} 

_ 
det{2r(G)} Z 

b(x, c) det{Vý. ý(ý)}. det{G}d-r+1 
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It is natural to enquire whether the property discussed above actually holds 

for the general NEF-QVF class. In the next example we show this is not the 

case, but first it is convenient to note that h(x, c) can be also expressed as 
1 

1ý(x, c) _{fR, det{V. V. c(j)}-1 exp{xT6(, ) - c111(O(/L))} d, } 

Example 3.17. (Wishart family) Let F*` be the Wishart family described 

in Section 2.3.2. Then . ''*` can be written in terms of the mean parameter as 

pµ(xIlL, c) = Ki(2c) det{(2c) -1 M}-' det{x}c-(l+1)/2 exp{-ctr(. M 'X)}, 

recalling that x= v(X) and p= v(M). Also, recall from Section 2.3.2 that 

det{V-r. c(it)} = 2-1(1-1)/2 C -d det{M}l+l. 

Then 

%t(x, c) -' =1 

_ (2c)cl f det{Vdet{M}-' exp{-ctr(M-1X)} clM 

= 21(1-1)/2 cd+`t 
f det{M}-(°+1+1) exp{-ctr(M-1X)} dM 

= 2`1+1(1-1)/2 cd+`l Kl(2c +l+ 1)-1 det{2c X }-`-(1+1)/2 

= 2c'+'('-1)/2 det{X}-`-(I+1)/2 
fýý 

1(l-1)/4 
II 

r 
2c -}- l-i -}- 2 

1 "-i \2 

(Note that the integrand above is the kernel of an inverted-Wishart distribu- 

tion with 2c +1+1 degrees of freedom and parameter matrix 2cX. ) 

On the other hand, 

-i 
b(x, c) det{ rsc(x)} = r(2c -i+ 111 

det{X}`-)/2 
[2c1«: 

_1/4 
_i 2 lJ 

x 2-1(1-1)/2 c-d det{X}1+1 

= 2-cr-1(1-1)/2 det{X}c+(1+1)/2 
1 -1 

x 
f2c 

-i+ 1) ] 

t_i 2 
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Thus we see that h(x, c) b(x, c) det{Vy. c(x)} in this case. Note, however, 

that for each i=I.... 
,l 

,, 
(2c+ 12 -i+2J 1= 

a_ (c, l) I' 
2c- 

2l 
-I- i yl 

where 
(2c+l-i)(2c+1-i-2)".. (2c-l+i+2)(2c-1-{-i) 

c (c, l) = 2i_=+1 

Also, 

Hence, 

I (2c-i-ß-1l r/ýr(2c_l+i) 

i=l i=l 

r 
2c+l-i+2/ 

_ 
ýai(c, 

l) 
[nr(2c_+1\1 

_2L. J "-ý 2 
)j' 

and we get 

1 -1 

h(x, c) = cd 
[flcii(cl)] 

b(x, c) det{Vc. c(x)}. 

It is interesting to note that, for all lE A+ and c> (l - 1)/2, 

at (c, l) =c 
al-1(c, l) = c2 -4 

ai(c, l) = at+2(c, 1) [c2- 42, (i=l-2, l-3,..., 1). 

Hence, for each i=1, ... 11 

ai(c, 1) = c1-i+i {1 + O(C-2) }, 

and so 

Thus, 

ýai(c, l)=cd {1+O(c 2)}. 
t-i 

h(x, c) = b(x, c) det{Vj. c(a )} {1+ 0(c-2) } (3.20) 

and we see that (3.17) holds only approximately for the Wishart family. Note, 

however, that this approximation is uniform in x, i. e. the O(c-2) term does 

not depend on x. Q 
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It must be pointed out that there exist natural exponential families sat- 
isfying (3.20) but whose variance function is not quadratic, as the following 

example shows. 

Example 3.18. (Normal family: unknown mean and variance) Consider the 

normal family with densities N(yI A, Q2), discussed in Example 2.1 (see also 
Examples 2.2 and 2.4). In this case we have CF = [1, oo), Q. = U, and 

lt(x, c)-1 = 
Jexp{xTO_ciVI(9)}dý 

_ exp{xTO +c 0i /4 02 + (c/2)1og(-2 02)} d0. Je 

Now recall from (2.3) that 01 = A/ßr2 and 02 = -1/2o. 2, so that IJo(A, a'2)1 _ 

1/2(02)3. Then 

h(x, c)-ý =2 Joy LJ-0(u2)-1/2 
exp 

f 
2'0 

(, \- xl/c)2 } dA 

x (Q2)-(c+s)/2 exp { -ý2 (x2 - ci/c) } dal 

(2ý/c)1/2 rý(a2)-(C+S)/2 
exp 

{-2Q2 (x2 - xi/c) } dal 
2= 

2(c+2)/2 1/2 Z1/2 
c+3) 3) 

(x2 - , ýi/c)-(c+s)/2 

for allxefLandallcE1R+. 

On the other hand, 

b(x, c) det{V .. (x)} =2 
ý2 

(c . )1/2 F(C)-12) 
2 (x2 - XlIC)3 

2 
(C; 1-1 

= 2-(c-2)/2 C 3/2 
T-1/2 r1I (x2 

- x2Ilc)(c+3)/2 

for all xE 52,, and all cE (1, oo). Note, however, that 

I'\c23l=\c21l 
\(C-1 / 

r(c21), 

so 

h(x, c) = b(x, c) det{Vr c(x)} 
C 

(c+ 1) (c - 1) 

= b(x, c) det{V j,.. (x)111 +0 (c-2) }. 

0 
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We close this section with a remark about the factor normalising the DY- 

conjugate prior for natural exponential families having a simple quadratic 

variance function. Suppose F is an exponential family in the NEF-SQVF 

class. Let Xi,..., X, l be a sample of independent observations from 
,r and let 

S= E= , X;. Then S is distributed according to . T*'2. Now let , -, ©(OIs', n') be 

a DY-conjugate prior for F, relative to the canonical parameter, and suppose 

n' >0 and s'/n' E 1, where SZ denotes the mean parameter space of T. 

It then follows from Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 that 

h(s', 
i2) = 

Co b(s', 
n') 

deL 1Y 

where CO is a positive constant. We shall find it convenient, however, to 

rewrite the above expression as 

h(s', n') = Co n'd b(s', n') det V»F 
(911) 

. n 

That these two identities are equivalent is a direct consequence of (2.8). 

3.6 Moments for the Canonical Parameter 

Let ,9 
be a natural exponential family on IRd and consider the DY-conjugate 

family for F relative to the canonical parameterisation. It was pointed out in 

Section 3.1 that the subfamily 

ir©(O s, n') = las', n') exp{s`TB - n' ilI (9)} Ig(e) «S IT 
5 n') E 71 ) 

constitutes a (d, d+ 1)-exponential family with canonical sufficient statistic 

-r(O) = (OT, -M(6) )T and canonical hyperparameter z' = (s'T, n')T. Ac- 

cordingly, the cumulants of -r(6) can be readily obtained through differenti- 

ation of the cumulant transform H(s', n') =- log h(s', n'). In particular, we 
have the following. 

Proposition 3.3. Suppose 0 has a DY-conjugate distribution Te(0I sö, no) 

with no >0 and so/no E 9. Then 
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(i) 

(ii) 

rr1 
-_ E[9lsö, nö] _ 

all(s0, no) 
and Var[6ls0, nO1 

a'H so, nö) 
as' DSFT DSI 

E[111(O)Isö, nö] _ 
all(sol no 

and Var[M(9)js', nöj _ 
a2 (nö)no 

On' a, 2 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Cov B Al(0) sn 
a2H(s' n 

E 9ill(O) so no 
D2H(s0, nö) 

_ 
aH(So, no) DH(sö, no) 

-- an'tis' gis' an' 

0 

The moment generating function of -r(O) can also be conveniently expressed 
in terms of the normalising factor h(s', n'), so higher-order moments of 0 and 
M(O) are easily available. 

Proposition 3.4. Suppose 9 has a DY-conjugate distribution iro(OIs', n') 

with n' >0 and s'/n' E Q. Then, provided n'+td+l E IR+ and (s'+t(l))/(n'+ 

to+l) E SZ, the moment generating function of rr(6) is given by 

_ 
h(s', n') MTýB)(t1l 
t(1), n' + td+1) 

with t= (týl), td+1)T and t(l) = (t1, 
... , 

td)T 

Proof 

MT(o)(t) = . 
E[ exp{-r(9)Tt} I s', n' 

= E[exp{BTt(, ) - td+1 M(O) Sli WI 
=f h(s', n') exp{OT(S' + t(1)) 

- 
(n' + td+l) lir(e)}dO 

la (s', n') 
_ h(s' + t(1)ß n' + td+1) . 
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It is fortunate that, for many of the exponential family models commonly 

occurring in statistics, the normalising factor h(s', n') can be easily found. 

Among such models, the NEF-SQVF class admits a particularly neat treat- 

ment, in view of the result discussed in the previous section. Consider the 

following examples. 

Example 3.19. Suppose X follows a Bin(xI I, It) binomial distribution. Then 

©= log(/t/(1 - Et)), Il1(0) = log(1 + e°), and V(Et) = ;t (1 - It) for It E 

(0,1). Given a sample X1,. 
.., 

X,,, the statistic S= ý= 1 Xi has a binomial 

distribution with parameter It and index n, so 

b(s, n) - 
I'(n + 1) 

r(s+1)r(n-s+1)* 

Note that the DY-conjugate distribution of ji is beta with parameters s' and 

n' - s'. Thus, 
]P(72') la(s', n') = F(s') P(n' - s') 

and H(s', n') = log r(s) + log I'(n' - s') - log I'(n'). It then follows from 

Proposition 3.3 that 

E[Ols', n'] = E[log(Et/(l -_Ez)) I s', n'] 

= O(g') 
- 

0(n' 
- s'), 

Var[01s', n'] = Var[1og(It/(1 - it)) I s', n'] 

_ ý(s') + ý(n' - S'), 

E[1V1(0)ls', n'] _- ý[log(1 -µ)ýs', n'] 

= ? (n') - 0(n'- s'), 

Var[JVI(O)Is', n'] = Var[log(1-it) I s', n'] 

=' (nI - s') - O(n'), 

Cov[0,11I(0)Is', n'] = - Cov[log(Ecý(1 - it)), log(1 - it) I s', n'] 

= 0(n' - s'), 

where 1(. ) and i(") denote the digamma and the trigamma functions, respec- 

tively (see, for example, Abramowitz and Stegun 1965). Q 
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Example 3.20. Let X follow a Poisson distribution with mean it. Then 

0= loggt, 111(0) = CO, and V(it) = it for it E IR+. The distribution of the 

statistic S is Poisson with mean nit, so 

b(s, n) 
ns 

= r(s + 1) 

In this case the DY-conjugate distribution of ji is gamma with shape parameter 

s' and scale parameter n'. Thus, 

li(s', n') 
Of 

= r(s, ) 

and H(s', n') = log P(s') - s' log n'. Proposition 3.3 then implies that 

E[©Is', n'] = E[log/t I s', n'l 
= -%(s') - log n', 

Var[ OIs', n' ]= Var[ log ft I s', n' ] 

_ ý(s'), 

E[M(©)ls', n'] = 

Var[M(O)js', n'] _ 

Cov[0,111(0)ls', n'] _ 

E[OM(©)Is', n'] = 

E[ 
S1 
n Var[ it I s', n'] 

s' 

n'2' 
Cov[ log 11, /1I s', n' ] 

1 

n 
E[ Ei 1og Fc ls', n' ] 

n, + n, (0(s') - log n') . 

0 

Example 3.21. Suppose X follows a Muld(xI1, ft) multinomial distribution. 

Then 0= (01 
> ... , Od)T with 0i = log(Et. i /(1 - Ei i Ili)) d), 

AI(O) =1og(1 +d1 e°i), and V(µ) = Diag(µ) - tEcT, so that det{V(jt)} = 

III """ ltd (1 - ýd 1 Eta). In this case the statistic S follows a multinomial dis- 

tribution with parameter it and index n. Thus, 

b(s, n) = 
I'(n + 1) 

a r(sl + 1) ... F(sd + 1) r(n - Td s: + 1) . 
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Recall that the DY-conjugate distribution of it is Dirichlet with parameter 

I'(si + 1) ... r(sd + 1) F(n' - ýa i s= F 1)' 

with s' _ (s' s' )T. Hence, H(s` n') Fd log r(S`")+Jog I` n` d s')- t= t 
log I'(n'). We then see from Proposition 3.3 that, for j=1, 

... ,d 

E[O Is', 72' ] 

Var[©j Is', n'} 

E[A'I(O)Is', n'] 

Var[n1(O)Is', n'] 

and 

E[1og(Ft /(1 - >d i pi)) I s', 721 ] 

(Sý) -O (n' - jý i sý), 

Var[1og(Et /(l - >= i fl: )) I sý, ný] 

O(s; ) + v(Ti - Ea i S=), 

- E[log(1 - >EL, Ili) I S', n' 

'(n') - 0(n'- >j i s=), 

Var[ log(1 -- >i pi) Is', n' j 

ýI->i s=) -ß(n1), 

Cov[ O, M(O)s', n' ] Cov[ 1og(/tj/(1 _Ed I Ili)), 1og(1 _Ed I Ili) Is', n'] 

0 

To conclude this section, we find the expected value of the canonical pa- 

rameter for the normal model with unknown mean and variance. 

Example 3.22. Consider the normal family 1Y(yj\, u2), previously discussed 

in Example 3.18. Suppose the canonical parameter for this family follows 

a proper DY-conjugate distribution -o(O s', n'). It then follows from Exam- 

ple 3.18 that 

It(s', n'ý = 2-( n'+2)/2 n, i/2 7r- 1/2 I'(ý 
2 

3)-1 
(sä -8 '1 2 ýn')(nf +3)12, 
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so that 

H(s', n') =2 log 7-2 log if + n' 22 log 2 

+ log IF n23-n23 log(s2 + 5t2/711) 

Let y' = s1'/n' and &12 = (n' - 1)-1 (. s + s'1 /n'). Proposition 3.3 then gives 

E[ Ol ls', n' ]_ E[ A/621s', n'] 
(n'+3)si 

n' (s2 -. 5112/n/) 

_ 
n'+3 y' 

n' -1 Q'2 
E[021s', n'] _ E[-1/2a21s', n'] 

n'+3 
2 (s'2 - s'i/n') 

_ 
n'+3 1 
W-1 2Q'2* 

0 

3.7 Posterior Unbiasedness 

Let F be a regular natural exponential family on IRd. Suppose X1'... ' Xn 

is a sample of independent observations from F and let S= Ei '_1 Xi. It 

is well-known that the canonical sufficient statistic S is complete (see, for 

example, B arndorff- Nielsen 1978, Lemma 8.2). Let T be indexed by A and 

suppose there exists an unbiased estimator .A= 
A(s, n) of A. It then follows 

from the Rao-Blackwell theorem that A is the uniformly minimum variance 

unbiased estimator of A (see, for example, Cox and Hinkley 1974, Chapter 

8). We call ä the sufficient unbiased estimator of A. In the particular case of 

the mean parameter It, such an estimator not only exists but also attains the 

Cramer-Rao lower bound for the variance of unbiased estimators, µ being the 

only parameterisation with this property (up to affine transformations). 

Recall that the sufficient unbiased estimator of p is given by 

lý _ #(S, n) ý= n 
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Thus, for a DY-conjugate prior 7r (µ ý s', n'), we can write the posterior 

expected value of it as 

ft(s+s', n+n'), (3.21) 

where s" =s+ s' and n" =n+ n' (see Theorem 3.2). Note that µ corre- 

sponds to the case s' =0 and n' = 0. We now show that a condition analogous 
to (3.21) holds for other parameterisations of the family. F for which an unbi- 

ased estimator exists. Consider the following examples. 

Example 3.23. Let X1,... ' X,, be an i. i. d. random sample from a negative 

exponential distribution with mean it, and let S=1X. Then S follows a 

gamma distribution with density Ga(s1n, ft-1). 

(a) Consider the class of transformations A, (p) = pr, where r is a nonzero real 

constant, and let A= Ar(Et). It is then easy to see that the sufficient unbiased 

estimator of .A is given by 

A(s, n) = 
P(n) 

P(n+r) 

provided that n> max(O, -r). The DY-conjugate prior for y is inverse- 

gamma, with density IGa(itl n' + 1, s). Thus, the posterior expected value of 
A is 

E[ý`Js", n"] = 
r(r(nýý+ ý1) 

Sýýr 

= 
5(s", 

n"-r+1). 

Note that if we set s' =0 and n' =r-1, then the posterior expected value 

of A is precisely . X, the sufficient unbiased estimator of A. Moreover, the kernel 

of this prior density is then proportional to V(Fi)-1 IJA(Ft)l-1, where 

I JJ(Et)I =r µr-i 

is the Jacobian of the transformation A=A,. (Et). Note also that A- Ec in this 

case (see Example 3.10). 
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(b) Let .A= log it. This transformation can be regarded as the limiting case 

of . A, (") as r -; 0. The sufficient unbiased estimator of A is then given by 

5_ 5(s, n) = log s- b(n), 

where 1(") denotes the digamma function. On the other hand, the posterior 

expected value of A is 

E[)tls", n"] - logsýý- (nýý } 1) 

ýýSii 
n" + 1}. 

As in the previous case, there exists a prior in the DY-conjugate family 

(namely that with s' =0 and n' = -1), such that the posterior expected 

value of A is precisely the sufficient unbiased estimator ý. The kernel of this 

prior is, again, proportional to V(Ez)-1 IJJ(µ)l-1. In this case IJA(/L)I 

and so A'p. Q 

Example 3.24. Suppose F is a normal family with densities N(x1p, 1), and 

consider the parameterisation A= exp{r jt}, where r is a nonzero real con- 

stant. The sufficient unbiased estimator of A is then given by 

A_ A(s, n) = exp{r s/n - r2/2 n} 

for all n>1. On the other hand, the DY-conjugate prior for lz is normal, 

with density N(itl s'/n', 1/n'). In this case the posterior expected value of A is 

E[aIs", n"] = exp{rs"/n"+r2/2n"} 
ýý5ýý + r, n"). 

Note that if s' = -r and n' = 0, then the posterior expected value of A corre- 

sponds to the sufficient unbiased estimator of A. As in the previous example, 
the kernel of this prior density is then proportional to IJJ(it)l-i, since 

lJA(IL)l a exp{r/t}. 

Note that .. '- it (see Example 3.11). Q 
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Example 3.25. Consider now the Bin(xjl, it) binomial family and let 

A= pr. A sufficient unbiased estimator for A exists only if rE {1,2,... 
, n}, 

in which case it is given by 

(n - r)! s! 
n! (s - r)! 

provided r<s. The DY-conjugate prior for p is a beta distribution with 
density Be(itls', n' - s'). In this case the posterior expected value of \ is 

n, rIIn _111 - 
I'(n") r(s" + r) 

. uLAI a 'ii j- 
I'(n" + r) P(s") 
(n" - 1)! (s" +r- 1)! 
(n" +r- 

_ A(s"+r-l, n"+r-1). 

Thus, if s' = -(r - 1) and n' = -(r - 1), then the posterior expected value 

of A coincides with the sufficient unbiased estimator ). The kernel of this 

prior density is again proportional to V(Et)-1 Finally, recall from 

Example 3.10 that A- It in this case. Q 

The phenomenon shown in the above examples holds for many of the most 

common univariate exponential families and parameterisations for which an 

unbiased estimator exists. Whenever it occurs we shall say that the DY- 

conjugate family attains posterior unbiasedness. A systematic study of this 

property in the general case is difficult, among other things because a charac- 

terisation of those parameterisations admitting a sufficient unbiased estimator 

seems to be lacking. Unfortunately, the picture is even less clear in the mul- 
tivariate case. 

Example 3.26. Consider the multinomial family 

Mul2(xI1, JL) = E4; 1 E12-2 (1 -111 -112)1-x1 -=2 INi (x) (li E S2), 

described in general in Section 2.3.1. Nov let A= (Al, A2 )T, with 

ý1 = pll 

. ý2 = tc22. 
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Provided 7-1, r2 E {1,2,... 
, n}, the sufficient unbiased estimator of A exists 

and is given by A= (al, ) 2)T, where 

5t1 
= 

A1(sl, n) 
(n - rl)i sll 

n! (sl - rl)! 

ý2 = ý2(52171) 

(n 
- r2)! 821 

. 7'2)! 

In this case the DY-conjugate prior for µ is a Dirichlet distribution with 

parameters si, s2 and 72' - si - s2. It then follows that the posterior expected 

value of A is 

E[ iIS" nß, 1 
- 

r(n") r(s' + r1 
r(n" +f ri) r(s' 

(n"-1)! (s 
. +. rl-1ý! 

(n" + rl - 1)! (s' - 1ý! 

= al(si } rl-1, n"+rl-1) 

E'[ A2ISýýý n" ]= 
r(nn) r(sz + 7'2) 
F(n" + r2) F(s2) 
(ný, _1)I(s2+r2_1)! 
(nil+r2-1)! (sz-1)! 

= A2(s2+r2-1, nil +r2-1). 

Note that, unless rl = r2, there does not exists a DY-conjugate prior such 

that E[Als", n"] = A, since E[ Ails", n"] = 
Al if and only if si = -(rl -1) and 

n' = -(rl - 1), whereas for Ef . \21s", n"] = A2 we require that s' = -(r2 - 1) 

and n' =-(7'2 - 1). However, Av it for all rl 0 and all r2 0, since 
IJA(il1)f12)I «/aii-11122-1 

If rl = r2 = r, say, then si = s2 = n' = -(r - 1) will yield posterior 

unbiasedness of A, but the kernel of this prior density is not proportional to 

det{V(itl, /12)}-1 1JA(, 11iE12)J-1. Indeed, for this prior, 

7,, (/Li, /12 Is', rig) °C fei' µa r ý1 - It, - /12)'-2, 
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whereas 

det{V(1t1,1u2)}-1 I JA(ILl)/12)1-1 cx ft T ,2r (1 
_ u11 - /12)-1 

0 

The previous example shows that the condition Av It is not sufficient 
for the DY-conjugate family to attain posterior unbiasedness relative to A. 

However, a number of examples, including the ones presented in this section, 

suggest that Av Ec whenever posterior unbiasedness for A is attained. Further 

research is needed to determine to what extent these two properties are related 

to each other. We shall return to this problem in the next chapter, where we 
discuss extensions of the DY-conjugate family. 



CHAPTER 4 

Extensions 

4.1 Enriched Conjugate Families 

In this section we discuss an extension of the DY-conjugate family that pre- 

serves most of the properties discussed in the previous chapter. This extension 
is interesting in its own right, and will serve to motivate the general class of 

conjugate families to be described in Section 4.2. 

4.1.1 Definition 

Let F be a natural exponential family on lid and suppose it is fully k-reducible 

for some k=1,. .., d. It then follows from Section 2.4 that the standard 

conjugate family for 
.T takes the form 

�e(OJs', n') a exp{OTs' - n' [nrl(e(1)) + ... + nlti(O(k))l } (s' E mod, n' E ff? ), 

with 0= (91) 
, ... , 

8(j))T, since F can be written as the product of k inde- 

pendent linearly irreducible NEF's I'1, ... , . FL; on I17d1, 
... , Rd", respectively. 

However, it is more natural to consider, for . 7, a conjugate family which is 

the product of k independent standard conjugate families Co(F1), ... , C©(. F. ), 

100 
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where the hyperparameters of each of these families are allowed to vary inde- 

pendently of the others. This yields the richer conjugate family 

*9n' oceXOTs' Ali 9 s'E Ifýdn' E I2k 4.1 Ted Si, P{ - ýZ 
_i 

n' ý (i»} )_ 

where n' = (ni,... 
, nI)T . This is called the enriched conjugate family by 

Jewell (1974), but we shall call it the enriched standard conjugate family for 
.F 

(relative to 0), and denote it by £B(. '). Enriched standard conjugate families 

relative to other parameterisations are defined and denoted similarly. We 

can now proceed with £B(. F) as we did with CB(. F) in the previous chapter 

and define, for an alternative parameterisation A, the enriched DY-conjugate 

family as the family induced on A by £B(. F). It will be denoted by £a(. T). 

Let s' = (s'ý1)...., s'(k))T denote a partition of s' corresponding to that 

of 9, and let 

IT, (s', n') = log 1 
exp{8TS' -1 n= M(O)} dB. 

Clearly, 
k 

H*(s', n') _ Hi(s(=), n'j), 

where Hi(s'(i), n') is the cumulant transform of Co(. I'=) (i = 1, ... , k). Nov re- 
). call the notation Id = (I.... 

, 1)T E IRd and let N= Diag(n' lä , ... , n' IT 

It then follows from Theorem 3.1 that H* (s', n') is well-defined provided that 

n' E Rk and N'-ls' E Q. Similarly, the factor normalising (4.1) is given by 

k 
la*(s', n') _ la=(s(=), jai), 

where hi(s'(=), ni) = exp{-H, (s'(t), n=)} (i = 1,... , 
k). See Section 3.1. 

Nov let mý = n' - n; (i = 1, ... ,k- 1) and n' = n'. Then (4.1) can be 

written as 

7re(01s', n', m') a io(OIs', n') be(Olm') (s' E IRd, n' E IR, m' E w-1), 

where m' = (mi, 
... , mk. _1)T and 

b©(8ým') = exp{mi All (0(1)) + ... + .. nný. _111Ik_1(9(k_1))}. 
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Note that the standard conjugate family CB(. 7) is actually embedded in E0(F), 

corresponding to the particular case m' = 0k_1- A general enriched conjugate 

family can be obtained by considering an additional factor bo(O), as in (3.2), 

to get 

ýý B(0I s', ný, m') o bo(e) ro(0I s', ný) b©(0I m') 

Thus, enriched conjugate families extend the conjugate families discussed in 

the previous chapter by including in their densities a hyperparameterised fac- 

tor be(6lm'). Enriched conjugate families are clearly closed under sampling. 
However, unlike s' and n', the hyperparameter m' is not updated by the 

sample information. 

Consider now a linearly k-reducible NEID' 
, 
ý. Since P can be seen as the 

image of some fully k-reducible NEF under some nonsingular linear map, the 

previous discussion also applies, essentially unchanged, to Specifically, 

suppose that y(v) = Gv is a nonsingular linear transformation such that 

, 
-k = y(, T), where F is the fully k-reducible family introduced above. The 

enriched standard conjugate family for F, is then defined by 

7r©(9l`', n') a exp{9TS' - n'T M(B)} (s' E IRd, n' E 1T ), (4.2) 

where M(9) _ (1111(9), 
... , 

AIk(9) )T. Here, as in Section 2.4,111; (9) = 
M (GT 9), where G= is the dx d= Submatrix of G such that 9(=) = GT 9 (i = 
1, .... 

k). (Recall from Section 2.1.2 that the canonical parameter of F is 

related to that of by 0= IiT(0) = GTO. ) Thus, £o(, ý) can be seen as the 

image of £B(Jr) under the map 'y 1("), the hyperparameter 9' being related to 

s' by the equation 
9'= Gs'. 

We note that N'-ls' E St if and only if GNi-1G-1s' E f2, where fl is the 

mean parameter space of the family 
. ý. Hence a sufficient condition for the 

density (4.2) to allow normalisation is that ii' E IR+ and (GN'G-1)-1s' E 5l. 

The factor normalising (4.2) is then given by 

L(s', n') = det{G} h. (G-'911 n'). 
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Let 

-l*={(s'T, n'T)E12ci+k: n'EIR+and(GN'G-1)-is"'ESZ} 

and H*(s', n') _- log ii. (s', n'). Then the subfamily 

rB(UJ ', n') = h*(9', n') exp{9T9' - n'T M(B)}, 

with (s'T, nIT) varying on 7-l*, constitutes a (d, d+ k)-exponential family with 

canonical statistic T(e) _ (eT 
, -1 (ö)T )T, canonical hyperparameter z"' _ 

(s T, n'T )T and cumulant transform H�(s', n') on ? -l*. 

4.1.2 Posterior linearity for the mean parameter 

Linearly k-reducible exponential families with enriched DY-conjugate priors 

allow a more general version of the property discussed in Section 3.2, con- 

cerning linearity of the posterior expected value of the mean parameter in the 

canonical sufficient statistic. Let 1 be a regular NEF on Ed and suppose it 

is fully k-reducible for some k=1, 
... , 

d. Further, suppose that the canonical 

parameter 9 follows an enriched DY-conjugate distribution of the form (4.1) 

with n' E IR+ and N'-ls' E Q. A direct application of Theorem 3.2 to each 

of the fully irreducible families Tl, ... , . 
Fk. making up F then gives 

E[p(e)Js', n'] = N'-'s'. 

More generally, consider the linearly k-reducible family P= y(ý'), where 

y(v) = Gv is the nonsingular linear transformation introduced in the pre- 

vious section. Now suppose 9 has an enriched DY-conjugate distribution 

7-, B 
(9 js"', n'), with s' = Gs', so that (GN'G-1)-1 s' E Q. It then follows from 

the discussion above that 

GE[it(O)Is', n ] 

= GN'-ls' 

- 

= (GN'G-')-19' 
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Thus we have proved the following. (Note that we drop the symbol',, from 
the notation for linearly k-reducible families. ) 

Theorem 4.1. Let. F be a regular natural exponential family on IR3. Suppose 

.T 
is linearly k-reducible for some k=1,.. 

., 
d, so that is fully k- 

reducible for some nonsingular linear transformation -y(v) = Gv. If 8 has 

a distribution iro(OI s', n') in the enriched DY-conjugate family Eo(T), with 

n' E IR+ and (GN'G-1)-ls' E St, then 

(GN'G-')-i s' 

where N' = Diab(n' IT ,..., n' IT ). 0 

Remark: The matrix NG = GN'G-1 is said to be similar to the matrix N'. 

Given a sample X1 = xl, ... , 
X,, = x,, from F, the posterior distribution 

of 0 is given by , e(Ojs", n"), where 

s" = s+s' 

n" = n1k; +n, 

and s= >i'-1 x;. If we now apply Theorem 4.1 to TB (9 Is", n") we get 

. 
E[, i(9)Is", n"] =Ax+b, (4.3) 

where x= s/n, A=n (n Id + GN'G-1)-1 and b= (n Id + GN'G-1)-1 s'. 
This result is essentially that of Jewell (1974). A rigorous treatment of this 

problem was provided by Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1979) for the special case of 
Theorem 3.2, on which the general result is based. Note that if .T is linearly 

irreducible (i. e. if k= 1), then the matrix A is actually of the form A=a Id, 

with a=n (n + n')-1, and in this case EE(F) is just the usual DY-conjugate 

family C0(. '). The prior �B(Ojs', n') is essentially characterised by condition 
(4.3) for matrices A of the form (Id+N)-1, with N similar to a (lx d diagonal 

matrix having k- distinct positive entries. A characterisation of this type is not 

possible in general if A is assumed to be an arbitrary matrix, as remarked by 

Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1979, Section 3). 
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Example 4.1. Consider the multivariate normal model of Example 2.5, with 
densities 1Vd(xlft, E) (E known). This is a linearly d-reducible NEF with 
canonical parameter 0=F, -1[t and cumulant transform M(8) =2 8T E8. 
Let G be adxd real matrix such that E= GGT. The enriched DY- 

conjugate prior relative to the mean parameter p has density Nd(jiIx', E') 

where x' _ (GN'G-')-1 s', V= GN'-1GT and N' = Diag(ni, 
� n). n). Let 

Jc- denote the sample mean for a sample of size 72 from Nd(xi/L, E). Then it 

is well-known that the posterior distribution of it is given by Nd(/i(x", E"), 

with 

x" _ (n E-1 + E'-')-1 (n E-lx + E'-lx') 

E" = 

The posterior expected value of p can also be written as 

ý" =n (n Id + GN'G-1)-ice + (n Id + GN'G-i)-l GN'G-ix' 

The enriched DY-conjugate family does not correspond to the usual `conju- 

gate' family for this model. The latter is also a multivariate normal family, 

but allows a full covariance structure for the prior (see Example 4.3). Q 

Except for the normal case considered in the last example, the enriched DY- 

conjugate family £g(F) seems to be the most general `conjugate' family giving 

posterior linearity of the mean parameter. For the normal model, however, 

although the usual `conjugate' prior is more general than the corresponding 

enriched DY-conjugate prior, the posterior linearity property is preserved (see 

Example 4.3). 

4.1.3 Conjugate parameterisations 

The concept of a conjugate parameterisation depends upon the specific `con- 

jugate' family under consideration. A general description of the theory of 

conjugate parameterisations is given in Section 4.2, where we discuss further 
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extensions of the DY-conjugate family for exponential family likelihoods. In 

this section we shall only be concerned with conjugate parameterisations for 

enriched conjugate families, generalising some of the results of Section 3.3. 

Let 0 and A be two alternative parameterisatioris of the NEF F. \Ve shall 

say that 0 is £-conjugate for A, denoted ýi v A, if and only if EA (Y) = EA(. 77). 

Suppose F is fully k-reducible for some k=1, ... , 
d, and let 

LB(OI s', n') = exp{9TS' - j= i 1 n' Al=(8(=))}. 

Now, for an arbitrary parameterisation A, define 

Lä(X 1 s', n') = Le(9a(X) 1 s', n'). 

(This could well be called the enriched likelihood for A. ) Similarly, if 
. 

is a 

linearly k-reducible NEF obtained from F via the nonsingular linear transfor- 

mation ^r(v) = Gv, and if A denotes an arbitrary parameterisation of ý', we 

can define 

Ll(Al ', n') = exp{Öa(A)TS' - 7i T 1l1(9ä(. \))}. 

The following result is an extension of Theorem 3.3 to the case of enriched 

conjugate families. 

Theorem 4.2. Let and A denote two parameterisations of the natural 

exponential family 
. 
t, and suppose 1F is linearly k-reducible for some k= 

1,..., d. Then ý %-'0/ A if and only if 

J(X)I a Lä(XIsö, WO) (A E A), 

for some go E IRd and some no E lick. 

Proof. The proof proceeds along the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.3, on 

identifying and Lä(Al ', n') with CA(. F), &(, F) and LA(AIs', ii'), 

respectively.   

The extension of Theorem 3.4 to the present setting is also straightforward, 

showing that the relation `s' is an equivalence relation on the space of pa- 

rameterisations of , 
T. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let A, and p" denote three parameterisations of the natural 

exponential family P. Then 

(b) If - A, then 

(c)Ifpýý, and 4 '- A, then pia. 

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.4. It follows on identify- 

ing the enriched likelihood L! (Aý "', n') with LA(AI s', n') in the proof of that 

theorem.   

Most of the results in Section 3.3 have analogues in the present setting. 
In particular, Theorem 3.5 and its corollaries take specially interesting forms. 

We now discuss the generalisation of Theorem 3.5. 

Let rE1d and t= (tl) 
... , tk)T E IRS". Suppose ý and 

A 
are two parame- 

terisations of such that 

so that 

lJ¢(a)l oc Lý(A(r, t) (A E A), (4.4) 

log IJ(ä)I = Co + ää(A)T r- ý_ 
ý i; lll, (äý(ä)), (4.5) 

where Co is a constant. 

Now let tt,, (µ) = G-1ß, and note that Ö (Ä) = 9(T (A)) and A (ö (A)) _ 

111j( Oj (µý(jýý(A))) ). Differentiation of (4.5) with respect to a then yields 

Olog I MA)I 
= Diý(5)T De(Fiä(5))T r 

k 
- 

Eti Di, (. )T Dµ(liä(S))T Do (/I (µa('5. )))T ýnrý(8(Fýý(µa(ý)))) 
i-1 

= Da(ý)T Vr (4.6) 

k 

- Diý(5ý)T (GT )-1 V, (µiý(Nä(ý)))-1 t= d. 1t, (O(Fpi, (j (. )))), 

since D©([L)T D, L(ii)T = (G-1)T, and Do(Fi)T = VF(FL)-i" 
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Note also that 

TT )T Ci]ý1i (B)T = (OTdl 
, ... a 

oTdi_ CI 
1 jý7s 

(B(i)ý ýdi+l 
, ... 

O Tdk 
1 

! OT ýT ýT OT oT T 
l dl, ... d; _l (: ), di+l..., dký 

and that 

Eilog IJ¢__" 
___ 

clog IJý(A)I 

zi aloglJ¢(A)I 
_ (Dü(A, (%i))) 

c7a 

108 

Thus, letting N(t) = Diag(tl 1d , ... , tß. 1 k ), and writing (4.6) in terms of j, 

we get 

clog l J, (AEý(FL))I 
= Vje-(TI)-1 r- (GT) -1 V-ý -1 N(t) pµ(Tt) (4.7) 

a ft 
Finally, note that the second term on the right-hand side of (4.7) can be 

written as 

(GT)-i V,, (yA(%i))-1 G-1 GN(t) jt (ji) = GN(t) G-1 ft. 

Hence we have 

Vi'(Fý) 
Dlog I J(AE=(ft))i 

=r- GN(t) G-1 Fý (%ý E S2). (4.8) 

Thus, we have shown that (4.4) and (4.8) are equivalent conditions. This 

result is stated in the following theorem. (For convenience, we drop the symbol 
`N' from the notation for linearly k-reducible families. ) 

Theorem 4.4. Let F be a natural exponential family on IRd, and let A and 
0 denote two parameterisation of F. Suppose F is linearly k-reducible for 

some k=1,.. 
., 

d, so that is fully k-reducible for some nonsingular 
linear transformation y(v) = Gv. Let rE Rd and t= (tl,... 

, tk)T E IR'. 

Then 

IJJ(A)I a Lä(AIr, t) (AEA) 
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if and only if 

V, -(IL) 
clog IJoA, (i))I 

_r- GN(t) G1Ii E OIL 

IT IT Q 

The following results are a consequence of Theorem 4.4, and extend Corol- 

laries 3.1 and 3.2 to the case of enriched conjugate families. 

Corollary 4.1. Let F be a natural exponential family on IR d. Suppose F is 

linearly k-reducible for some k=1, ... , d, so that y-1(. F) is fully k-reducible 

for some nonsingular linear transformation y(v) = Gv. Let A be an alterna- 

tive parameterisation of F. Then AvB if and only if there exist rE llid and 

t= (t1, 
... , tk)T Elk such that 

V. F(u) 
aloe I J8(aý(u))I 

=r- GN(t) G-lit c7µ 
for all µE Q. 0 

Corollary 4.2. Let F be a natural exponential family on IIZ1. Suppose F is 

linearly k-reducible for some k=1, 
... , 

d, so that is fully k-reducible 

for some nonsingular linear transformation -y(v) = Gv. Let 0 be an alterna- 
tive parameterisation of. F. Then 0vp if and only if there exist rE IRS and 

)T lk such that 

W(tl) 
clog IJ ß(/l)I =r- GN(t) G-'µ 

all 

for all /LEQ. 0 

In the previous chapter it was shown that natural exponential families satis- 
fying the condition '0 have several nice properties. It is therefore natural 

to ask what is to be gained by introducing the extended definition of conju- 

gacy considered in this section. A direct application of Corollary 4.1 shows 

that t '- 0 if and only if there exist r* E Ind and t" E IRk such that 

W(P) 
_ log d 

alL . __ _ r* -G N(t*) G-1IL (/2 E SZ), 
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since lJB(p)l = det{V,, (µ)}-1. Now, the left-hand side of this identity can be 

recognised as the skewness vector of . 17, so that It v0 if and only if 

u, (tL) = r* - GN(t*) G-iµ (µ E St). (4.9) 

Thus, the property It e0 is characterised by a condition of linearity of the 

skewness vector in the mean parameter. Such a condition is more general than 

that obtained for it 0 in the previous chapter. Specifically, in Example 3.7 

it was shown that it '- 0 if and only if 

u, (p)=ki-k2it (ItES2) 

for some lei E Ed and some k2 E R. This has the form (4.9) with r* = k* 

, ... , 
k* )T (so that N(t*) =k Id). and t* = (k* 222 

The previous argument shows that It '- 0 is a sufficient condition for it 
0. Hence the property It 90 holds for the NEF-SQVF class and for the 

Wishart family. We note that if 
. Fis linearly irreducible (which is the case, in 

particular, if 
.T 

is a NEF on IR), then the conditions µv0 and tt e0 are 

equivalent, since in that case £0(. T) and CB(. T) coincide. 

It must be pointed out that there exist natural exponential families satis- 
fying ji vB but not µv8. Consider, for example, the linearly reducible 
NHF 

. ý' introduced at the end of Section 2.4. This is derived from the product 

of k independent families, each of which is either a NEF-SQVF model or a 
«eishart family. In that section it was shown that the skewness vector of P is 

precisely of the form (4.9), and so F satisfies the condition Et e 9. However, 

in general .' may not satisfy µvB. An instance of this situation was given in 

Example 3.8. The family considered in that example is the product of a bino- 

mial and a negative-binomial family, so the mean parameter tt is E-conjugate 

for the canonical parameter 0 in that case, even though /-t is not conjugate 
for 0. 

It follows from the discussion above that the property It 0 holds for a 
large subclass of the NEF-QVF class, including the NEF-SQVF models, the 

«eishart family and all the linearly k-reducible families derived from these. 
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However, it is still an open problem to determine whether the condition ft '9 

actually characterises the NEF-QVF class in general, as it does in the univari- 

ate case. 

4.1.4 Other properties 

Enriched DY-conjugate families are, up to a nonsingular linear transformation, 

just products of independent DY-conjugate families. Thus it is not surprising 

that they preserve most of the properties of the latter. In Section 4.1.2 we 

were only concerned with the posterior linearity of the mean parameter, but 

all the other properties discussed in the previous chapter also have analogues 
in the present setting. Some of these properties will be discussed in a more 

general context in the following section, where we describe general classes of 

conjugate families for exponential family likelihoods. 

4.2 Extended Conjugate Families 

4.2.1 Definition 

Let be a natural exponential family on Rd, indexed by an arbitrary param- 

eter A taking values in the set A. Given a sample X1= xl,... , X, = xn of 
independent observations from F, the likelihood function for A takes the form 

La(Als, n) = exp{9a(A)TS - 11 11I(O x X))}1 

where s=1. Now recall from Definition 3.1 that a conjugate family for 
,T 

has densities of the form 

iiA(A1 s', n') oc bl(A) Lx(A1 s', n') (s' (2 IR', n' E IR) 

for some positive function bl("). We can extend this conjugate family by 

introducing an additional hyperparameter, mi, as follows, 

7ä(AIs', n', ml) a [bl(A)]m LA(AI s', n') (s' E IRd, 72 'E II?, mi E IR). 
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This could be called an extended standard conjugate family for F. Note, how- 

ever, that a more general version of this family is, in turn, given by 

r, ä(AIs', n', n4) °c b2(A) [bi(A)]m LA(. \ls', n') (s' (= Ile, n' E IR, m1 E II? ) 

for some positive function b2("). As before, we can introduce an additional 

hyperparameter, m2, to get the extended family 

T ýxls/, ný, mir m2) a [bl(A)]m' [b2(. \)]m2 Lx (A Is', n') 

with s' E Ed, n' E IR, mi E IR, and m'2 E R. Introduction of further hyper- 

parameters, m3, ... , mß. _1, 
then leads to a general `conjugate' family of the 

form 

7ra(XIs', n', m') a bo(X) LA(AIs', n') bä(X1m') (4.10) 
for some positive function bo(. ), where m' = (M1/,..., MI _1)T and 

x-i 
bý(Alm') _ [bi(A)]"'i 

Note that the conjugate families considered in the previous chapter are 

particular instances of (4.10), and correspond to the case m' = 0k_1. Exten- 

sions of the kind described above have been discussed by Raiffa and Schlaifer 

(1961), Dickey (1982) and Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1993). Virtually 

all the usual `conjugate' families for exponential family likelihoods are of the 

general form (4.10). For illustration, see Examples 4.2 and 4.3 below. 

For what follows, it is convenient to write (4.10) in the form 

-x Xis, n', m') « bo(A) exp{9a(A)Ts' - [n' lll(ea(a)) +Z mý i'V=(ea(A))l} 
(4.11) 

with li t(0A(A)) =- log b1(A) (i =1, ... ,k- 1). 

Definition 4.1. A family of measures on the Borel sets of A whose densities 

with respect to Lebesgue measure are of the form (4.11), for some positive 

integer k and some functions bo("), TýTI( ), ... , 14,1_1("), is called extended con- 

jugate to the family. 'F (relative to the parameterisation A). If bo(") is constant 
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in A, this family will be called the extended standard conjugate family for 
,F 

(relative to A) and will be denoted by ga(. F). For an alternative parameterisa- 
tion 0, the extended conjugate family induced on A by will be denoted 

by ýä (T) 

Let 

H', (S', n', m) = log 1 bo(a) LA(A1s', n') bä(AI m') dA 

and 
1-1 = int {(s'T, n', m'T) E IRd+k : H,, (s', n', m') < oo}. 

Provided xo is not empty, the subfamily comprising the densities of the form 

(4.11), with (SIT 
, n', MI T) varying on ?I, is a (d, d+k)-exponential family with 

canonical sufficient statistic r(A) = (O (A)T, -111(9x(. \)), -W(OA(A))T )T 

and canonical hyperparameter z' = (s'T, n', m'T )T, where 

W(ea(n)) = (1'IT1(OA(A)), ... , 1-1rk, _1(ea(A)) )T . 
It will be assumed, without loss of generality, that (4.11) is actually a min- 

imal representation of this family; the functions IT', ("), 
..., T4,1_1(") are oth- 

erwise essentially arbitrary. Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1993) have shown 

that (4.11) is, in fact, the most general form that a (d, d+ k)-exponential 

family can have if it is to be closed under sampling as a class of priors for the 

NEF F. Note that the enriched conjugate families of Section 4.1 are particular 

cases of the general extended conjugate families defined here. 

Example 4.2. Consider the normal family with densities N(yjA, U2), as de- 

scribed in Examples 2.1 and 2.2. Recall that this family can be written as a 

NEF F with canonical parameter 0= (01,02)T = (A/a2, -1/2o. 2)T, canonical 

statistic x= (xl, X2 )T = (y, y2)T, and cumulant transform 

\ 
117(0) =- 

(oi2 

402 
+2 log(-202)) (0 = IR x (-1R)). 

The standard conjugate family for 
. 77, relative to the canonical parameterisa- 

tion, is then given by 

7©s', n') a exp s'T 9+ n' +1 1og(-202) (4.12) 
(402 2 
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Thus, for the usual parameterisation _ (A, a2)T the DY-conjugate family 

has densities of the form 

2 
7, -0(A 02IS', n') o (a2)-3 exp 

{-T 

2U2 

2Q 

2 
log(o2)} 

oc (01 2)-nl/2-3 exp I -2ý2 (A - s, /n')2 } 

x exp 
{_-(s 

2- sit/n') 

I, a (a2)-1/2 exp 
2ý2 (A _ 9, )a 

, 
x (QZ)-a exp 

a2 

where si/n', a' = (n' + 3)/2 and ß' _ (s2 - siz/n')/2. This can be 

recognised as the kernel of the normal/inverse-gamma density 

N(A191, v2/n') IGa(Q2l ä, /3'). 

Note that the DY-conjugate family has only three free hyperparameters, 

namely si, s2 and W. This is in contrast with the usual `conjugate' family 

for F, which is also normal/inverse-gamma but allows each of the four hyper- 

parameters y', n', a' and /3' to vary independently of the others. Nevertheless, 

as pointed out by Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961, Section 3.2.4), the usual `conju- 

gate' family can be obtained by introducing an additional hyperparameter in 

(4.12), as follows. 

Consider the family g9(, T) with densities 

/2/ 

ie(e1 s', n', ni)a exp 
{sTo 

+ 402 +'2 1og(-202) 
. 

(4.13 

This is an extended conjugate family of the form (4.11) with A-0, bo(0) - 1, 

k=2, mi = ni - n', and 1,171 (0) = -2 log(-202). Rewriting Qo(, F) in terms 

of the usual parameterisation 0, yields the extended conjugate family 9¢(, ') 

with densities of the form 

7t- 40(, \, ¢ cr2Is', n', ni) = p, '()I J', Q2/n') IGa(a2I ai, ß'), 

where y' = si/n', ai = (ni + 3)/2 and Q' = (s2 - sie/n')/2. We thus see that 

go'(-'F) corresponds to the usual `conjugate' family for F. 
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To conclude this example, we now find the posterior expected value of the 

mean parameter It = (Eil, 'c2)T = (A, A2 + a2)T when cfi follows a (proper) 

prior distribution 7, *'(A, Q2 Is, n', nj) in 9¢(, F). Let Yl= yl, .... 
Yn = Jn be 

a sample of independent observations from N(yI A, or 2), and let s=(. s , s2)T, 

with s1=>1 y, and s2=T 1J,. 
Also, lets"=s+s', n"=n+n'and 

n' = n+n'. Then 

E[AIs", n", ni] 
s" i 
TI" 

and 

E[112I8", nlI, n'j _ E[A2+072Is", n", nil 

«)2 

s " )2 s"2/nnil 
+ n(52/1 

n+1) 

_ 
n"-n" s" 2 n"+1 4 

ni +1 n" 
+ 

n' +1 n2 

Note that the posterior expected value of It. is not linear in the canonical 

statistic s unless ni = n', in which case 9¢(, F) reduces to the DY-conjugate 

family for F. Q 

Example 4.3. Let F be the multivariate normal family of Example 2.5, with 
densities Nd(xlµ, E) (E known). Recall that F is a NEF with canonical 

parameter 0= E-l jt and cumulant transform 11I(0) =2 0T0" The usual 

`conjugate' family for F is best described in terms of the mean parameter µ. 

It is given by densities of the form 

7r (pI x', V) 
= 

(2 7, -)-d/2 det{E'}-1/2 exp S -2 
(/G 

- x')Týi'-1(/G - x')T 

l 
(4.14) 

where x' E N' and E' is a symmetric positive-definite dxd matrix, but it is 

otherwise arbitrary. (Compare this with the DY-conjugate family of Exam- 

ple 3.2, and with the enriched DY-conjugate family discussed in Example 4.1. ) 
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We now show that (4.14) can be written in the form (4.11) and thus cor- 

responds to an extended conjugate family for 97. For simplicity, we assume 

that none of the entries of E is zero. First, observe that (4.14) induces the 

following family on the canonical parameter: 

TB(OIx', E') = (2 7)-d/2 det{E'}-1/2 det{E} exp { -2 x'TYý-1x, 
1 

x exp 
{oTI_1xI 

- 
lOTj; 

j; i-lEo 

_ (2 T)-a/2 det{EE'-lE}1/2 exp 
{-2 

SIT(EE'-1J)-1s, 
} 

X exp 
{6T31 

-2 BT FFý'-l Eo 

where s' = EE'-lx'. 

Let E= (o_j) and note that 111(9) can be expressed as the sum of k= 

d(d + 1)/2 terms, namely 

d 02 
11I(9) = +>mot; O 0;. 

2=1 2 i<j 

It is convenient to rewrite this expression as 

k 

. AM(e) =Z1,17i (0), 
i=l 

where 
111(0) _aO /2 (i =1, ... , d) 

T11Td+l (0) _ a12 0102 
T47 d+2 

(e) = a13 01 O3 

1'VTk(0) = Qd_1, d 
Od_1 Od. 

Similarly, if &,; denotes the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix EE'-1E, then 

'OTEE, -1Z8 = 
Qii Qi dE 

i=1 
2 

i<7 

k 

Zn=i, 1=(8), 
i-1 
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where 
n= _ &==lu=i (i = 1, ... , 

d) 

nd+l = &12012 

nd+2 = &13/0713 

nk &d-1, d Ud-1, d" 

Thus, 7, B (O lx', E') can now be written in terms of s' and n' _ (n',. 
.., nk )T, 

giving 

Z (OI s', n') a exp{9TS' - E= 1 n= 11- (0) }. (4.15) 

Finally, let m= = ni - n' k- 1) and n' = n' . 
Then we can write 

(4.15) as 

it (eis', n', m') = vo(6) exp{9TS' -[ n' 111(9) + >_ in 
with m' = (n4,. 

.., m'k_1)T and bo(O) =- 1. This shows that the usual `conju- 

gate' family for F is an extended conjugate family of the form (4.11). 

We conclude our discussion of this example with a remark on the posterior 

linearity of the mean parameter for priors of the form (4.14). Let x denote the 

sample mean for a sample of size n from Nd(xl, u, E). Suppose It has a prior 

distribution 7, -° (µI x', E'), as defined in (4.14). Then the posterior distribution 

of It is given by Nri(ijx", E"), with 

x" _ (n E-1 } J' 1ý-1 (n E-lx + E'-lx') 

E" = 

The posterior expected value of Et can therefore be written as 

E[ItIx", E"I = Ax +b, (4.16) 

with A=n (n E-1 + E-' and b= (n E-1 + ý, -1)-1 ý'-1 x', thus 

showing that E[ itI x", E" ] is linear in the sample mean x. 

This form of posterior linearity is more general than that obtained for the 

DY-conjugate prior (Section 3.2) and for the enriched DY-conjugate prior 
(Example 4.1). Note, however, that even in this case not all possible matrices 
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A can occur in (4.16), since E is a fixed matrix, and A is restricted to be of 

the form A=n (n E-' + E-1 for some symmetric positive-definite 

matrix V. Q 

4.2.2 Conjugate parameterisations 

The concept of a conjugate parameterisation can now be extended according 

to Definition 4.1. 

Definition 4.2. Let i and .X be two parameterisations of the NEEF. Then 

is said to be c-conjugate for. , 
denoted q5 A, if and only if 9"(. F) = Ca(d 

Consider the function 

Lä(X 1 s', n', m') = LA(Als', n') bý(X 1 m'). 

We shall refer to Lä(AIs', n', m') as the extended likelihood for A. Similarly, 

for an alternative parameterisation 0, the extended likelihood is defined by 

L¢(cb s', n', m') = Lä(A (0) 1 s', n', m'). 

We now discuss extensions of some of the results of Section 3.3. 

Theorem 4.5. Let c5 and A be two parameterisations of the natural expo- 

nential family. F. Then 4 '- A if and only if 

IJ¢(X)I a L* (Xisö, nö, mö) 

for some soEEd, noEN, andm'ell? k 1. 

Proof. As in the special case considered in Section 4.1, the proof proceeds 

along the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.3 on identifying ca(7 ), ! Pa (J) and 
LI(AIs', n', m') with CA(. T), Ca (. T) and LA(AIs', n'), respectively.   
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In other words, 0/A if and only if the Jacobian of the transformation 

Ali = Oa(A) corresponds to the kernel of some density in the extended standard 

conjugate family for A. It must be stressed that the general concept of a 

conjugate parameterisation is relative to the specific extended conjugate family 

chosen for F in a given situation. 

Theorem 4.6. Let A, 0 and p denote three parameterisations of the natural 

exponential family 1. Then: 

(a)A'-A. 

c' C, (b) If cý A, then a chi. 

(c) If pL, and cb A, then pýA. 

Proof. The proof resembles that of Theorem 3.4, and follows easily on identi- 

fying the extended likelihood Lä(AIs', n', m') with LA(AI s', n') in the proof of 

that theorem.   

Thus, the relation `p' is an equivalence relation on the space of parameter- 

isations of 1 7. 

Proposition 4.1. Let and A be two parameterisations of the natural ex- 

ponential family 
. 
T. If qA then 4 '- A. 

Proof. By hypothesis, IJ¢(A)l oc LA(Alsö, no) for some so c He and no E R. 

Now note that LA(AIsö, nö) = Lý(AIsö, no, Ok_1), so 

IJ¢(A)I a Lä(AI si, nj, mi) 

with si = so, nj = no and mi = 0k_1. The result follows from Theorem 4.5. 

  

In other words, if 0 is conjugate for A, relative to then 0 will be 

`conjugate' for A, relative to the extended family The converse of this 
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assertion is not true, as was shown in Section 4.1.3 for the case of enriched 

conjugate families. 

Suppose now that 0 is not conjugate for A. Then there exists an extended 

standard conjugate family 9a(. F) such that Sh v A. Consider the extended 

likelihood for A defined by 

Lä("ß! 3', n', m') = La(AIs', ii') IJ4(A)Im'. 

Now let 9a(, T) be the extended conjugate family with densities 

ira(AIs', n', m') a Lä(A1s', n', m') (s' E N', n' E IR, m' E IR). 

ýa(T) is the smallest extended conjugate family making 0 `conjugate' for A in 

the extended sense discussed in the present section. Note that this definition 

widens the class of parameterisations which are `conjugate' for A, since any 

other parameterisation 0 such that 

1Jp(X)1 °c L* (X1sö, nö, mö), 

for some sö E Ind, no E IR, and mö E IRS-1, will also be such that b-A. 

Example 4.4. Consider the multinomial family F with densities 

11Iic12(xýlý Fýý = E4 16-2 (1 - Eýi - 112)l-, cl-x2 INi (x) (it E Si ), 

described in general in Section 2.3.1. We showed in Example 3.9 that the 

mixed parameterisation co = (cpl, cp2)T, with 

e01 V1 = jil 
(01,02) 

= 
1+C81 ße82 

(P 2 
02) 

is not conjugate for the canonical parameter 0. It was also shown that the 

Jacobian of the transformation So = SPo(0) is 

Jß, (6) = exp{log(1 + e02)} exp{Ol -2 log(1 + ee' + e°2)}. 

On the other hand, the likelihood function for 0 is given in this case by 

Lo(OI s', n') = exp{si01 + s202 - n' log(1 + eel + e©2)}. 
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We now define the extended likelihood for 0 by 

LB(OIs', n', m') = Lo(OIs', n') IJJ(O)I'n, 

= exp{(si + m')Ol + SO2 2- (n+ 2m') log(1 + e©' + e©2) 

+ m' log(1 + e02)}. 

It is convenient to work in terms of the hyperparameters zi = si +m', z2 = s2 

mi = n' + 2m' and rn2 = m'. Accordingly, we let 

LB*(OI zi, z'z, mi, nie) = exp{ziOi+z'202-n4 log(1+e01 +ee2)+m21og(l+e°2)}. 

If we now consider the extended conjugate family g9(, F), with densities 

©(0l zi, z2, mi, m2) °c L9*(0l zi, z, ', mi, n4) ((Z;, z2, mi, r) E X' ), 

it follows that v 9. 

It is instructive to express g0(. T) in terms of the mean parameter. This 

yields the extended conjugate family G, (fl, with densities 

7 (ItI zi, z2, M,, m2) a itli-i it22-1 (1 - Itl - /t2)(mi-m2ý-z1-z2-1 

which reduces to the Dirichlet family when m2 = 0. 

Consider now the alternative parameterisation b= (01,02)T, with 

t eel 1=1= 1+e°1+e°2 

112 e02 
Y2- 1-ill 1+e°2 

Then 

ýW(e)I = exp{Ol + 02 -2 log(l + e°1 + e°2) - log(l + e°2)}. 
= LB*(9 X1,1,2, -1), 

thus showing that '' B. Note that 0 is not conjugate for 0 in this case. 

To conclude this example, we note that the factor normalising the extended 

conjugate densities is given by 

tt. ýZ Zm 172 -1 =j GZ1-1 122-1 ý1 
- /11 - /12)(rni-ýr+i)1-22-1 (1 

- /ii)""- (lil. is 2, is 2 
Zf 

1%2 
1 
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00 
x �/, 

z2-1 
(1 

- 7P2)( 
"'1-"'a>-Z=-ZZ I JI, ( b)I d 

7P, 
dV2 

-l, f0 l-1 
ll - vll)m-z-1 d01 

Yl 

f0l X 22-1 ll -Y 2ý(ml-mz)-z1-z' 
d7P2ý 

since JJµ('b)j = (1 - 01). Hence, 

122 

Ja* (zi, z'2, mi, m'2) = P(z P(( m') z P(z P(( m' -m z') z' 
(4.17) 

l 1) l 1- 1) l 2) l1 2- 1- 2) 

provided that 0< zi < mi, 0< z2, and zi + z2 < ml - mz D 

Example 4.5. For the normal family N(yI k, u2) of Example 4.2, the likeli- 

hood function relative to the canonical parameter is given by 

LB(0Is', n') = exp{OTSI + n' [ 01/402 + (1/2) log(-2 02) ]}. 

Let 4= (A, u')'. Then 

J¢(0) =-1 4 02 
=2 exp{-3 log(-2 02)}. 

Thus, the usual parameterisation (. A, Q2) is not conjugate for 0, since there do 

not exist sö E N' and n'o E IR such that I JO(0)1 oc Lo (01so, no). 

Consider now the extended likelihood for 0 given by 

L*(OIs', n', m') = Lo(OIs', n')IJ¢(B)Im, 

=2 exp{OTS' + n'02/402 + (n'/2 + 3m') log(-2 02)}. 

This is more conveniently written in terms of ni =2 (n'/2 + 3m'), so we define 

LB*(OIs', n', n') =2 exp{OTs' + n'02/402 + (72'/2) log(-2 02)}. 

Then the extended conjugate family c9(, ß7), with densities 

* (8 s' n' n) a L** 8 s' n' n) (s' E IR2 n' E IR n' E If? ) 
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is such that 0 0. We note that c9(, ') is precisely the family (4.13), which 

corresponds to the usual `conjugate' family for 17 (see Example 4.2). 

As a further example, consider now the mean parameterisation for the fam- 

ily. T. Recall from Example 2.4 that 

_1 FBI = 202 
2 

µ2 =I_1 4 02 2021 

whence J,, (O) = -1/402. Since Jß(9) = J¢(6), it follows that it mac'- 0, even 
though It is not conjugate for 0 in this case. 

The last example concerns the parameterisation zb = (b1i 0G2 )T, with 

Al 
202 

2= Q2 - -2 D2. 

In this case 

J, ß(0) =1 a2 
_ -2 exp{- 1og(-202)}, 

so 

IJO(0)1 a L©*(0102,0, -2). 

This shows that b'0. Q 

4.2.3 Moments for the canonical parameter 

In Section 3.1 we pointed out that the DY-conjugate family for a NEF 
.T 

on Rd constitutes a (d, d+ 1)-exponential family. This fact was exploited in 

Section 3.6 in order to find the moments of certain functions of the canonical 

parameter 0 under a DY-conjugate distribution. A straightforward generali- 

sation of this result now allows us to calculate the moments of the canonical 

parameter (and of certain functions of this) when 0 has an extended conjugate 
distribution of the kind discussed in Section 4.2.1. 
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Let F be a natural exponential family on IR4, and consider the extended 

conjugate family c0(, 77), with densities of the form 

ýýB(OI s', n', m') x exp{s'T9 - Will (0) -m ITW(O)}, 

Now define 

H�(s', n', m') = log Jexp{s'TO 
- n'lll(O) - m'TW(O)} d9, 

and let 

Wö = int {(s'T, 72', m T) E E? d+k : H,, (s', n', m') < oo}. 

Assume H is not empty, and let 

h*(s', n', m') = exp{-H. (s', n', m') }. 

As remarked in Section 4.2.1, the subfamily 

7re(0I s', n', m') _ lb*(s', n', m') exp{s'TO - n'iVI(e) - m'TT(e)}, 
with (s'T, n', m'T) varying on'-lo, is a (d, cl+k)-exponential family with canon- 

ical sufficient statistic -r(O) _ (OT, -111(6), -W(O)T )T and canonical hyper- 

parameter z' = (s, n', m'T)T 'T 

It then follows that the cumulants of -r(9) can be obtained by differentiating 

the cumulant transform H,, (z') - H. (s', n', m'). In the following proposition 

we state this result for the first two cumulants of rr(O). 

Proposition 4.2. Suppose 0 follows an extended conjugate distribution 

7re(0Is , n', m') with (s'ö, nö'MIT o) E? -lo. Then 

E[ r(O) I sö, nö, mö ]- r7H(sö, nö, mö) 
Oz, 

and 
1 

82H sn mo1 f Var[r(0)Is', n', m' 1I_- 
az'TDzI 

0 
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Example 4.6. Let J be the multinomial family 111u12(xI l, µ), and consider 
the extended conjugate family g0(F) introduced in Example 4.4. This has 

densities 

zB(0I zi, z2, mi, m2) = h., (s', n', m') exp{ zi01 + 2202 

- mi log(1 + e°1 + e°2) + m2 log(1 + e°2) }, 

with h*(s', n', m') as defined in (4.17). The cumulant transform of ! 9©(, T) is 

then given by 

H*(s', n', m') = log I'(zi) + log r(ml - z'1) + log r(z'2) - log r(mi) 

+ logr(mi -m'2-zi -z2)-logF(mi -m'2-zi). 

Also, in this case 

WO - {(zi, z2, mi, m2) E Iii :0 <Z1 < mi, 0< z2, zi } z2 < mi - m2}. 

It then follows from Proposition 4.2 that 

E[ Ol I z;, zä, mi, mr2 ]= E[ log(Eii/(1 - fii - /12)) I zi, z2, mi, mä ] 

'(zi)- '(mi-zi)+(mi-m'2-zi) O(r 

- -mr -zr -zr ), ((ml 212 

Var[ Ol lzi, z2, mi, m2 ]= Var[ log(fii/(1 - fii - /12)) I zi, zä, mi, mä ] 

ý(zi+ýx -zi)-ý(mi -m2-zi) 

rr -I- ý(ml-n22-zl-z2 

ý[ 02lzi, zs, mi, ms ]= E[ 1og(f12/(1 -111 - 112» I zi, z2) MI ý mi ] 

_O (Z2') - O(mi - m2 - zi - z2), 

Var[ 02I zi, Z2,7711, nnr2 ]= Var[ 1og(fi2/(1 - 111 - /12)) I zit zä, mi, mz ] 

ý(z2) +' (ml - m2 -Z1 - z'2) 

(Recall that /(") and ý(") denote the digamma and the trigamma functions, 

respectively. ) 

Also, 

E[log(1+e°' +ee2)Izl, z2, ini, m2] E[log(l-/ti -p2) 1 zi, z2, mimzI 
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O(M1) + &(n4 - rn2 - zi) - 0(rni - zi) 

- 5(rn1 '- in' - zi - z2), 

Var[log(1 -4' eel + ee2)I zi, z2, m,? ni1 _ Var[log(1 -Eil - p2) z1 zz, in1 7n2 

= (mi 
-Z i) 

+" (ml 
- 171,2 - zi - z2) - 7ý'(rn ) 

- 
ý(I7L1 

- mz - zl ), 

and 

E[log(1 + ee2)Izi, z2, in', m'z ]= E[log((1 - µi)/(1 _' /11 - Fra)) 1 zi, zi, In', in 

= e(mi - m2 - zi) -'b(mi - m2 - zi - 22), 

Var[log(l + e82)Izi, z2, nni, mz ]= Var[log((1 - {pi)/(1 - ßi - 112» 1 z', zz, mi, Inz] 

= ý(Ini - ßn'2 - zi - z'') -ý(mi - In' - zi). 

0 

4.2.4 Posterior unbiasedness 

Let .T 
be a regular natural exponential family on Ifld. Let X1= xl, ... , X" = 

x, be a sample of independent observations from F and let s= Ei1 x=. 
Suppose now that A is a parameterisation of .7 admitting a sufficient unbiased 

estimator A= A(s, n). In Section 3.7 we showed through several examples 
that, in certain cases, A corresponds to the posterior expected value of A under 

some (typically improper) DY-conjugate prior. Moreover, in all the examples 

considered, A turns out to be conjugate for the mean parameter ft. 

In cases where the DY-conjugate family does not attain posterior unbi- 

asedness, it is often possible to find an extended conjugate family that does. 

Consider the following examples. 

Example 4.7. Let be the multinomial family of Example 4.4, with densi- 

ties 

-Alul2(x 
111 Fi) = Fei' E122 (1 - Fly -112)1-X1 X2 Irr; (x) (! t E Si )" 

Let A= (A, 
) A2)T, with 

Al = /iii 
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ßl2 
J%2 

1- ýý1 
2_ 

A sufficient unbiased estimator for A exists only if rl, r2 E {1,2, 
... , n}, in 

which case it is given by 

Al 
= A, (si, n) 

_ 
(n - rl)! Si! 

n! (sl - ri)! 
ýa = 

A2(si) s2, n) 
(n 

- Si - 7'2)! s2! 

(n 
- sl)! (s2 

- 7'2)! 
' 

provided that r1 < sl and 7'2 5 82 . 

Recall that in this case the DY-conjugate prior for µ is a Dirichlet distribu- 

tion with parameters si, s2 and n' - si - s2. It then follows that the posterior 

expected value of A is 

EtAllsa, nill = 

E[)t21s", n"] = 

r(n") r(si + r1) 
r(n" + ri) r(si) 

1)t (n" - 1)! (s I' + rl - 
(n" + rl - 1)! (si - 1)! 

r(nl/ - si) r(s2 + r2) 
r(n" 

- si + r2) r(sä) 

(n"-si-1)! ($+r2-1)1 

(n'ý-si+r2-1)! (s2-1)! ' 

where s" =s+ s' and n" =n+ n'. 

Note that there does not exist a DY-conjugate prior such that E[ Als", n" 
A, since E[ A, Is", 0]_ Al only if 

1) and n' = -(r1 - 1), (4.18) 

whereas for E[)2Is", n"] = a2 we require s'2: -- -(r2-1) and n'-si = -(r2-1). 
This last condition is not consistent with (4.18). 

Consider now the extended conjugate family ßµ(. F) of Example 4.4. For a 

prior 7ro(OI zi, z2, mi, m'2) in 
Pthe posterior distribution of µ is given by 

*e 
r(m r' ml - m2 - zl 

71-11(111 zi� zz� mi mz) r(zi) r(mi - zi) r(zz) I'(mi - m2 - zi - z2 19 

� it ���� zX Flll -11122-1 (1 
- IGl - /lz)(mi-mz)-z -z2-1 (1 

- ýllýmz 
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with zi = sl + zi, z'2 = 82 + z2, ml =n+ ini and m2 = in. Straightfor- 

ward calculations then show that the expected value of A under this posterior 
distribution is 

iý n rI IF E[ AlIzl, z2, ml, m2 = 

ii n Ii Il ý[ý2I z1, z2, ml, m21 _ 

r(ml) r(zl + r1) 

r(mi + Vi) r(zi 

(mi - 1)! (zi -}- rl - i)! 
(mi+rl-1)! (zi-1)! 

r(7n1 
- 

m2 
- 

11) r(z2 + r2) 

r(mi 
- 

m2 
- zi + r2) r(z2 ) 

(ml 
-m2-zl -1)! 

(z2+r2-1)! 

(inl 
- 77211 - zl + r2 - 

1)! (z2 
- 

1)! 

Note that, if zi = -(r1 - 
1), z12 = -(r2 - 

1), mi = -(rl - 
1) and m'2 = r2-1, 

then 

E[AI zi, zä, mi, nn2 ]=A. 

Thus, the extended conjugate family attains posterior unbiasedness 

for A. 

In Example 4.4 it was shown that the parameterisation 7P = (O1,02)T, with 
01 = Ill and 02 = P2/(1 - ILl), is c-conjugate for the canonical parameter 0. 

Note that al = or' and A2 = %'z, so that JJa( )j oc %'1-1 r2-1 It then 

follows that 

IJA(0)I = IJa(00(e))IIJlp (0)I 
oc exp{ r101 + ra 02 - (r'1 + 1) log(1 + e°1 + e°2) 

- r2 log(1 + e°2) }. 

Hence 
IJA(e)l « LB*(6Irl, 7"2i7"1 + 1, 

-7.2). 

This shows that 0. Now recall that for multinomial families the mean 

parameter is conjugate for the canonical parameter, so, by Proposition 4.1, 

A 0. Theorem 4.6 then shows that A -ý µ in this case. 11 
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Example 4.8. Consider the natural exponential family F derived from the 

normal family N(yjA, a2), as in Example 4.2. Let Y, = yl,... ,In=y,, 
be 

a sample of independent observations from N(yI A, QZ), and let s= (sl) s2 )T, 

with sl = >j 1 yt and s2 = Ein--l yi . It is well-known that the sufficient 

unbiased estimator for 0= (A, Q2)T is given by ý= (A, &2)T, where 

A= A(s1, n) 
sl 

Q2 = Q2 (si1 sz, n) 

S2- si/n 

n-1 
Recall from Example 4.2 that the DY-conjugate prior for 0 is the three- 

parameter normal/inverse-gamma distribution 

it (A, Q2Is', W) = NI', a2/n') IGa(Q2lä 
, 
ß') 

with y' = si/n', a' = (n+ 3)/2 and ß' = (s2 - sie/n')/2. It follows that the 

posterior expected value of 0 is 

E[) I s�, n� I=S // i 
n" 
S /I �2/n� 

E[U2Is� n�I =21 
n//+l 

where s" =s+ s' and n" =n+ n'. We note that no values of s' and n' 

exist such that E[cr2I s", n"] = Q2, so the DY-conjugate family does not attain 

posterior unbiasedness for q in this case. 

Nevertheless, consider the extended conjugate family (T) of Example 4.2, 

corresponding to the usual `conjugate' family for F. This is a four-parameter 

normal/inverse-gamma family with densities 

T ýýý a2Is', n', n'1) = Jr(Al J', a2/n') IGa(°2I c4, /3') (4.19) 

where y' = s1'/n', a' = (n' + 3)/2, and ß' _ (s' - sie/n')/2. 

The posterior expected value of 0 under a prior of the form (4.19) is then 

given by 

s 
'LI>>1 

11a 
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ii n2/nu 
E[a2IS"'nýý'ni = 

S2 

iS1 

with s" =s+ s', n" =n+ n' and ni =n+ ni. Thus, if si = s2 = n' = 0, 

and nj = -2, then we get posterior unbiasedness for 0. In Example 4.5 we 

showed that 00 and E. t '' 0. Therefore, 0 jC in this case. 

As an additional example consider the parameterisation 0= (01,02)1', with 
01 =A and 02 = 1/u2. This was introduced in Example 4.5 and shown to be 

g-conjugate for 0. The sufficient unbiased estimator for 1i is easily found to 

be 

01 = O1(s1, n) 
Si 

n 
02= 02(51) S2, n) 

n-3 

s2 - si/72, 

Clearly, no DY-conjugate prior attains posterior unbiasedness for in this 

case. However, if we now let 0= (X, 0 )T have an extended conjugate prior 

7rß (A, Q2ls', n, ni) in 7¢(F), then the posterior expected value of 0 is given 
by 

n 
a Si 

E['i1s 
in ni] = 

n� 

, /' It n', ' +3 E['VZI s ,n , nl] = 
s2 -s12/n"' 1 

with s"=s+s', nil =it +n'and ni=n+ni. Note that, if si=s2=n'=0, 

and ni = -6, then 

E[ 
`Y 

l sn na Ill 1= i 

Thus, the extended conjugate family 90'(, T) attains posterior unbiasedness 
(/I G' for . Note also that ib jt, since '' 0 and It '- 0. El - 

The previous examples show that in some cases it is possible to find an 

extended conjugate family attaining posterior unbiasedness for a given pa- 

rameterisation A allowing a sufficient unbiased estimator. It is interesting 
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to observe that the extended conjugate family thus obtained is precisely the 

one for which A is `conjugate' for it in the extended sense discussed in Sec- 

tion 4.2.2. This phenomenon was also observed in Section 3.7 for the particular 

case of DY-conjugate families. Note that, while it is always possible to find 

an extended conjugate family ýa(. T) such that A' it, it is not clear whether 

posterior unbiasedness for A can be attained in general. Further research is 

required to determine conditions under which this is possible. 



CHAPTER 5 

Laplace Approximations for NEF's with Cuts 

5.1 Introduction 

A key issue in the implementation of Bayesian methods for statistical inference 

is the ability to evaluate efficiently the integrals associated with posterior den- 

sities. The methods currently available for the approximation of such integrals 

can be grouped in two major categories, namely analytic and computational 

approximations. Analytic methods are mainly based upon asymptotic expan- 

sions of the integrand (or some function thereof). On the other hand, com- 

putational methods can be further classified into numerical approximations, 

such as Gaussian quadrature (see, for example, Naylor and Smith 1982), and 

simulation techniques, such as importance sampling or Markov Chain Monte 

Carlo schemes (for a comprehensive overview of these and related methods see 
Smith and Roberts 1993). Hybrid methods, whereby an analytic approxima- 
tion is obtained and used as a starting point in a simulation scheme, are also 

possible. 

Among the analytic methods of approximation, Laplace's method plays a 

central role. It has received renewed interest in the Bayesian statistical com- 

munity in recent years (see Kass, Tierney and Kadane 1991 and the references 

132 
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therein), following a specific application of the method by Tierney and Kadane 

(1986) for approximating posterior moments and marginal densities. In many 

practical situations Laplace's method has proved remarkably accurate. Fur- 

thermore, as pointed out by Tierney and Kadane (1986, Section 4), when used 
to approximate marginal posterior densities Laplace's method sometimes pro- 
duces the exact functional forms. The examples they consider are: (i) the 

normal-gamma conjugate distribution for normal data with unknown mean 

and precision; and (ii) the Dirichlet distribution, which occurs as a conjugate 
distribution for the multinomial model. In both cases Laplace's method gives 

the correct functional forms of the marginals. 

In this chapter we shall focus on Laplace-type approximations to marginal 

posterior densities for subvectors of the canonical and mean parameters of a 
d-dimensional natural exponential family when a DY-conjugate prior is used. 
We explore conditions tinder which such approximations produce the exact 
functional form of the kernel of the corresponding marginal densities, and 
discuss the effect of reparameterisations of the model on these approximations. 

5.2 Laplace-type approximations for marginal 

densities 

5.2.1 Preliminary results 

In this section we briefly review the basic Laplace-type approximation for- 

mulae and establish a preliminary result stating conditions under which the 

Laplace approximation to a marginal density produces the correct functional 

form. 

Assuming f (") and h(") are smooth real functions of a d-dimensional vari- 

able w, with h(") having a unique maximum at w, Laplace's method approxi- 

mates an integral of the form 

I= Jf(w)exp{nh(w)}clc, (5.1) 
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by expanding f (") and h(. ) around w. The factor exp{n la(w)} in the integrand 

is approximated by a function proportional to a normal density, determined 

by the second-order Taylor series approximation to h("). When integrated 

against this normal density, the O(n-1/2) terms of the expansions of f (. ) and 
h(. ), which are odd functions of w-w, vanish and we obtain 

I=I{1+ 

where the integral approximation is given by 

I=f (w) (2; r/n)d/2 det{E(w)}1/2 exp{n h(w)} 

with E(w) = -Hh(w)-1 (minus the inverse of the Hessian of h(. ) at CO). Pro- 

vided that certain regularity conditions hold (see Kass, Tierney and Kadane 

1990, for details), we can choose different factorisations of the form (5.1) for 

the integrand. If f (w) is taken to be constant in w, we say that (5.1) is in 

fully exponential form; otherwise (5.1) is said to be in standard form. 

Remark. For notational convenience, throughout this chapter we denote a 
)T, partition of a vector wEI?! by w= (wi 

, w2 )T, rather than w= (w1) 
1 w2) 

as elsewhere in this thesis. 

Consider now a smooth density function iu, (w) with support TC IRd. Let 

CO = (wi 
7 w2 )T denote a partition of w, where wl is a vector of dimension 

dl and w2 is a vector of dimension d2 =d- dl. Let T1 denote the set of all 

possible values of wl and T2(wl) = {w2 E IRd2 : (wi, w2 )T E T}. Suppose 

that we are interested in the marginal density of wl, namely 

7W, (wl) =J i-w(w1 ) w2) dw2. (5.2) 

1. Standard form Laplace approximation. Let it (wl, w2) be factorised 

as 

TW(wl, w2) = u(wi, w2) exp{v(wl, w2)}, 

for some functions u(", ") and v(", "). In Bayesian applications, where it, (wl, w2) 
is a posterior density, we take u(w1, w2) to be the prior density and take 

v(w1, w2). to be the log-likelihood function. 
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Assume that, for each wl E T1, the function v(wl, ") has a maximum 
w2(wl) E T2(wi) and define 

t(wl) 
__9 

y(wl w2(wl)) -1 { 

(ýw2 ciw2 

Taking f (") = u(wl, ") and h(") = v(wl, . )/n in (5.1), we obtain the standard 
form of the Laplace approximation to 7, -,,, l(w1): 

; ýwF(wl) a det{E(wl)}l1zu(wl, w2(wl)) exp{v(wl)w2(wl))} (5.3) 
a det{: 

i(wl)}1/27 u, 
(wl, w2(wl)). 

2. Fully exponential form Laplace approximation. Suppose now that, 

for each wl E T1, the function ir,, (wl, w2), viewed as a function of w2 only, 
has a maximum 47-72(wl). Define 

OwOwl 

{a2'ogqý, 
'))}-1 

Taking f (. ) =1 and h(. ) = (log 7w(wl, w2))/n in (5.1) yields the fully expo- 

nential form of the Laplace approximation to wi ,,, 
(wl): 

r"(wl) a det{Eýw11J1ý2Týýwlýw2ýw111 

The following proposition gives conditions under which the marginal density 

7t (w1) is available in closed form and the standard form of the Laplace 

approximation to 7, -,,,, (w1) is exact (up to a proportionality constant). 

Proposition 5.1. Consider the density function 

it (wl, w2) = Zu(wl, w2) exp{v(wl, w2)}, (5.4) 

and assume that there exists a one-to-one twice differentiable transformation 

_ 
0,, ( J1i w2) = lý1 i 

ý2 )Tý 

of the form 

I 01 = wi 

1 0z 
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with differentiable inverse w= w¢(O1,02) given by 

I wl = 0i 
W2 = W2(q 1,42, 

such that: 

(Cl) 01 and 02 are variation independent, i. e. 40u, (T) = 4)1 x 'CD2i 

136 

(C2) there exist positive functions a1((ß1), a2(002), gl(01), g2(ß2) and 

G12(01,02) such that 

u(wl) w2) a G12(wl, 02(w1) w2))-1 ai(wl) a2(02(w1, w2)) 

and 

v(w1, w2) = 1og9i(wi) + 1og92(cb2(wl, w2)); 

(C3) there exist functions G1(41) and G2(02) such that 

JW(01) 4b2) = G, (01) G2(ca) G12(0i)02), 

where J, (O1,02) denotes the Jacobian of the transformation w= wO(&, 4i2). 

Then 

(a) 7r 1(wl) a al(wl)9i(wl) ýGi(wl)I 

and 

(b) Týý'(wl) a F, u,, 
(wl). 

Notation. Let v be a constant vector of dimension k, and consider adxk 

matrix function F(x), differentiable with respect to the d-dimensional vector 

x= (x11 
... ) xd)T. Define f (x) = F(x) v. Then the derivative of f (x) with 

respect to x is given by 

Of (x) 
-F 

DF(x) 
vI 

ÖF(x) 
v1 . , OXT DX1 f92 d 

We shall denote this dxd matrix by (OOF(x)/axT) * v. 
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Proof of Proposition 5.1. 

(a) We have 

7¢i 101 = 
J4ý2 

ß'41g1, q52) d02" 

But 

, ¢(`! '1,02) = 7w (Oll W2 (01,42)) 1 Jul (`Y1,02) 

137 

a G12(011 2)-1 a, (01) a2(q5a)9i(q5i)92(q52) IGI(01) I IG2(02)I G12(011'02) 

OC { al(41) 91(ip1) IG1(c5l)l }{ a2(c52) 92(42 IG2(g52)I }1 

so that 

a 
j{a2(ý52)g2(ýb2)IG2(q2)I}dc52 

« ai(q5i)g1(o1) IG1(q5i)I. 

The result follows since 0= wl. 

(b) Differentiating u(w1, w2) with respect to w2 we get 
9v(wl)w2) 

_ 

002(w1j w2)T C91og g2(4 2(w1) w2)) 

äw 
2 

8w 
2 

002 

Let w2(wl) be such that 

Uv(wl, w2(wl)) 
_ Ow2 

0 (wi E Ti). 

Since the transformation O_ 4u, (wl, w2) is one-to-one, we have that 
002(wl' W2 )T 

0 for all (W17 w2) E T. 
Owe 

Therefore w2(wl) must satisfy 
01ogg2(02(wi, 2 2(wi))) 

=0 (w1 E T1). 
42 

Now, iß2 _ 02(wl, w2(wl)) 
_` 2(4.1, 

w2(01)) is a critical point of the function 

109 g2(4 2), which is a function of 02 alone and therefore does not depend on w1. 

The Hessian of v(wl, ") (for fixed w1) is given by 
02v(Wl) w2) D42(WiIw2)T D2 logg2(02(wliw2)) 9 

2(Wl)w2) 

8w2 aw2 aW2 ao2 002 awe 
0202(wilW2)T 

* 
010992(42(w17 W2)) 

C7W2 C7W2 002 
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and, by definition of w2(wl), 

o2y(wl, w2(Wl)) 

_ 

002(wl, w2(wl))T C921ogg2(ý2) Dq52(wi, W2(WI)) 

ßw2 8w2 8W2 c77 282 cýc, ý2 

Let 

5 92V(, W2(W1)) -1 

OLOT &0 
22 

Then 
T _2 

Cýet{E(wl)} a det 
f0 

2(w1, 
W2(wl)ý 

owl 7 

since 02 =4 2(wl, 
w2(wl)) does not depend on wl. Now 

( 
JO(wi, w2) = det 

I di Odi, dz 

= det { 
002(wl, w2) 

Ow e l aO, 
)(w,, 

w2) aýi, (w,, wz) 

aw; ' aw2 

and by (C3) we can write 

J¢(wi, w2) = J, (w1, c52(wi, w2))-1 

= Gl(wi)-1 G2(ýa(wi, w2))-1 Gia(wi, q5z(wi, w2))-i 

This yields 

det{Ji(wl)} a Gl(wl)2 G2((ß2)2 G12(wl, lß2)2 

« Gi(wl)2 Gi2(wi, ý2)2. 

Hence in this case the standard form Laplace approximation to (5.2) is found 

to be 

7iWF(wl) a det{: 
i(wi)}1/2 u(wi, wa(c''1)) exp{v(wj, wa(w1))} 

« al(W1)9i(wi) IG1(wl)l, 

and the result follows.   

The following result is a consequence of Proposition 5.1 and gives condi- 

tions under which the fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation to 

, u,, 
(w1) is exact up to a proportionality constant. 
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Proposition 5.2. Consider the density function 7,, (w1, w2). Assume that 

there exists a one-to-one differentiable transformation 

= ýý1w1) w2ý = lO1 i (p2 )T 

of the form given in Proposition 5.1 and such that: 

(Cl') 01 and cß2 are variation independent, i. e. 4iu, (T) = -cb1 x 41ý2i 

(C2') there exist positive functions gl(41) and 92(02) such that 

7r, (wi, W2) «9i(w1)92(02(wi, w2)); 

(C3') there exist functions G1(cýi1) and G2(02) such that 

Jw(Ol1 4 
2) 

G2 

wehere Jß, (01,42) denotes the Jacobian of the transformation w== w¢(Ol1 ßi2). 

Then 

(a) r, (w1) o gi (wi) IG, (wi)I 
and 

(b) TFE(wj) « 7r, (Wl). 

Proof. Set u(wi, w2) -1 and v(wi, w2) = log iru, (wl, w2) in (5.4), so that 

the standard form of the Laplace approximation to 7r1(wl) is actually in fully 

exponential form. Accordingly, set 

al(4i) = 1, a2(4 2) =1 and G12(41,02) =1 

in the statement of Proposition 5.1. The result then follows from that propo- 

sition.   

Remark. The conditions of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 may appear at first sight 

to be too strong or even artificial. However, as we shall see in the subsequent 

sections, they appear in a natural way and are satisfied in many interesting 

cases. 
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We illustrate these ideas with a simple example concerning a logistic dis- 

tribution, which does not belong to an exponential family. Further examples 
dealing specifically with exponential families can be found in the subsequent 

sections. 

Example 5.1. (A bivariate logistic distribution) Consider the density 

Ir., (W1 
) W2 

2 e-" e-ý2 ( 
(W17 W2) E2 )-( 

ll + e-wi + e-W2)3 

The marginal of wl is given by the univariate logistic density 

7ru,,, (W1 e -4'' ý_ 
ý1 + e_ß,, )2 

Now, 109 7w(wl, W2)= log 2- wl - W2- 3 log(1 + c-" + e-u'2 ), so that 

alog7r, (wiiw2) 
1+ 

3e-w2 

ýiw2 1+ e-w1 + e-c'2 

and w2(wl) =- log((1 + e--1)/2). Also 

a2 109 7W(Wi, w2) 3 (1 + e-") e- '2 
acv2 --P. -L'12 

Thus E(w1) = 3/2, and the fully exponential form of the Laplace approxima- 

tion is given in this case by 

7 
E(Wl) 

OC rj(Wl)7rLo(Wl)w2(W1)) 

5/2 e-W' C3/ (1 + e-wi)2 

which is proportional to the marginal density 7,,, 1(wl). 

Alternatively, note that the transformation 

ci = Wi 

02 = e-W2/(1 + e-"') 

with inverse 

J Wi = Oi 

W2 =- log 02 -109(1 + e-¢' 
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satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.2 with 

g, (01) = e-6 /(1 + e-01)2) 92(02) = 202/(1 + 02)31 

Jw(011 02) _ 

__2(O1,02) 

-1 

1902 02 
1 

Gl(01)=1 and G2(02)_ 
02 

0 

5.2.2 Natural exponential families with cuts 

Consider a natural exponential family F on IRd with minimal exponential 

representation 

po(xIO) = b(x) exp{xTo - M(O)} (e E 0). (5.5) 

Given a sample of size n from F, yielding a value s for the canonical sufficient 

statistic, the likelihood function for 0 takes the form 

Lo(OI Is, n) = exp{sTo -n 17(9)}. 

Now consider a standard conjugate prior for 0, with density 

ro(OJs', n') a exp{s'To - n' M(9)}. 

This yields the posterior density 

j79(Ols", n") a exp{s"TB - n" M(O)}, 

where s" = s' +s and n" = n' + n. 

On the other hand, the likelihood for the mean parameter IL is simply 

LI, (itI s, n) = exp{STO(it) -n M(O(p))}, 

whereas the corresponding DY-conjugate prior on Et is given by 

? '°(ItI s', n') °C I Jo (p) I exp{s'T9(Ft) - n'i I(0(l-i))}. 
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Now, recalling that JB(ji) = det{V(µ)}-1, we see that the posterior density 

of /L takes the form 

B(, I s", n") a det{V(, u)}-1 exp{s11T6(µ) - n" Al (0(p))). 

Let X be a random vector distributed according to T, and denote by X= 

(X1 
, X2 )T a partition of X, with dim{X1} = dl and dim{X2} = d2 = d-dl. 

Similarly, let 9= (OT, 92 )T and µ= (PT' 
, '. t2 )T denote the corresponding 

partitions of the canonical and mean parameters. 

Consider now the mixed parameterisation cp - (Eti 
,O 

)T and suppose that 

X1 is a cut. It then follows from Theorem 2.1 that the likelihood for cp can 
be written as 

Lg(µi, 62ls1, s2, n) = exp{si 9i(ti) -n All (0 (pi))} 

x exp{s2 92 - [nK(02) - si H(B2)]}, (5.6) 

where s= (si 
is 2 )T denotes the partition of s corresponding to that of 6. 

The posterior distribution on (ill, 92) is then given by 

T(11, e2)(JLi, 021S1111 sz, n") °C I J(e1, ea)(I11,02)1 exp{s"1 O*(lii) - n" M, (01 

x exp{s"2 02 - [n" Ii (O2) - s"i H(02)]}, 

where J(ß,, 02)(/11,02) denotes the Jacobian of the transformation taking 
(A1,02) into (01i 02). Note that 

all. (010, ) alý. (9e2) 
aB; a92 

J(I�o. )(ei, 02) = det 
062(0., 02) a02(e1, e2) 

aDi a9z 

V11(1i1(O1, B2), il2(B1, e2)) V12(Ei1(Ol, 02), it2(e1,02)) 
= det 

0d2, di I d2 

= det {V 11 (; t1 (Oi, 02), 1L2(ei, 62))}, 

so that 

J(01,02)(i. G1,02) = 
{J(F=i, 

O2)(ei(/L1)e2), 
02)}-1 
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= det{V11(jt1, it2(el, 02))}-1 

= det{Vi(Etl)}-1 (5.7) 

It is also useful to note that 

J(, z1,, z2)(i1i)02) = J(111, tl2)(el(t1)02), 02) J(©1,02)(/t1,02) 

= det{V(itl, jt2(Et1,02))} det{Vi(al)}-1 (5.8) 

Thus, if X1 is a cut the components of the mixed parameterisation are 

stochastically independent under the posterior distribution and the marginal 

posterior densities of it, and 02 are given, respectively, by 

7r 1(, Lils", n") x det{Vi(FL1)}-' exp{s"i 0 (! 
-t1) -n"111,0 (l-ti))}. 

and 

T s"2 - s"1 02(021 s", n") a exp{92 - [n"K(02) H(e2)}}. 

In the following section we show that the standard form of the Laplace 

approximation produces the exact functional forms of the marginal densities 

r; , t, 
(ýi Is" n") and eZ(8z I s" n"), when applied lied to 7, -,, s" n") and ýr (6 ý s" n") (ttý e 

respectively. Fully exponential approximations are discussed in Section 5.4. 

Throughout the remainder of this chapter we shall assume that X1 is a cut, 

so that the factorisation (5.6) holds. 

5.3 Standard form approximations 

5.3.1 Canonical parameterisation: marginal posterior 

of 92 

Consider the posterior density 

71-0 (01,0 els�, n") a exp{s�i el + s�2 92 - n" 11'1(01,02)}, 

and suppose we are interested in the marginal posterior density of 02. 
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It we take 

and 

Wi = 02 

W2 01, 

J ßf'l = 
02 

02 = I- JOI ez)i 

7-ii,, (wi) wa) = 7-10 (ei) eats 
, n"), 

u(wl, w2) iro(6i, 621s 
,n), 

v(wi, w2) = log Lo(O1, O2 s, n), 

in the statement of Proposition 5.1, then the conditions (C1)-(C3) of that 

proposition are satisfied, with 

a1(02) 
a2(/' ) 

91(e2) 

JZ(µu ) 

G1(02) 
G2(tll) 

G12(02, iti) 

Proposition 5.1 then in 

= exp{s'92 - [n'K(02) - s'i H(92)]}, 

= exp{s'i ei(lti) - n'llll(ei(Fti))}, 

= exp{s2 92 - [n K(92) - si H(02)]}7 

= exp{si O (t1) - nllh(O (/Li))}, 

= 1, 

= det{Vi(Ftl)}-1 and 

= 1. 

iplies that the marginal density of 02 is given by 

ire2(021 s", n") a exp{s"92 - 
[n" If (02) 

- sl'1 H(02)1}- 
2 

It also implies that the standard form approximation to this density is exact, 
c. 2 021SI/0111) oc 7'02(821S" fl . 

5.3.2 Mean parameterisation: marginal posterior of it, 

Consider now the posterior density of the mean parameter, 

Tµ(iti, Ads", n") a det{V (F1i, i'2)}-l eap{ siiTo(111,112) - n" 111(9(ttl, A2)) }I 

and suppose we are interested in the marginal posterior density of It,. 
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If we take 

and 

W2 = lea, 

Ol 7--- Al 
02 

= 
e2(tt1l /12)) 

i w(W17 w2) _ ip(u17 ji2I s", n"), 

u(wl, w2) = %' 
p(1L15 

ft21S'l n'), 

V(WI)W2) = log L, (it1, /i2Is, n), 

145 

in the statement of Proposition 5.1, then the conditions (C1)-(C3) of that 

proposition are satisfied, with 

al(pi) 

a2(02) 

91(! -ßi) 
92(02) 

Gl (lti) 
G2(02) 

G12(Al, 02) 

In then follows that 

= exp{s'i 8i(µ1) - n' 1111(ei(ui))}, 

= exp{s'2 B2 - [n' K(02) - SIT H(02)1}7 

= exp{si O (/ti) -n 11ll(ei(Fti))}, 

= exp{s2 02 - [n K(02) - si H(92)]}, 

= det{Vi(Etl)}-1, 

=1 and 

= det{ V(ji1, /12 (All e2))} 

it ýýiIs", n") a det{Vi(Fti)}-1 exp{s"i ei(ýi) - ýt"11hýeiýlti))} 

and 7^rSF(µ1Is", n") cx -, rN,, (' is", n"), so that the standard form of the Laplace 

approximation to the marginal posterior of IL, is exact. 

5.3.3 Reparameterisation issues 

So far we have only been concerned with the canonical and mean param- 

eterisations of the natural exponential family 'F, for which X1 is assumed 

to be a cut, treating 02 and j1 in turn as the parameters of interest. For 
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each of these parameters, the standard form of the Laplace approximation to 

the corresponding posterior marginal density is exact (up to a proportional- 
ity constant). This result relies upon the fact that, when X1 is a cut, the 

parameters it, and 02 are likelihood-independent. We shall now consider the 

effect that reparameterisations of either the canonical or the mean parameter 
have on the accuracy of these approximations. Specifically, we shall identify 

conditions under which the standard form of the Laplace approximation to the 

marginal densities of the new parameters still produces the correct functional 

forms. 

Transformations of the canonical parameter 

Consider a transformation A= AB(O) of the canonical parameter. In particu- 
lar, we are interested in transformations of the form 

A= 
x1 

- 
x1(81) 

, (5.9) 
(A2) 

Az(82) 

where A, (") and A2(") are one-to-one differentiable functions of their respective 

arguments, and such that the inverse transformations ai 1(. ) and ) 1(") are 

also differentiable. The posterior distribution induced on A by that of 0 is 

given by 

lrA(AIs,,, n") a exp{s�Tea(A) - n"11I(O (A))} IJo(A)I, 

where 9, \(") =A o'(-). Similarly, let 91(. ) = A, '(. ) and 02(") = A21 (-). The 

Jacobian of the transformation is then equal to JB(A) = JO, (Al)JB2 (A2). Thus 

from (5.6) we can see that 

7- (Ai, )2Is", n") a 

exp{s111 eý(µi (el(al), 02(A2))) - ii". /tr1(eý(1ul (el(al), 02(. \2))))} 
x exp{shI2 e2(A2) - [n11 K(6 (A )) - s"ý H(e2(A2))l } IJo1(Ai)I IJo2(A2)I. 

Note also that the Jacobian of the transformation (µ1, a2) -4 (A1, A2) can be 

written as 
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J(AI, A2)(Fii,. X2) = J(AI, A2)(el(FL1, A2), 02(A2)) J(01,02)(pi102(A2)) Jet (A2) 

= J, 
1 
(6 (it 

, 
A2)) det{Vi(Fii)}-i, 

by (5.7). If we take 

J wi = A2 

W2 All 

J 0i = Az 
02 

= /-11(e1(A1)0e2(A2)), 

and 

it 
(*)1, w2) 7a(A1, A2I s", n»), 

2l(wlw2) = %r 
1)A2Is', 

n'), 

v(wl, w2) - logLA(Aj, A21s, n), 

in the statement of Proposition 5.1, the conditions (C1)-(C3) of that proposi- 

tion hold, with 

al(A2) = exp{s'2 e2(. X2) 
- 

[n'r((02(A2)) 
- SIT H(02(A2))]} IJ02(A2)I, 

a2(/li) = exp{s'i O (I-ti) - n' Mi(0*(ttl))}, 

91()t2) = exp{s2 02(A2) 
- 

[n K(02(A2)) - Si H(e2(A2))]}, 
J2(ILi) = exp{si ei(fti) -n 11I1(ei(I1i))}, 

G1(A2) = 1, 

G2(µ1) = det{Vi(el)}-1 and 
G12(A2)µi) = Ja, (91(µi, A2))" 

Thus, the marginal density of A2 is given by 

-A2(A2Is") n") a 

IJ02(a2)1 ehp{ sil2 T e2(A2) - [n"Iý(e2(A2)) - s"ý H(02(A2))] } 

and, by Proposition 5.1(b), the standard form of the Laplace approximation 

to 71a2(A2I s", n") gives the correct functional form, i. e. 

TSF (A2ISir'7111) (X 7ix2(A2IS11) n"). 
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Transformations of the mean parameter 

We now consider transformations of the mean parameter and show that the 

standard form of the Laplace approximation gives the correct functional form 

of the marginal density of the parameter of interest. In particular, we are 
interested in transformations =µ(Et) of the form 

"i 
= 

", (, Ll) 
1 

(5.10) 1ý :-( 02 
7'2(112) 

where 'j(. ) and 02(. ) are one-to-one differentiable functions with differen- 

tiable inverse functions µl(") _i 10, µ20 = X21("). The posterior distri- 

bution induced on & by that of 0 is given by 

TVo, ('bIs", n") oc exp{sllTe(Iip(7p)) - n"Af(O(I-t., (/)))} IJe(P)I, 

where Et p(") = µ( 
). The Jacobian of the transformation is given by J1( )= 

Jul (&1) J112 ( 2), while for the Jacobian of the transformation b -4 0 we have 

Jo(0) = Jo (it (0)) Jp(0) 
= det{V(/ýi( i), N2( 2))}-1 JFýý( 1) Jut( z) 

Thus, from (5.6) we can see that 

ý. 
o('bi, 'aIs", n") °c IJµ1(71)I IJ 

2(b2)I 
det{V(1t1('i), I 2(I2))) 

1 

x exp{s"i e1 ýFLiý1ýý - n"nllýei 

11T exp{s2 02(µ1(01) 
1 %121 2)) - 

[U�I (e2(AI(1&1), 1L2(z'2))) - s"1 'I(e2(Aj( 1), %L2( 2)))l}. 

Note also that for the transformation (01,92) -f (b1, b2) we obtain 

J(11, iP2)(b1, e2) = J(01,, p2)(I'1( 1), u2(Il, 02)) J(, Ll,, 42)(ILl(bl))02) Jµß ( J) 
= JIP, 4120i, B2)) det{V(jti(bi), 112N'li1 O2))} 

x det{Vi(jt1( 1))}-1, 

by (5.8). 
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If we take 

and 

I W, = 01 
W2 = 2) 

01 
= `f 1 

02 
= 

e2(/t1( 
1), p2(`ß'2)), 

Irw(wi5W2) = Tp( i, '02 1 s", n"), 

u(wi)w2) = -Jr ( ,, 
L2Is', n'), 

v(wi, w2) = log Lo(b1, '2Is, nn), 

in the statement of Proposition 5.1, the conditions (C1)-(C3) of that proposi- 

tion are satisfied, with 

al(bi) _ IJ1(bi)lexp{s'iei(µi('i))-n'1111(Oi(fýi( i)))}, 
a2(02) = exp{s'2 92 - [n' K(02) - s'1 H(92)]}7 

J1(i) = exp{si ei(, ti(ibi)) -n 1171(e1 

g2(02) = exp{s2 02 - [n K(02) - si H(02)]}, 

Gi(bi) = det{Vi(1t1(bi))}-1, 

G2(02) = 1, 
G12(b1,92) _ 142(1t2(b1,92))J det{V(. t1('i), 12( 1,02))}. 

(5.11) 

It now follows that the posterior marginal density of '1 is given by 

vol(Oils", O) °c jJ,,, (Oi)jdet{Vi(yi(0i))}-i 

x exp{ s"1 ei(pi(bi)) - n" AIi(ei(Fti(oi))) }' 

and that the standard form of the Laplace approximation is exact, i. e. 

?O'b1 Is", n") OC Ti Vl 
(' b Is", n"). 
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Example 5.2. (vIultinomial family) Consider the multinomial family with 

densities iVIul2(xI1, Et), described in general in Section 2.3.1. For this family 

the canonical parameter, 0= (01,02)T, is given by O= = log(pi/(1 -111 -112)), 

while the mean parameter, it = it(9), has Ec= = e°'/(1 + C01 + e°2) (i = 1,2). 

Also, the cumulant transform is 111(01,02) = log(1+e0' +e°2), and the variance 

function is given in this case by 

V (/Il, ft2) 
1z1(1 -ill) -/t1f12 

: -- 
-111112 /12(1 - /12), 

with determinant det{V(µi, p2)} = E11/12(1 -fii -/L2). Note that the (1,1)-th 

entry of V(111,112) depends on It, only, so, by Theorem 2.1, xl is a cut. In this 

case the equations appearing in Theorem 2.1 take the form: 

/12 = 112(111,02) 

0i = 01(Ill, 02) 

11I(©1(/L1) 02), 02) = 
V11(61) 112) = Vi(111) 

_ _e02(1 + e°2)-i; ll + e°2(1 + e°2)-'' 

= log(Ecl(1 - µl)-1) + log(1 + e°2), 

-log(1 -Ec1) +log(1 +e2) 

= Fý1(1 - ýý1). 

Hence, for a sample of size n, the likelihood can be written in terms of the 

mixed parameterisation as 

Lc02s n) oc ex p lo Fcl 
g( /11) (uý, ez)(E iý z iý zý pg1+ No 1- 

JJ - Ecl 

x exp{s202 - [n log(1 + eel) - sl log(1 + e°2)]}. 

The standard conjugate prior for 0 induces the following prior on (ftl, 02), 

"T(111,02) 0113 021 s', n') oc exp si log I Ft1 )+ 
n' log(1 - It, ) 1- Ill 

x exp{s202 - [n' log(1 + eel) - S1 log(1 + C°2)]} µl 1(1 
- 111-1, 

where pi 1(1 - it, )-1 is the Jacobian of the transformation (Et1i 02) (0k, 02). 

The resulting posterior is given by 

7r i0I s" n//) a exp 
{ 

shio g 
( III l 

n" g( i 1 -111 

x exp{s202 - [n" log(1 + e°2) - si log(1 + e°2 )]} It 1(1 - Eal)-1, 
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where s" = s' +s=(. s + sl, s2 s2)T. Therefore, we have the marginal 

posterior densities for it, and 02 given respectively by 

ir1l1(Et1I s", n") (x p11-1 ý1 
- ýllýn -s1 -1 

and 

, 7rez (02 I s", n") a es2 eZ (1 + -("ýý-51 ) 

i') the marginal of It, is a Be(ül Isi, n" - si) beta density. 

We now present the forms that the functions a("), g(") and G(") appearing 
in Proposition 5.1 take in this case. The superscripts 02, /t1 and 01 denote the 

parameter of interest. 

(i) Marginal of 02: 

a2 
(Q2) 

eS202 (1 + ee2)-(ri'-5j 
) 

a22(fll) -/11)"' -Si 

ry02 
(02) 

1 = e82©2 
(1 + eel)-(ri-sl 

) 

9 22(/l1) = ill' (1 /11)n 

Gil (©2) =1 
G22(/ll) = fcil(1 - fll)-1 

G02 (02, Fli) 12 =1 

and the standard form approximation will be exact. 

(ii) Marginal of pi: 

a 1(F61) 

a2 III 102 

g1 (/'1) 
92l(©2) 

J(2i, 
l22)Oll , 

02) 

det{ V (/tl, EL2(Eci, 02))} 

Gi' (/cl) 

G2 Y2) 
G Fi I(ill)02) 

1 

= fL (1 - ýi)ný-sl, 

= es2°z (1 + e02)-(n'-si ) 

= Eci'(1 -ILI)n-sl 

= e52°2(1 + eC2)-(n-si), 

/11)e °2)-2, 

= fal - ft1)2e°2(1 + e°2)-2, 

= det{V1(1cl)}-1 

_ Ill 
l(1 

- ILI)`, 

= 1, 

= Ill (I - it )ze°2(1 + e°2)-2, 
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so that the standard form of the Laplace approximation to the marginal pos- 
terior density of it, is exact. 

(iii) Transformations of the mean parameter: consider the parameterisation 
(01,02), where 01 = jt and 2= log(- log f12) and assume that the parameter 

of interest is 01, (i. e. It, ), whose exact marginal posterior we know to be a beta 

distribution. In this case, we can see from (5.11) that the functions a(. ), g("), 

and G(. ) remain as in (ii) above, with the sole exception of G12(") = GilO 

which now has the extra factor 1J,;, 
2(112(01, 

©2))I, where 

J02(/12(01)02)) 
- 

002(112( 01, ©2))/0112 

_{ 112('1)02) 1og(/12(7ßb1)02))}`1 

= (1 - EI1)-1e-02(1 + eel) 

x{ log(e02/(1 + e°2)) + log(1 - /11)}-1 

The standard form of the Laplace approximation is still exact in this case. Q 

5.4 Fully exponential approximations 

Here we discuss the performance of the fully exponential form of the Laplace 

approximation for each of the the marginal posterior densities considered in 

the previous section. 

5.4.1 Canonical parameterisation 

Marginal posterior of 02. 

It follows from the discussion in Section 5.2.2 that the posterior density of 0 

can be written as 

ro(9l, 021s", n") a jS11T 02 - [n"K(02) - s" H(02)]} 

x exp{s"i Bi(Fýi(ei, B2)) - 
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Now recall that the Jacobian of the transformation (Pi, 92) --> (Or) 92) is given 
by J(01,02)(1Li) 02) = det{ 

Thus, taking 

5 wi = 02 

w2 01, 

f O1 
= 

02 

02 
= X1(011 e2), 

and 
T-W(wl)w2) =T0(Oi, 

02IS 
, 

n`) 

in the statement of Proposition 5.2, we see that the conditions (C1')-(C3') of 
that proposition are satisfied, with 

91 (02) = exp{s"2 e2 
- 

[n" K(02) 
- s, ýi H(O2)]}, 

92(/21) = exp{s"i O (pi) - n" 11,11 (0 

G1(02) = 1, 

G2(Etl) = det{Vi(it1)}-1 

It follows that the the fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation to 

ire2(025 1s", n") is exact, i. e. 
702 (02 

iI 
s"1 n") OC 7702 

(19 
2) 

I Su 
i n") 

. 2 

Transformations of the canonical parameter 

Consider the parameterisation A= A©(9) introduced in (5.9) of Section 5.3.3, 

and recall that the posterior density of A can be written as 

T© 
n 

ý(A1I 
A21s", n) 

oc exp{5ý e1(t1(O1(al), 02(A2))) - n"1ºIl(eý(JL1(O1(A1), 02(A2))))} 
x exp{s"2 e2(A2) 

- 
[n"K(02(A2)) 

-S "ý H(e2(az))]} IJ91(Ai)I IJ02(A2)I, 
whereas the Jacobian of the transformation (pr, A2) - (A1, A2) is given by 

J(Ai, 
a2)(%t1)A2) = `I(,,,, 2)(el(1u1, 

A2), 82(A2)) J(01, 
©2)411,02(A2)) 

J02 (A2) 

= J, 
1(81(/-p1, 

A2)) det{Vi(p1)}-1 
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Note that, in general, we cannot factorise either the density or the Jaco- 

bian of the transformation as required in the statement of Proposition 5.2. 

Nevertheless, suppose for the moment that IJ(A1, A2)(µl, 'X2)J can be factorised 

as 

ýJ(aý, A2)(ýý> az)ý = FI(A2)12(/L1). (5.12) 
for some positive functions rl (A2) and E2(jtl ). Then 

IJ91(A1(01(P1, ý2)))I =P1(A2)-11'2(% 1)-ý 
det{V(ii)}-ýý 

and the conditions of Proposition 5.2 hold, with 

WI = ýa 

wa = Ai, 

5 01 = A2 
02 

= tt11e1(A1), e2(A2)), 

it (wl, w2) _ ? \(A1, 
A21 SI17 7211), 

and 

91('2) = 
IJ92(A2)I P1(A2)-1 

x exp{s"2 92(A2) 
- 

[n" K(e2(A2)) 
- s"i H(e2(A2))]}, 

92(µi) = det{Vi(it1)}-i P2(1Li)-i 

x exp{s"i 8i(F2i) - n"AIl(ei(/-ti))}, 
Gi(na) = I'i(A2), 

G2(iti) = r2(1L1). 

We note that the factorisation (5.12) holds, in particular, if A'B. To see 
this, note that if A-0 then 

IJJ(e)I = exp{k 0- k21u(e)1 , 

for some kl E IRd and Ic2 E IR, by Theorem 3.3. Nov, recall that 

J(Al, A2)(111) A2) = J(AI, A2)(e1 (Al, A2), 02(A2)) J(e1, e2)(Ai, 02(A2)) J02(A2), 
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and that J(01,02) (111) 02(x2)) = det{Vi(It1)}-1. Then, letting k1 = (kT 11 , 
k12)T, 

we can write 

IJ(aI, A2)(tti, a2)I = 'i (A2) ß'2(1i), 

with 

r1(A2) : --:: IJB2(A2)I exp{k 202(A2) - [k2K(02(A2)) - ýH(e2(A2))]} 

and 
det{Vi(tti)}-i exp{kTlO (Fli) - k21111(O (ti))}. 

Thus, provided A '- 0, all the conditions of Proposition 5.2 are satisfied, 

so that 

7r 2 
(. X21 s", n") a 

IJ02(A2)I exp{ s112 e2(A2) = [n"K(02(A2)) - Sill H(02(A2))l }, 

and the fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation is exact, i. e. 
ýrFE(A2ISii, n") CC 7'-A2 (A2IS", n"). 

5.4.2 Mean parameterisation 

Marginal posterior of it, 

We shall now consider the fully exponential form of the Laplace approxima- 

tions to the marginal posterior densities of µl and 01, as we did in Section 5.3 

for the standard form. We begin with the marginal posterior density for It,. 

For this approximation to be exact we need the following further condition 

on the determinant of the variance function. 

Condition 1. The determinant of the variance function can be written in 

terms of the mixed parameter (E. tl, 92) as 

dct{ V(1il, p2(µ1, e2))} = r1(fl, )r2(e2), (5.13) 
for some positive functions F1(µ1) and x2(02). 
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Condition 1 is a strong condition on the form of the variance function of 
the NEF 

. 
-, but we shall see in Section 5.4.3 that it actually holds for an 

important class of natural exponential families. 

We now show that Condition 1 ensures that the hypotheses of Proposi- 

tion 5.2 hold, thus guaranteeing that the fully exponential form of the Laplace 

approximation will produce the correct functional form of the marginal density 

of it,. Indeed, it follows from Section 5.2.2 and Condition 1 that 

7'-e(µiI 1121s", n") cc Fl(fti)-11'2(e2(fli) A2))-1 

x exp{s"; 0; (t, ) - n"1111(0 (it1))} 
x exp{s"2 192(1-1,17! 2) - [n" If(62&t1,, P2)) - sýýi H(02(1117 AM]) 

while, by (5.8), 

J(F11,02)(/Ll)02) = det{V (p1)}-1 det{V(itl, 112(11,02))} 
= det{Vi(/-ii)}-i F1(I-ti) F2(02)" 

Thus, we can now take 

I wi = fei 

W2 = /-fis 

c5i = µi 

02 = 02(/ßi) /L2), 

and 
Tw(W 1, w2) 71 

µ1P1, 
ý2Is//' n") 

in the statement of Proposition 5.2. Then the conditions (C1')-(C3') of that 

proposition are satisfied, with 

91 (1,1) = 1'1(111)-1 exp{s"i O (Ft1) - nýýnll(0*(Iti))}, 

92(62) = F2(62)-1 exp{s"z 82 - [n" K(62) - s"i II (02)]}, 

G1(Fti) = F1(pi) det{Vi(p1)}-1, 

G2(02) = F2(02) 
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It follows that the fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation to 

Trill (Ftl, Is", n") is exact, i. e. 

FE ii nau TA, (it 
, 

Is 
, n) a ;, Its 

(It,, Is 
,n). 

Transformations of the mean parameter 

Consider now the parameterisation 0= 
ý(Et) 

introduced in (5.10) of Sec- 

tion 5.3.3, and recall that the posterior density of 0 can be written as 

'T, (bi)'2lsIf, n") a lJ 
1( 1)I 

IJ 
2( 2)I det{V(/-ii('b1), µ2('b2))}-i 

x exp{s111 ei(/ti( i)) - n"-AIl(ei(jti( i)))} 
it x eXp{s2 02lIt1(01) 

7P2(V)2)) - 

[n" I((e2(%L1(4'1), p2(' 2))) - S"1 II(e2(p1('`&1), 12('4'2)))1}, 

whereas the Jacobian of the transformation (b1,92) -f (01,02) is given by 

J1,2(1'1,02) = J(01,02)(111 ('bl)) jt2(b1)e2)) J(/-11,92) (PI NY 1 02) J 1(b1) 
= 42(jt2(ý11)92)) det{V(FLi( 1), µ2(&1)e2))} 

x det{Vi(E. cl('h1))}-1 

Thus, we see that in this case the factorisations required by Proposition 5.2 

are not available in general. Nevertheless, assume for the moment that the 

Jacobian lJ(. O,,, p2)(/ 1,92)Ican be factorised as 

Inc 1,2)( ß, 02)I = '1(&1)P2(02), (5.14) 

for some positive functions P1(b1) and 1"2(02). Then 

J0(b) = det{V(Fii(/1)) µ2(1'2))}-1J, 21(bi)Jrl2( 2) 

= det{V(ji1(bi)l1"z(lPa)))-1J7Gz(/ta( 2))-1Jrtl (Pi) 

= J(, 
11,2)(11, 

O2(b1, 
`Y2))-1 

det{V (it1(i1))}-1 Jpi(Y'1), 
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and the conditions of Proposition 5.2 are seen to hold, with 

Wi =i 

wa =Va, 

I 0, =», 
02 

= 
e2(µ1('P1), P2(`P2)), 

B(,, /1 nn 7iw(wi, w2) - 7i- 
,e '1,1 2IS ,n), 

and 

9101) _ IJ 
1( i)I 

j11(/i)-1 det{Vi(µi('i))}-i 

x exp{s"i ei(/Li(' i)) - n"11I1(Bi(ýi(i)))}ý 
92(02) = F2(02)-1 exp{s"2 B2 

- 
[n" K(02) 

- s/'1 H(82)]}, 

G2(02) = F2(02). 

It follows that the posterior marginal density of 01 is given by 

�i0, (1' ls", n") °c IJ 
1(&)Idet{Vi(ttl( i))}-i 

x exp{ s"i ei(ýi(iý) - n"1111(ei(Fii(iýý) }, 

and that the fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation is exact, i. e. 

qr"( Is", Ti") oc ,r. (I s� 72�ý 

Recall that the fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation to /, t1 
is exact if the determinant of the variance function satisfies Condition 1. We 

now show that, in addition to Condition 1, in general we require that - it 
for the factorisation (5.14) to hold. 

First, recall that J(,, 
1, , 2)(b1,02) can be written as 

J(, 
1,02)('i, 

e2) = J(vl, v2)(1tl(bi), IL2(1'1) e2)) J(Al, 
A2)(7Pl) 

02). 

Nov, if 0' it then 

IMIL)I a Cap{T; e(ý) 
- ý2, ýr(e(iý))}, 
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for some rl E Rd and r2 E N. Thus, letting rl = (rli, r12)T, we can write 

jJW(JL1('ýbi), jt2('P1,02))j a exp{riiei(, Li( i)) - r21111(ei(ýi( i)))} 

x exp{r1292 - [r2K(92) - riH(62)]}. 

Note also that 

IJ(, 1,, 2)( l, e2)I = IJ(PI, P2)(0l(? Pl) e2), e2)I IJ(el, e2)('i) e2)I. 

But, 

IJ(u1,92)(el(b1) 62), 62)1 = det{V(jti(b1), jt2(/ß, 02))} 
= r1(jl1(7Pj)) r2(e2), 

by Condition 1, while 

J(o1, e2)(Pi) 02) = det{00i('b1, es)/o'i }= Jel (0i) 

= "1B; 
( t1( 1))Jaj(bi) = det{Vi(/ii(bi))}-1J11, ('&i)" 

Therefore we can write 

IJ('1, i'2)( ý, 0 2)I = rl( ý) '2(e2), 

with 

fri(&i) = l'i(pi('d)) det{Vi(µi('r11))} IJ111('i)I 

x exp{rlieiý/ý1ý`fýl)) 

and 
F2(b2) = F2(62) exp{r1202 - [r2K(92) - r1iH(92)]}. 

It follows that, under Condition 1, and if ' µ, the factorisation (5.14) holds 

and the fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation to the marginal 

posterior of is exact. 

Example 5.3. (Multinomial family) Consider the multinomial family of Ex- 

ample 5.2. We now discuss the performance of the fully exponential approxi- 

mation in this case. 
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(i) Marginal of 02: using the transformation (01,02) -3 (ill 
102), we can 

take 91 (D2) = es2 BZ(1 + e°2)'("" _1 and92(Eti) = /11 
"(1 

- /11)71" S". In this 

case J(O,, 02)(/ti, 02) = It, 1(1- Eal)-1, so that (C1')-(C3') of Proposition 5.2 are 

satisfied and the fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation is exact. 

(ii) Marginal of it,: consider the transformation (/11, /12) -+ (PIA)- In 

this case gl(/L1) = it, (1 - It, )" -s1-1) 92(02) = esz°2(1 + e©2)-(n sl) and 
J(ý, ý2)(ýý1iD2) = e°2(1 + eel)-1(1 - pi). Note that the determinant of the 

variance function satisfies Condition 1, since 

det{V(Eciýfca(Fci, ©s))} = Fcl(1 - Fcl)2e°2(l + e°2)-2. 

Thus, the fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation will yield the 

correct posterior density for µl, namely Be(u i Isi 
, n" - s1). 

(iii) Transformations of the mean parameter: we consider again the parame- 
terisation &= (01, &2)T given by 01 = It, and 02 = log(- log i12). Recall from 

Example 5.2 that the marginal posterior of 01 is a beta distribution and that 

the standard form of the Laplace approximation to it is exact. As remarked 

above, in this case Condition 1 is satisfied. However, this does not lead to 

an exact fully exponential approximation, since the equation which we must 

solve in order to find the conditional maximiser 2( 1) of the log-posterior, 

for fixed 01, is given by 

(1- 1ý-exp{-e02}-(S2+1)(1-01)eIN. +. (nn_si+1) eýG2eý: p{-e'12}=0, 

which cannot be solved analytically for 02. Note that in this case the factori- 

sation (5.14) fails, since 

J(TGi, 
iP2)(01)O2) _ a02( )1) 02)laO2 

e 
02 

p02 
= 

[1og(i+o2(1_i))]' 

e(1- i)l 
(1-l+ 

\ 

which cannot be factorised any further. Note also that the parameterisation 
ci is not conjugate for y in this case. Q 
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5.4.3 Some Remarks on Condition 1 

We now return to Condition 1, which appears to be essential for the fully 

exponential approximation to guarantee an exact answer. Recall from Ex- 

ample 3.7 that if F has a simple quadratic variance function, then the mean 

parameterisation is conjugate for the canonical parameter. Now, 9v It if 

and only if 

I Je(, ) I °e L, 1(ttI sö, n0), 

for some so E I? d and no E JR. Thus, since Jo(ft) = det{V(µ)}-1, we can see 
that 

det{V(tt1, p2)} a 

eap{ci 8i(/ti1 µa) + cä 02(ýil11a) -CO 11I(el(ýii F£2)3e2(/lii t'2»}, 

for some cl E Rd, 
, c2 E IRd2 and co E IR. Hence 

det{ V(jtl, j. 2(µ1)92))} a 

exp{ci O (/ii) - co n71(ei(/ti))} x exp{c2 e2 -[CO x(02) - ci H(02)]}. 

Thus Condition 1 is satisfied, in particular, if ,T 
has a simple quadratic variance 

function. 

Condition 1 is also satisfied by the Wishart family and many other inter- 

esting cases for which a cut exists (e. g. Normal/Inverse Gaussian family - see 

examples below). We now explore further sufficient conditions for (5.13) to 

hold. 

Recall that for a natural exponential model, Theorem 2.1 gives several char- 

acterisations of the fact that xl is a cut. Now, it can be seen from Lemma 3.2 

of Barndorff-Nielsen and Blaesild (1983) that 

DA2(ji1,0 
2) 

_ 
8 

V22(µ1, I2(µl, 02)) 

c72' 
- 

V21(j1, It2(1L1) 02)) V11011) /z2(%t1,02))-1 V12(ji1, ji2(i'tl, 02)) 

=V 22(1t1, P2(, i1, B2)) 
- 

V21 (AI 
1 t2(µ1,02)) V* (111)-l V12 (111) /t2(1117192))- 
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On the other hand, Theorem 2.1(f) implies that 

OP2(p1,02) D[h(e2) it1] 
+ 

Ok(e2) 

ao =- 
ae2 ß%e2 

Suppose now that 

K(92) -0 for all 02, (5.15) 

and recall that 

det{V(pl, µ2)} = det{V1I(µ1, A2)} 

x det{V22(it1, jt2) - 
V21(1L1, , A2) V11(fL1I t'2)-1 V121jt1, it2)}. 

Then 

l 
det{V(/i1, Et2(Al, 9z))} = det{V*(µl)} det 

OP2(AI 0 
2) 

2 JJI 

det{Vi(µl)} det 
0[h(02) /A11 l. 

X82 JJf 

If the second factor in the above expression could be factorised as 

det a[häe ý1] = rl(µý)r2(e2), (5.16) 
2 

then Condition 1 would hold with 

2(92), 
1'1(/- 

1) = det{Vi(Fil)} P1(121) 
and F42(02)=-p4 

so that (5.15) and (5.16) together are sufficient conditions for (5.13) to hold. 

It is easy to verify that (5.16) holds when dl = 1, since, in that case, 

(a) if d2 = 1, we have 

9[h(O2) 1111 
_ 

ah(o2) 

a©2 a©2 

}'`1ý 

where the arguments and functions involved are all scalars and we can take 

I'1(Et1) = Et1 and F2(02) = ala(02)10Da; 

(b) if d2 > 1, then 

8[h(02) 111] 
_r 

ooh(02) 1 

C9BT 002 22 
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and rl(it) = E42, F2(02) = det{ah(92)/a92 }. Unfortunately, we have not 
been able to determine whether (5.16) holds in general when dl > 1. In this 

case (5.16) becomes 

(a) d2 = 1, i. e. h(02) is 1x dl, 

and 

(b) (12 > 1, 

D[h(02) All 
_ 

oh(02) l 

a02 a02 1 t1 

D[h(02) u]_ ah(e2) 
oo oo 

* Ij1. 

22ý 

We close this section with two examples showing that Condition 1 may 
hold even if F does not have a (simple) quadratic variance function. Recall 

the following notation. 

Normal density: 

N(xJFt, Q2) = (2TQ2)-1/2 exp{-(x - 11)2/2072}. 

Inverse-Gaussian density: 

N (x1 Ft, )) = (2r)-1"2X1"2x-3/2 exp{-. X(x -; t)2/2Et2x}. 

Example 5.4. (Normal/Inverse-Gaussian) Let xl - N-(xi I pi, 1) and 

x21a 1, N(x21x1©2i x1). Then the joint density of (XI, x2) is given by 

P(xl) x2l illi Oa) = (2-, r)_lx12 exp {- 
(x1 - [11)2 

_ 
(x2 - x102)2 

l 2pix1 2x1 

This has an exponential representation of the form 

p(x1, x2101) 02) = b(xi, x2) exp{x101 + x202 - 11I (Ol) 02)}, 

with b(xl, X2): -:: 
(2T)-lx1 z exp{-(1 + x2)/2x1}, 01 = -1/21z - 02/2 and 

117(01,02) = (-201 - 02)1! 2 The mean parameter is 

I Ill = 
ThvI(01) 02)/801 = (-201 

- 
02)1 2 

Etz = 0111(0,02)/002 = (-201 - 0z)_h/2 02, 
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with inverse transformation 

5 01 = -1/211, - Et2/2fti 
02 = 112111 

Now, the variance function is given in this case by 

Eli It2 2 
V(111, P2) _ 

/t l/12 E1i(1 + Et2) 

Thus, by Theorem 2.1, xl is a cut and we have 

Et2(µi, 02) = -h(02)µi + k(02), h(02) = -02, 
01(/t1, ©2) = Oi(fii) + H(02)1 0 (Fti) = -1/2F, 1, 

111(01(Ecl) 02), 02) = 1111 (01 (Itl)) + K(02), K(02) =0 and 

11I1(0i(Fcl)) _ -1/; a1 = -(-201)1/2. 

k(02) = 0, 
H(02) _ -O1/2, 

Thus, both (5.15) and (5.16) hold, and therefore Condition 1 is satisfied. Note 

that det{V(pi, 112)} = Eci, so that 

det{V(Eti, 1t2(Epi, O2))} = Eli = F''1(E1i)1''a(4z)) 

with Fi(fcl) = ft' and F2(©2) = 1. Note also that V(jti, Eil) is not quadratic 
in this case, and so Condition 1 is not restricted to families with a simple 

quadratic variance function. 0 

Example 5.5. (Normal/Inverse-Gaussian x Inverse-Gaussian) Now let x11 - 
N-(xiiIpii, 1), x12 ̂ ' N-(x121612) 1) and x21x12 ̂ ' N(x21x1202, x12), where the 

random variables x11 and x12 are assumed independent. The joint density is 

given in this case by 

p(x11, X12, x2Iit11) jt12,02) _ 

ý2T)-s/zx11 /zx12 
exp{-1 2x11 - (1 + x2)/2xiz} 

z\ 
x exp -x12 +- 

lz 
-2 I xiz + 0zxz +\1+1 2ýý11 2ýý1z j 1111 1112 J 
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which has an exponential representation of the form 

P(xii, x12)x2J011, ©12, ©2) = b(xi1, xis, x2) 

x exp{x11011 + x12012 + x202 - 117(011,012,02)}, 

where 

b(xll, x12, x2) : -- (27r)-s/axli /2x12 
exp{-1 2x11 - (1 + x2)/2xl2}, 

011 = -1/211, 

012 = -1/2/112 - 02 2 

and 

M(Oii, 012,02) _ -1/1111 - 1/µ1a = -(-2011)1/2 - (-2012 - 02)1/2. 

The mean parameter is given by 

till _ DM(Oll, ©12)02)10011 = (-2011)-1/2 

ELis = OAI(0ii, ©12, O2)/ä012 = (-2012 - 02)-i/2 

Eia = OM(Oll, Dia) 02)1002 = 02(-2012 - 02)-i/2 

and the inverse mapping by 

01, = -1/2; t 1 

012 = -(1 + 112)/2It 2 

02 = 1t2/IL12. 

Also, the variance function is readily seen to be 

i00 
V (It 

17 JU2) =V (p111 lZ12) /12) =0 ppi2 1112/12 

0 /112112 p12(l + ý2 

Consider the partition a= (Xi 
, x2)T, where Xi = 

(x11, x12), with correspond- 

ing mean vector It = (, IT, /L2)T and canonical vector 0= (0i 
, 
02)T 

, where 

Eci = (EI11,1112) and 81 = (011,012). Theorem 2.1 then shows that xl is a cut. 
In this case, dl = 2, d2 = 1, and 

h(02) _ (0, -02), k(02) = 0, 
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ei(/ýi) _ (-(21121)-l 
, -(21112)-1 )T, H(02) = (0, -02 2), and 

llll(ei(iti)) = -It-' - It- = -(-201*1 )-1/2 - (-20*2)-1/2, K(02) = 0. 11 12 1 

It can be seen that (5.16) holds, since a[h(02) /211 /802 = (äh(02)/802) /21 = 

-1112. It follows that Condition 1 is satisfied. Actually, det{V(/l, fl2)} 

Eii1Eiia, and so (5.13) holds with F1(µ1) = Itil/t12 and F2(02) = 1. Q 

From the previous analysis it follows that, in both of these cases, the fully 

exponential approximation to the marginal density of µl (starting from the 

mean parameterisation) will give the exact answer (as will, of course, the 

standard form, for which Condition 1 is not needed). 



CHAPTER 6 

Discussion and Concluding Remarks 

A common definition of a conjugate family is that it is closed under sam- 

pling. However, under such a definition a conjugate familiy is essentially ar- 

bitrary. Since the family conjugate to a given sampling process is not unique, 

there is scope for the introduction of additional criteria to help choose a suit- 

able conjugate family as a class of priors. Two popular choices of a conjugate 

family are, in the terminology of this thesis, the standard conjugate family 

(whose densities have a kernel which mimics the form of the corresponding 

likelihood function) and the DY-conjugate family (induced by the standard 

conjugate family for the canonical parameter). The latter is essentially char- 

acterised by a linearity property on the posterior expected value of the mean 

parameter, and enjoys various other properties, as discussed in Section 3. An 

interesting issue then arises concerning conditions under which the standard 

conjugate family shares the properties of the corresponding DY-conjugate fam- 

ily. This naturally leads to the notion of a conjugate parameterisation, which, 

as we have seen, provides further insight into many of the properties discussed 

here. 

Despite their attractive mathematical properties, the DY-conjugate family 

can be unnecessarily restrictive in some situations. Consider, for instance, 

the linearly k-reducible families introduced in Section 2.4. For these families 

167 
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a straightforward extension of the DY-conjugate family, namely the enriched 

conjugate family, allows more flexibility in the elicitation of prior beliefs, while 

preserving most of the properties of the DY-conjugate family. 

The canonical and mean parameterisations allow a neat description of many 

of the properties of an exponential family model. Indeed, in our setting some 

of the most interesting properties of a natural exponential family concern the 

way the canonical and mean parameters relate to each other. The variance 
function provides a valuable tool for the study of these properties. 

Certain classes of natural exponential families allow a deeper analysis of 
the properties of their corresponding conjugate families. Among these, the 

class of natural exponential families having a quadratic variance function is 

particularly tractable. 

Natural exponential families for which the mean parameter is conjugate 
for the canonical parameter have specially nice properties. It was shown in 

Chapter 3 that such families can be characterised by the linear form of their 

skewness vector, namely 

u,, (µ)=k1-k2µ (IL ESZ) (6.1) 

for some kl E Ed and k2 E IR. The families satisfying this condition are 

also the only natural exponential families for which the corresponding Jef- 

freys' prior is DY-conjugate. A further property of such families is that the 

Bayes estimators derived from Jeffreys' prior asymptotically dominates the 

corresponding maximum likelihood estimator in terms of relative entropy risk 
for all values of the parameter. Both of these properties hold, in particular, 
for the NEF-SQVF class and for the Wishart family, since for these families 

the condition pv0 is satisfied. However, this condition does not hold in 

general for all the families in the QVF class, as shown by Example 3.8. It is 

still an open problem to determine whether the condition it v0 (or, equiva- 
lently, linearity of the skewness vector as in (6.1)) implies a quadratic variance 
function in the general case. 

Similar remarks to those in the preceding paragraph hold more generally for 
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linearly k-reducible natural exponential families for which the mean parameter 
is E-conjugate for the canonical parameter. As discussed in Chapter 4, these 
families are characterised by a condition of the form 

uu(IL) = kl -G N(k2) G-1 IL (i Q)l 

for some kl E Ed and k2 E Rk', where G is a nonsingular matrix and N(k2) 
is a diagonal matrix with k distinct elements. Thus, a more general form of 
linearity of the skewness vector obtains. The families satisfying this condition 

are the only models for which Jeffreys' prior belongs to the corresponding en- 

riched DY-conjugate family. The asymptotic uniform dominance of the Bayes 

estimators derived from Jeffreys' prior, over the corresponding maximum like- 

lihood estimator, also holds in this case. Again, these properties hold for the 

NEF-SQVF class and for the Wishart family, but in this case they also hold 

for any linearly k-reducible family derived from them, since for this families 

the condition µv0 is satisfied. 

A further property of the NEF-SQVF class, discussed in Section 3.5, con- 

cerns the form of the factor normalising the corresponding DY-conjugate den- 

sities. For a family 
. 
F*° in the NEF-SQVF class, the normalising factor admits 

a very simple expression in terms of the determinant of the variance function 

VF.. (") and the density of the carrier measure for F*°, b(", c). This is conve- 

nient since the moments of the canonical parameter (and of certain functions 

of it) under a DY-conjugate distribution can be readily expressed in terms of 
the corresponding normalising factor, as noted in Section 3.6. 

In Section 3.7 we showed through a number of examples that if T is a regular 

natural exponential family and A is a parameterisation of F admitting a suf- 
ficient unbiased estimator, we can sometimes find an improper DY-conjugate 

prior such that the posterior expected value of A has the same form as the cor- 

responding unbiased estimator. In the particular case of the mean parameter- 
isation, the sufficient unbiased estimator always exists and the DY-conjugate 

prior attaining posterior unbiasedness is simply a uniform prior on the canon- 
ical parameter. This fact, together with the additive nature of the updating 

equations for the hyperparameters of the DY-conjugate family when written 
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in terms of the canonical sufficient statistic, gives the posterior linearity prop- 

erty for the mean parameter under a DY-conjugate prior. In cases where the 

DY-conjugate family does not attain posterior unbiasedness, it is often pos- 

sible to find an extended conjugate family for 
.F with the required property, 

as shown in Section 4.2.4. Interestingly, in all the examples we considered, 
the condition Av Ec (or, more generally, Av µ) held whenever posterior 

unbiasedness for A was attained. There is still a great deal of work to be done 

in order to determine to what extent these two properties are related to each 

other. 

The concept of a conjugate parameterisation allows interesting character- 
isations and provides further insight as to the effect of reparameterisations 

on the properties of a given conjugate family. We have already stressed that 

natural exponential families for which the mean parameter is conjugate for the 

canonical parameters have particularly nice properties. On the other hand, 

parameterisations which are conjugate to the canonical and/or mean parame- 

terisations are typically well behaved and their corresponding standard conju- 

gate families share the important features of the DY-conjugate family. Similar 

remarks hold for the more general definitions of conjugacy discussed in Chap- 

ter 4. 

In Chapter 5 we identified conditions under which the standard or the fully 

exponential form of the Laplace approximation to marginal posterior densities 

produces the exact functional forms of the marginals. We focused our analysis 

on natural exponential families with DY-conjugate priors. However, as can 

be seen from Example 5.1, the conditions of Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, which 

are the key to the analysis carried out in Chapter 5, may also be satisfied 

by distributions which do not belong to an exponential family and therefore 

their validity is not confined to such families. Admittedly, the conditions of 

Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 are strong, but they hold for important classes of 

natural exponential families. 

For natural exponential families with cuts, the standard form of the Laplace 

approximation to the marginal posterior density of µl, 02, or one-to-one trans- 
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formations of these, is always exact, since in all these cases the conditions 
(C1)-(C3) of Proposition 5.1 are satisfied. In the case of the fully exponential 

approximation, things are less straightforward and in some cases further con- 
ditions are required. The fully exponential form of the Laplace approximation 

to the marginal density of 62 is exact. However, in the case of one-to-one 
differentiable transformations A= (al(91)T, A2(92)T)T, an extra condition on 

the Jacobian of the transformation is required in order for the fully exponen- 

tial form approximation to be exact. This condition will be satisfied if AS0. 

On the other hand, in the case of the mean parameter It,, an extra condition, 

namely Condition 1, is required for the fully exponential approximation to 

be exact. Condition 1 holds for natural exponential families having a simple 

quadratic variance function. It also holds for families for which (5.15) and 
(5.16) hold. Further work is needed in order to characterise those families for 

which the last two conditions are true. Finally, in the case of transformations 

0=(. 1(ttl)T, 42(µ2)T )T of the mean parameter, a further condition regard- 

ing the Jacobian of the transformation is required, in addition to Condition 1. 

Again, this will be satisfied if 0 is conjugate for pt. 

A characterisation of the distributions for which either the fully exponen- 

tial or the standard form approximations (or both) are exact does not seem 

feasible. Indeed, there are cases where one or other of the approximations 

gives an exact answer, but which do not fall in the categories examined here. 

One such example is the normal model with mean /t, precision T (= 1/a2) and 

a normal-gamma conjugate prior for (it, T) (note that (p, T) corresponds to a 

mixed parameterisation of the model). As pointed out by Tierney and Kadane 

(1986, Section 4), the fully exponential approximations to the marginal den- 

sities of p and T are exact. On the other hand, straightforward application 

of (5.3) shows that this is not the case for the standard form. However, in 

this case neither of the components of the partition of the canonical statistic 

corresponding to (it, T) is a cut, and no reparameterisation of the model yields 

likelihood-independent parameters, so that Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 cannot 

be applied in this case. 



APPENDIX A 

Simple Quadratic Variance Functions 

A. 1 Determinant of the Variance Function 

Here we find the determinant of the variance function for each of the basic 

NEF-SQVF models described in Section 2.3.1. We shall make extensive use 

of the following theorem, quoted by Graybill (1969, Theorem 8.4.3). 

Theorem A. 1. Let N= Diag(g) +a abT, where g, a and b are dx1 vectors 

and a is a real constant such that a0 -(Ed _1 gý lajb-)-1. Then 

det{N} _ fl gil 1 ý-. aE 
aýbý (i=l / j=1 9i 

provided that gi 00 for all i=1, ... , d. Q 

In what follows we shall let 6= -(X: 
d=1 gj'ajbj)-1. 

172 
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Poisson/Normal class 

In this case the variance function is diagonal, 

V(lt) = Diag(, ti,..., Etk, c,..., c), 

and its determinant is easily found to be 

k 

det{V(p)} = cd-k pi 

for each k=0,1, ... , 
d. 

Alultinomial family 

Here 
T V ([t) = Diag(/i) - 

-Ittt 

Set g=a=b= It and a=-1/c. Since S=-(>ý_1fij)-' <-1/c for all 

it ESL, we can apply Theorem A. 1 to get 

1d 
det {V (ji) }_ 

(d) 
1-d fib 

c j=l 
) 

Negative-Multinomial family 

Recall that 

V (ft) = Diag(µ) + LIt 

As in the previous case, set g=a=b= it, but let a= 1/c. We see 

that 6= -(E; _1 Ei; )-1. This is negative for all it E Q. (and hence different 

from 1/c). Then Theorem A. 1 states that 

(d) 
det{V(µ)} =1+ Eis 

(i=l 

j_l 
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Negative-1llultinomial/Gamma/Normal class 

In this case 

V (lt) = Diag(Etl,... 
, Ett; _1,0, Eta., ... , Ilk) -f- cFtµT 

For each k=1,... , 
d, we set a=b= It and a= 1/c, but let g= 

µk_1, h, FLA., ... , fck)T for some h>0. Then S= -(ýJ-i Fti + h-111 + 

I1 E j_ý. 
+I 3Note 

that S<0 for all la >0 and for all µEQ.. Thus, 

Theorem A. 1 can be applied and one obtains 
k_1 l2 

d 

det{N} h 
(k-1 

/Ii Elx-k 1+ 
j=ti 

+ 
clz 

+ 
cElk ß_E1 

fly 

0-1 
H pi Ilk-k+2 

c =1 
J 

k-1 1 k-1 1d 
+h II Ili µk-k 1+-E 1ýJ +E Iti 

i=1 c 7=1 
c Ilk j=k+1 

Letting li --3 0 then yields 

1 (k7-ý1 
det{V(jt)} _-( 11 fti Elk-ý+2 

Negative-Mnltinomial/Hyperbolic-Secant family 

Here 
-1 1T V (µ) = Diag(µl,... I [id-1, C+ ßtd_1 EL=) +cNL' 

j=i µß)T and a= 1/c. Then Set a=b=µ, g= (it1,... , Etd-i, 1 + 

Eý_1 yj + (c+>j_1 iii)-1I'd]-1 Since this is negative for all µE St*, 

Theorem A. 1 can be applied and we get 

Cd=1 d-1 1 d-1 1 d-1 )-1 

det{ V ({. c) }Ilic+E Eid 1+-E tip +-c -I- E µ. i Fid 
i=1 1 7=1 

CJ=1 C j=1 

d-1 d-1 z 

=1 
ýý 

fýtl 
(c+Eiz) 

j -F- Eid 
s=1 

J j=1 
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A. 2 Skewness Vector 

The form of the skewness vector is determined for each of the basic NEF-SQVF 

models discussed in Section 2.3.1. 

Poisson/Normal class 

For fixed k=0,1, 
... , d, we have that 

and so 

Hence 

k 
log det{ V (It)} _> log pi + (d - k) log c 

Ologdet{V(Ft)} 
_ (fli15 

..., Pk1,0,..., O)T 
all 

Utz(µ) = V(IL) 
0logdet{V(µ)} 

Oµ 

_ (1k, Od k)T. 

11'Inltinomial family 

In this case 

so that 

with 

Thus, 

d 

logdet{V(µ)} _ >log Et; +log(1 - c-1 >j_1 Eli 
t-i 

0 log det V 
Oft 

(d 

11 Cr =-- (r = 1, 
... , 

d). 
Fir C-E7=1Eý7 

O log det{ V(I. t)} (el ýý 
c9ý 3 ... jt bd)T j 
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where, for r=1,. .., 
d, 

Hence 

dr-1 
/Ir ýlr 

1 
Ili 

c-1: '_1 EiJ C i=1 C-E 
J J=1 

fti 

=1_ 
ci (( 

- 
ý)-1 ýýJl-1 

(fir 

Cr 
[mod 

1 ýl=ý _ Cr 

pr dItr 

Lý 

C 

ld- 
c(d 

+ 1)lß" 

Negative-Miiltinomial family 

Here 
d 

log det{ V (µ)} _ log /11 + log(1 +c1 Eß_1 Eýj), 

so that 

with 

Ologdet{V(µ)} 
_ (d)T, 

all 

CT= 
I+ä (r=1,..., cl). 

Elr C 

Thus, 

att 
where, for r=1,. .., 

d, 

Eir r1+ 
d 

)+(i+ 

C+ -i 
ftj C: 1\CF 

=1+ 
(c + F-. 47=1 

Ili)` 
(/Ir + TJ 

1+ 

Fir d fir 

cc 

Hence 

u, j(iL) = 1d + (d + 1)it. 
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1\'egative-illultinomial/Gamma/Vorinal class 

For fixed k=1, ... , 
d, we have 

k-i 
log det{ V (p)} =- log c+E log Ez; + (d -k+ 2) log Eck. 

Thus, 
c)logdet{V(IL)} 

= (ý1ý 
'(d)T, all 

with 
ci =1 (i=1,..., k-1) 

_ 
d-k+2 (k 

µk 

(j =0 (7 = k+1,..., d). 

It then follows that, 

V(y) 
Tlogdet{V(µ)} 

... 
ý 

(e1 
,'S 

td)T, 
a 

where 

ýi = 
(1 +cu; 

) 
+ d-k+2) u; 

=1 -} 
d+l 

c 

t_ k-1 µk (d-k+2) µk 
Sk =c+c 

_ 
d+l µk 

c 
(k-c) µi + 

(d-k 

c 

2) µ; 

(d+1) py 
=c 

(i=1, 
, 

ý, 
-1) 

(ý _ k+1,..., d). 

Finally, 

u( /1T QT 
µlµ -lk li 

1 
(C} Z it. d }1)T 

+C 

Negative-AInltinomial/Ilyperbolic-Secant family 

In this case 
d-1 

log det{ V (µ)} =- log c+E log fLi + log[ (c + E1=1 Ili)' +1131, 

177 

so that 
Ologdet{V(µ)} 

'(d)T 
of 
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with 
2 c+l: 

d- 
{17 

r Ftr (c+Ej-1 
'tj i'{=d 

(d =2 
tlý 

\ 
j_1 

Thus, 
V(u) c? logdet{V(Et)} r 

Dý l,... sSd)T 

where, for r=1, .... 
d-11 

6r 

and 

Sd 

2µ, (c+Ed_1/, j) 1 + 
c+>T 11j)2 +11d) 

d-1 2 /it (c + ýd-i Eta) + 
(1 

+ 
2 µä 

(c + E34=-11 11j)2 + fßä c "=1 
(c + Eß_1 /ii)2 + jLd 

d-1 2 

1 ý- c+EEli +µä 2flr 
d-1 

c+EFL. i 
9=1 j=1 

2 d-1 d-1 2 /tr pä µr +Elii EFl=+ 
(d - 1) FcT + 

c c j=1 i=1 c 

1+2ht,. +(d-1)itr 
cc 

2µd (c+ : Fii) 

(c+>j_1 Fä)2 +Ft'd 

lid d-1 2 Ili (c +E di Fei) +2 
Fid 

cE 

(1 
+ 

(c + T4-1 Ftj )2 + Fid (c + j1 11j )2 +lßä 

d-1 
+Fßä 

-1 d-1 

c+ 1µj 
)2 

2 lid c+E Fei 
j=1 j=1 

2lid d-1 d-1 2 Fßä (d - µd (C+pj 

-F + 
c j=1 t_i Cc 

2lid (cl - 1) Fzd 
cc 

It now follows that 

178 

uli(l-t) _ (1d iý0)ý+ 
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A Property of the NEF-SQVF Class 

B. 1 Proof of Theorem 3.8 

We proceed by first finding the form of h(x, c) for each of the basic NEF-SQYF 

models, and then by direct comparison of h(x, c) with b(x, c) det{V(x)}. The 

expressions for the latter are taken from Section 2.3.1, where the 2d +4 basic 

families of the NEF-SQVF class are described in detail. 

Poisson/Normal class 

For each k=0,1, ... , d, let cE 1R+ and xE IL. Then 

(X, c) -' = Jexp{OTX_ciVl(O)}dO 
/kd 

= 
JA 

111 a=` e-`, \' II exp{xjAj/c - ýý/2c} IJB(A)I dA, 
`i-i 

) (j=k+l 

where A= IR+ X If1d-k . The Jacobian is easily seen to be 

k 
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Thus, 

k 00 
11(x, c) -' = 11 % 

i=I 
d 00 

x 11100 cl 1 exp{xj, \jlc - . ýj/2c}daj 
j=k+1 °O 

ý; \d 
r(xi)/ii c1 (2, c)i/2 exp{xý/2c} C'_ / 

-k 1 

k 

c r(x=)l (27rýc)(d-ti)l2 exp{ý, =k+l xý/2c}. 
t_1 

On the other hand, 

k 
b(: C, c) det{V(x)} = Cýk i x` fl r(xi + 1)-1 (2, rc)-(d-A)12 

i=1 

x exp{- ýý-k+1 xý /2c} cd-k U xi 

= cýk ri II r(xi) (27; /c)-(d-k)12 C-1 
., 
/2c}. x exp{- I34=k+1 xý 

Alultinomial family 

Let cE ll? and xE St*. Then 

h(x, c)-1 = 
je 

exp{OTX - c1VI(6)} d9 
dd1d 

Z Aj I JB(X)I da. 

In this case the Jacobian is given by 

Jo(A) = JO (AA (-\)) J11 (-X) 

= det{V(µa(A))}-' cd 

= 
(r lid 

1 c\{)-1 (1 
- 

r. 
7=1 

AJ)-1 Cd 

= 
(11 

1 
At)-1 

(1 - 
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Hence, 

dd )C-F-j=l xj-1 

-1`J - da h(x, cý-i _J 
(i=i 

1j / -1 

_ 
F(c - Ed-1 x. i) fa 1 r(xi) 

r(c) 
On the other hand, 

b(x, c) det{ V (x)} = 
r(c + 1) 

r(c-E. i=1x. i+1) jld ir(x=+1) 
d1d 

x fl x, 1-1: xj/c 
j=1 

r(c) 
. r(C 

- Ljd=1 x. 1) 
f4 

1 
r(xt) 

Negative-Multinomial family 

Let cE IR+ and xE SZ*. In this case 

Note that 

so we have 

Nov, 

h(x, c)-1 = 
fexp{OTX_cM(O)}dO 

; JB (A)1 dA. 
( 

j=l 

) 

= 
J(L'1) 1- 

d 

J9(A)_ A=1ý 

dd li (i=l 

__ 
I'(c + 1) rjd 1 F(x=) 
r(ýý_i xi -ý c+ 1) . 

r(E41 xj + cl dd 
b(x, c) det{V (x)} =- r(c) rla 1 r(xt + 1) \i 

x1/ 1+E xj /c 
i_l j_l 

r(ýd xj +c+ 1) 

r(c+ 1) nd 1 r(xtý. 
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Negative-111ultinomial/Ga mma/Normal class 

For fixed k=1, ... , d, let cc IR+ and xE 52,,. Then 

h(x, c)-1 = 
jexp{OTX_cIvI(o)}18 

k-1 -1(1_L 
Si -1 

L+ Ld-k 
rl J 

t-1 
l 

x exp{x(2)A(2)- (xk/2) a(2)A(2)} 1JB(A)l(1A(2)dakda(l). 

It is easy to see that 
k-i 

Jo(A) Ai-1. 

Thus, 
1ti-1 k-1 c k-1 

h(. C, C)-1 - 
k-1 

^i 
i-1 

-_ (1` 
ý 

AkEi-1 Xj+C 
e-ý k ýkdAk 

) (I 

I i=l i=l 

x 
JlRd-k 

exp{x2)A(2) - (xk/2) AT )A(2)} dA(2) 

r(c + 1) II=-i I'(xt) F(ý= i xi +c+ 1) 
k-1 Ei=i k-1 

ý, }C+1 
Xk 

(d-A)/2 
1T 

x (2T/xk) exp 
{- 

2Xk x(2)x(2)} 

(2ý)(d-k)/2 i-i; F(x=) 1d2 
exp xi 

ýýk i xi+c+(d-k)/2+1 
2xk 

-k+i 

Now, 

xEi= 
x 4-c-(d-k)/2-1 1d 

1) 
exp 2xß 

-k+1 

2i v(x, c) V (it) = (2.. )(d-z)/2 r(c) fi r(xt + 7 

k-1 
d 

c1ý TT Xi x-k+z x 11 J ti 

xEk 
ix +ci-(d-k)/2+1 1d 2 

_ (- r(c + 1) ft 
-i 

r(x=) eap - 2Xk j=k i 
xý 
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Negative-Hultinomial/Hyperbolic-Secant family 

Let cE IR+ and xEQ.. Then 

la (x, c)-1 = 
Jexp{OTX_CM(O)}dO 

d-1 d-1 a/2 
i)( 

JS-1 1,, 
/2 

(i=l 

j=1 
x exp{xdOd + (E. 17=1 

j+ C)10 COS(Od)ý ýJg(A(l))Od) I CýOd d. ý(1). 

In this case the Jacobian is readily seen to be 

d-1 
JO(A(l), ©d) Aj 1 

i=1 

Note also that 

J 
ý2 

exp{x0 + clog cos(0)} d0 = 
r(c 

X21) X2 

/2)2 
2-(°-2) I+ 

Z 2l 
I-2 

(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 1980, Formula 3.892(2)). Hence 

d-1 (1 d-1 C 

d-I 

(E 

h(x, c)-l =i -1) H 17i 
Js1i 

i-1 ; _1 

f 7r/2 

X exp{xdOd + (>4_i x; + C) log COS(Od)} dOd 
n/2 

r(c + 1) rld_i r(x) F(E; 
=1 xi c 1) Fý2 [> xi + cJ)2 

ý_i x; +c+ 1) ý-i x+ c)2 + xä 
d-1 -2 

d-1 

x 2-(F-; -1 xi +c-2) r2 Xj +c+ Zx2 

_ 
r(c + 1) rld- i=11 r(xi) 

d-1 

22 _1 
xj+c 

X 

(2 [F-Jd_j 

=1 
x +C])2 

[\2 

Lý1=1 
xß + CJ 

/2+\2/ 

2] Ir\2 

LEj-1 
2j + CJ +2/ 

12 

I' j 

_ 
(c+ 1) ýd_i r(x=) rýz [ f: xj +c l2 Jl 

_d -I xl2 2F'=' ' 
Ir\1+ 2 

Lý3=ixi 
+C] +22/I 

since IF(u + iv + 1)12 = (u2 + v2) pu + iv)12 (e. g. Abramowitz and Stegun 

1965). 
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On the other hand, 

2T1 xi+c-2 
Ir(1 [ý`d1 

X+ c] + ý/ 12 

b(x, c) det{ V (x)} = -i 
2 

[Td-1 
tz 

r(C) IId=-I r(x= + 1) r(2 [ýd_i X_ + cý) 
d-1 d-1 2 

xcx; xý }} xd 

2F-id i ='+c 
Ir(1 

+2 
[ýd1 

x; + C] + 
2) 

12 

= r(c+ 1) fa-i r(x=) r( [ a-1 ý' c])2 

B. 2 A Change of Variable Formula 

Here we discuss a generalisation of the `change of variable' formula that allows 
for mixed random vectors containing both continuous and discrete random 

variables. This will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.9. 

Let rho be a v-finite measure on the Borel sets of IRd and consider a probabil- 
ity measure P, absolutely continuous with respect to rho. Let X= (X1, 

... , 
Xd)T 

be a random vector distributed according to P and suppose that, for some 

r=0,1, ... , 
d, 71o can be written as the product measure 

710 = 7101 X 7/02, (B. 1) 

where 1/01 denotes Lebesgue measure on the Borel sets of IR' and 7102 is some 

counting measure on subsets of ZVd-r. In other words, the random vector 
X can be partitioned as X= (XT li, X 2))T, where X (j) = (X1, 

... , Xr)T is 

continuous and X(2) = (Xr+1, 
... , Xd)T is discrete. 

Now consider the affine transformation x= y(x) = Gx + g, where G is 

a nonsingular dxd matrix and gE Rd is a constant vector. Let G1,... 
, 
Gd 

denote the columns of G and denote by v(Gi, ... , 
G,. ) the volume of the 

parallelopiped spanned by G1,.. 
., 

G, the latter seen as vectors of IRd. We 

note that our definition of volume is relative to the subspace of Rd spanned 

by Gl,... , 
G,.. Let vo =1 and v,. = v(Gi, ... , G,. ) for r=1, ... , 

d. Denote 

by P. y the image measure of P under the map y(. ), i. e. P1(df) = P(-y-l(dx)), 
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and define the measure rho as 

Qdx) = vT ? lo('Y-1(dx)). 

Then Pry is absolutely continuous with respect to flo, and has a density of the 

form 
d 
dPo 

(x) = v, -' 
o(Y-1(x))" 

(B. 2) 
d 

We now discuss how to compute v(Gi, ... , G,. ) for given r=1, ... , 
d. Con- 

sider the subspace Vr of IRd spanned by G1,... ' G,., and note that an orthog- 

onal base for Rd can always be constructed by means of the Gram-Schmidt 

process, as follows. 

GI = G1 

G 
GZ = G2 -T 

GJIG1112 
G, 

(B. 3) 
d-1 G? 'Gd 

i=l II G= II2 
G= Gd Gd - 

where IlGill = (GTG=)1/2 denotes the Euclidean norm of the vector G. Then 

{Gi,... 
, GT } is an orthogonal base for V,.. Moreover, it follows from the 

properties of the volume (e. g. IVlostow and Sampson 1969, Section 4.8) that 

GT) 
(B. 4) 

_ JIGilI... IiGrii" 

Let H denote the matrix of cofactors of G, i. e. if H= (ht; ) and G= (g13) 

then htj is the cofactor of gjj (i, j=1,... , 
d). Denote by H1, ... , Hd the 

columns of H. Then it is well-known that 

T det{G} if i=j 
G, H; (B. 5) 

10 ifi54 j. 

The following theorem provides alternative expressions for v(G1, ... , G,. ). 
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Theorem B. 1. Let G be a nonsingular dxd matrix with cofactor matrix H. 

Then 

výGlý ... 
Grý - 

det{2r(G)} 

det{G}d-r-1 7 

where Qr(G) = (G1,..., G,., Hr+l) ..., Hd); 

(b) 

v(Gi, ... , 
Gr) = det{JV(G,,... 

, 
Gr)7112, 

where Ar(G1, ... , G,. ) is the rxr matrix with (i, j)-th entry GT Gj. 

Proof. We first note that the subspace of IRd spanned by H,. +1, ... , Hd is 

orthogonal to V,.. It then follows from the properties of the volume that 

det{Qr(G)} = v(Gi, ... , G,. ) V(H, +1, ... , Hd). 

Let Q*(G) = (GI*,..., Gr, H,. +i, .... Hd). Since {G,. 
.., GT } is an (orthog- 

onal) base of Vr, we can argue as above to get, with the aid of (B. 4), 

det{ Q (G)} = v(G*, ... , GT) v(H,. +,, ... , Hd) 
(B. 6) 

= det{Qr(G)}. 

Now, it is easy to see from (B. 5) that 

GT Qr(G) = 
Jýr(Gi ... , Gr) Gr, d-r 

T det{G} Id_r 

where T is the (d - r) xr matrix with (i, j)-th entry G +=Gj. Thus, 

det{GTQr(G)} = det{N(G1, ..., G,. )} det{G}a-r, 

which in turn implies 

det{2,. (G)} = det{. N(Gi,... 
, Gr)} det{G}d-r-1. (B. 7) 
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Similarly, if G* = (G*,,..., Gä), then 

G*T Q *(G) = 
N(Gl, 

... ' GT) Gr, d-r 
°d_,.,. W 

where W= Diag( H +1G* 
... , Hä Gd). Note that, by (B. 3) and (B. 5), 

Hý Gý = Hý Gj = det{G} for all j=r+1, ... , 
d. Also, 

GT) = Diag(IIGiII2, ..., 
JIG; II2)" 

Hence, 

det{G*TQT(G)} = IIG*II2... JIG*112 det{G}a-r, 

so that, by (B. 4), 

det{Q*(G)} = v(G1,..., Gr)2 det{G}d-r-1 (B. 8) 

We can now see that (B. 6) and (B. 8) imply (a), whereas (b) follows easily 
from (a) and (B. 7).   

To conclude this section, consider the following two particular cases of the 

`change of variable' formula (B. 2). 

(i) r=0: here qo is a counting measure on subsets of INd and v,. = vo = 1. 

Note that in this case ro is just the image measure of rho under the map -y("), 

z. e 

il'0(d) = 
Thus rho is also a counting measure, but it is concentrated on subsets of y(ZVd). 

(ii) r=d: in this case z1o corresponds to Lebesgue measure on the Borel sets 

of Ind, and v,. = vd =I det{G} 1. It then follows that 

Qdf) = yo(df), 

since rho(-y-1(dx)) = i7o(df) I det{G}I-' by the properties of Lebesgue mea- 

sure. Thus, we see that in this case rho is again Lebesgue measure and (B. 2) 

is just the usual `change of variable' formula for a random vector having an 

absolutely continuous distribution. 
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